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Preface
Advertising is everywhere. From commercials on television, print advertising in magazines
and newspapers, banners and games on the Internet, to more unusual forms such as prints

on toilet paper in bars, paintings on cows, prints on sidewalks, or even as little flags in dog

excrement on the street. On the one hand, advertisements are seen as disruptive, pushy,
cluttering, and motivate many people to protest against the overload of advertisements they

have to digest. On the other hand, advertisements are also considered funny and therefore
a popular conversation topic, especially as advertising is memorable and people connect it

to specific stages in their lives. Moreover, the advertising industry exerts a tremendous
influence on our consumption and our lifestyle. All the influence of advertising on our daily
lives makes it a fascinating industry to study.

I was not completely unfamiliar with the advertising industry in the Amsterdam region.
In addition to my study of Human Geography, with my specialisation as an Economic

Geographer, I have been working as a bike messenger in Amsterdam since 2000. Many

of our clients are from the cultural industries, including the advertising industry. As I had
already visited many of the companies prior to conducting this research, I already had some

knowledge of the large networks around this industry and some personal contact with
advertising professionals. The advertising related parcels I delivered included tapes from

film production companies or post-production companies, portfolios of photographers,
sketches of illustrators, model books, print work, film or photography equipment, and even
lunch for the crew at a film/photo shoot. This prior personal knowledge of the various actors
involved in the production of advertising was very beneficial for my research effort.

My dissertation is connected to the research conducted under my master thesis, which

focused on the graphic design industry in Amsterdam, and both were supervised by
Robert Kloosterman. After my study, I joined Bart Lambregts and Merijn van der Werff

in a European Union-funded research project (Polynet). In the meantime, a PhD research
proposal by Robert Kloosterman on the advertising industry was approved and funding

was secured by Habiforum. I am very thankful for the confidence Robert demonstrated by
inviting me for this research project. Writing a dissertation is not what I would describe as

an easy job, and the constructive criticism Robert gave me over the years greatly helped me
to meet this challenge. Above all, it was also a pleasure to share conversations and companion-

ship with Robert about other topics, such as music or sports. His enthusiastic monologues

about some of his favourite artists, such as Morrissey, Bruce Springsteen or Elbow, over a cup
of cappuccino in Kriterion are well known among his PhD students. The same can be said about
his enthusiasm for the history of World War Two (and his sometimes doubtful imitations).
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The second individual I would like to thank is Mariangela Lavanga, who joined Robert at a

later stage as co-supervisor for a while, until departing for maternity leave to give birth to
Damiano. Further, I would like to thank all the members of the Space & Economy (today

called Geographies of Globalisation) theme group who provided valuable input and feedback
on papers or in discussions. I really enjoyed the time spent with several colleagues, sharing

lunches together and enjoying a beer in Kriterion after work before the weekend. I send a
special thanks to Merijn who accompanied me so many times for a delicious ciabatta sandwich

at the Plantage Middenlaan. I do not want to individually name all my colleagues as I am
afraid I may inadvertently leave someone out, but special thanks goes to all the members

of my first office room, who offered me a warm bath and many cosy times. Other special

mentions of gratitude include the supporting staff at the University, Nikola Stalevski

for his editing work, but, most importantly, to my sister Karin Röling for the design of this
book and Amsterdam Inbusiness (the foreign investment agency of the municipality of
Amsterdam) for their financial donation for the book printing.

I would like to thank all the commission members who donated some of their time to
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1.1

A dramatic shift in
marketing reality’

The Hamburg based advertising agency Scholz & Friends produced a short animation film

titled ‘a dramatic shift in marketing reality’ (accessible on YouTube) that depicts the history
and changes in marketing from the 1930s until today (Scholz & Friends, 2009). It starts by
showing how consumer life was easy and orderly until the early 1960s; there were only a few

brands and it was easier to make choices. Advertisers and their agencies were focused on

clearly communicating the Unique Selling Propositions (USPs) of brands. Rosser Reeves,
one of the most influential figures in the history of (American) advertising, founded the

USP approach in the 1950s, while working for the Ted Bates agency (Mayer, 1958; AdAge,
2009b). Through endless repetition, USPs have become embedded in the collective memory

of consumers all over the world. One of the most memorable USPs by Rosser Reeves is
for M&Ms: ‘melt in your mouth, not in your hand’. The Emmy and Golden Globe-award
winning series ‘Mad Men’ showcases a typical early 1960s advertising agency from New

York’s prestigious Madison Avenue. The main character, Don Draper, was modelled after
Rosser Reeves and in keeping true to the original was an avid smoker (just like the rest of
the agency). In one of the episodes Don Draper came up with the USP ‘It’s Toasted’ for

their client Lucky Strike, which is still visible on a packet of cigarettes. However, the origins

of this slogan in reality is already much older. This is just one example of the various USPs
that are used in Mad Men.

During this period, the advertising industry, with its epicentre on Madison Avenue in New
York, was a major contributor to growing American power by boosting sales of American

products worldwide. It was also the period during which several American advertising

agencies set the stage for the internationalisation of advertising by opening offices in other
countries. Some of these offices were follow-ups of previous pre-World War Two established

offices that closed during the war. The advertising industry was driven in particular by the
big mass production companies and advertisements reached the consumers easily through
the (printed) mass media channels. The 1960s was also the decade during which the number

of TVs in Dutch houses quickly increased (in the US and the UK this increase happened
earlier). During the 1960s, with a limited number of TV-channels, the media landscape was

limited and controlled, markets were not yet saturated, and the targeted consumers were
easily to reach. The film of Scholz & Friends also emphasised this fact: ‘1965: A coverage
of 80% established with only three TV-spots’.

However, the 1960s also brought the spark of social change: individualisation, urbanisation,
3

increasing mobility, technological changes, and increasing incomes (Van Zanden, 1997).
This era is often labelled as reflexive modernisation (Beck et al., 1994; Lash & Urry, 1994)

or second modernity. While the first instance of modernity refers to the construction of
nation states and an industrial society, second modernity is undermining these key pillars
of the first instance of modernity. In the words of Ulrich Beck et al. (2002, p.2-3), ‘reflexive

modernization seems to be producing a new kind of capitalism, a new kind of labour

market, global order, a new kind of society, a new kind of nature, a new kind of subjectivity,
a new kind of consumerism, and a new kind of everyday life’. As a result, society had to

re-invent the rules of the game, adapting to the new emerging society: the ‘Risk Society’
(Becks, 1992). ‘Risk’ implies that one has to confront the problems resulting from social and
techno-economic developments. One has to deal with risk on different levels, in society

in general, with respect to nature and the environment, in business, and in personal life.
Life in general became less clearly organised as there were more options available within
reflexive modernism. For example, the advertising industry has to operate in consumer
markets that are not clearly defined.

Increasing individualisation challenged the wide spread mass-marketing approaches of

the American advertising agencies, in particular their focus on segmenting large consumer
groups with broadly homogeneous tastes (Beckett & Nayak, 2008). There is one scene in

Mad Men in which Don Draper is reading the newspaper while commuting by train.
He looks surprised to one page-filling advertisement with a lot of unused white space.

Once at the office, some of his colleagues are critiquing the now-famous ‘Think Small’
print advertisement for the VW Beetle and are gasping in astonishment at the wasted

white space in the ad: ‘Pretty funny, huh? None of us would make that mistake, would we?’
However, this particular advertisement, created by American agency DDB, is now considered
as one of the most influential advertisements in the history of advertising. It forms one of

the foundations of a (partial) shift from a ‘hard-sell’ to a more creativity-inspired ‘soft-sell’
marketing approach. This new approach was not embraced immediately by the American

advertising agencies, but rather by their counterparts across the ocean in Europe, particularly
in London and in Paris. Some of the newly emerging European advertising agencies would

beat the Americans at their own game. This development was also reflected in Mad Men:

Sterling Cooper was bought out by English advertising agency Putnam, Powell and Lowe.
The old-fashioned ad-men of Sterling Cooper also had to adapt to the production of
television-commercials, a medium that they initially ignored.

The Scholz & Friends animation shows that all kind of factors have made (marketing) life

in today’s society less orderly and more difficult, e.g. emancipation, the media explosion,
globalisation, the Internet, Web 2.0, and the knowledge society. Also, the number of brands
4
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has expanded immensely. The animation illustrates that there were 600,000 different brands

(of which many are exchangeable) in Germany in 2008; the failure rate of brands in this
country is 70% (Scholz & Friends, 2009). During the past decades, the number of advertise-

ments that a consumer has to process has increased significantly. The predictably organised
world of brands and media channels of the mass production era has disappeared. Creativity
and the innovative use of media channels have become more important for creating brand

awareness. The large volume of advertising messages an average consumer is exposed to

on a daily basis is generally referred to as ‘advertising clutter’ (Rumbo, 2002; Elliot & Speck,
1998). The number of advertisements one has to process (consciously or unconsciously) on

a daily basis has massively increased since the era of mass-marketing. One source argues

it has increased from a 500 a day in 1970 to roughly 5,000 a day in 2006 ( Johnson, 2006).

Consumers fell like they are under siege and are brand sceptic. The rise of the Internet and

social media networks, has spurred new marketing approaches. Traditional advertising is
increasingly being complemented or even replaced by interactive advertising, with consumers

actively participating through online brand platforms. ‘Let’s get the people engaged again’,
is what Scholz & Friends argue, which sums up the biggest challenge that advertisers and
advertising agencies face today.

1.2

Amsterdam creative capital:
a new hub in the international
advertising industry

The shift in marketing had major implications for the international advertising industry.
The industry needed to adapt to the saturation of mass markets and the new reality of a
reflexive, digital and well-informed consumer society. The academic literature asserts that the
international advertising industry is increasingly becoming polarised: large global network

advertising agencies (GNAAs) vs. smaller flexible independent agencies (Du Gay, 1997;
Leslie, 1997; Grabher, 2001). The GNAAs have emerged as the inventors of modern massmarketing practices, while the independent agencies seem to be better at developing more

innovative and more creatively endowed solutions that address the needs of the globalised
reflexive consumer society (Röling, 2010). In a black-and-white view, the older GNAAs

are generally depicted as traditional and rigid agencies, while the newer independents are
depicted as the more creative and innovative and therefore better endowed to cope with
this shift in marketing.

5

In 1992 a new office was founded by one of the most influential advertising agencies of

the last decades: the independent agency Wieden + Kennedy. This Portland based agency

opened an office in Amsterdam in response to their major client Nike’s opening of their

EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) headquarters in nearby Hilversum. The entry
of Wieden + Kennedy had a significant impact on shifting the previous primarily

national focus of Dutch advertising agencies. Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam quickly became

internationally acclaimed by winning prestigious advertising awards, for example at the

Cannes Advertising Festival. One could argue that during the 1990s this particular agency
positioned Amsterdam’s advertising industry on the international radar. A mix of branch

offices from foreign independents or new founded agencies (some by Dutch professionals

but also by foreigners) would follow the example of Wieden + Kennedy, including

KesselsKramer, StrawberryFrog, Amsterdam Worldwide, BSUR, 180 Communications,
72AndSunny, AKQA, Taxi, Sid Lee, and Perfect Fools. This process did not remain unnoticed

by influential figures in the international advertising industry, such as trend watcher and
advertising executive Marian Salzman, who already in 2000 predicted that Amsterdam
would become one of the future international centres for communications (O’Leary, 2000).

However, it is not only advertising that has flourished since the early 1990s. The cultural
industries in general have been experiencing dynamic growth in Amsterdam and in other

cities in the Netherlands. ‘Dutch Design’ in interiors, products, graphics, and architectural
design, enjoys a strong reputation worldwide (Betsky & Eeuwens, 2004). Especially the

Design Academy in Eindhoven yielded many renowned designers. An article in the
New York Times mentions the quality of this academy and Dutch designers: ‘the best
international design used to be Italian, from the Brionvega television of the 1960s to the

sleek Cappellini sofas and Boffi kitchens of the last decade. But increasingly it is Dutch
product designers who are making waves, especially students from a school in the southern

Netherlands called Design Academy Eindhoven, which employs an unusual academic

curriculum to create an education that values both the highly conceptual and eminently
practical’ (Treffinger, 2003).

Some graduates of the Design Academy Eindhoven have matured into leading designers,
such as Marcel Wanders, Hella Jongerius, Jurgen Bey, Tord Boontje, Maarten Baas, or the

design platform Droog Design. There are also several world renowned Dutch (landscape)
architects and urban planners. This group of successful architects has also been called the

‘Superdutch generation’, including, next to Rem Koolhaas’ OMA, offices such as MVRDV,
Kees Christiaanse, UN Studio, and NL Architects (Lootsma, 2002). Amsterdam is also an
emerging fashion city. Although the Netherlands’ major fashion education is based in the

city of Arnhem, most fashion designers settle in Amsterdam and this industry exhibits
6
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the highest growth rates among all cultural industries (Wenting, 2008). While the duo
Viktor & Rolf is acclaimed for their conceptual haute-couture fashion shows, in general

fashion from Amsterdam is more streetwise and ready-to-wear, for example the ‘denim

fashion houses’ G-Star, G-Sus and Blue Blood, or fashion designers such as Bas Korsten
and Daryl van Wouw. The inspiring creative climate in the city of Amsterdam is a magnet

for creative people from around the globe. The large variety of cutting-edge creative firms

and people that are present in Amsterdam opens up possibilities of cross-fertilisation, but
above all it provides an inspiring urban atmosphere for creative people to thrive in.

1.3

Contribution to which debates?

The cultural industries are one of the key focal points of the economic policy of the

municipal government of Amsterdam. It recognises that the cultural industries contribute
substantially to economic output and, as one of the fastest growing sectors, are therefore

very important for the growth of the economy in general (Rutten et al., 2004; Deinema
& Kloosterman, 2009). In Amsterdam, several (semi-) governmental organisations seek to

stimulate innovation, establish cross-fertilisation, organise network events, facilitate housing,
and provide advice on entrepreneurship in the cultural industries. Also, the government
actively lobbies to attract foreign advertising agencies to Amsterdam; the best example is the

successful wooing of the Canadian agency Taxi. This multiple award winning agency was

teetering between London and Amsterdam for their first European office. The municipal
government organised, together with Peggy Stein from Bureau Pindakaas and the Miami

Ad School, a meeting called ‘Meet Paul Lavoie’ (the founder of Taxi). He was invited to

visit, experience the city and to network with people from the international advertising

community in the city. In the end, Paul Lavoie opted for Amsterdam (Van Nierop, 2008;
Adformatie, 2009a).

The cultural industries have become popular among policymakers as one of the key industries

in urban economies in a post-industrial society. Western economies have witnessed

a gradual shift away from mass production economies towards knowledge and information
based economies. Knowledge and information have become the key source of productivity

(Castells, 1989; Dunning, 2000; Scott, 2007). Processes of globalisation and technological

change produced ‘a geographic shift of locations of manufacturing, and service activities are
transforming the employment scene in adverse ways for many people, notably less educated

and less skilled blue-collar workers although there has been very considerable job volatility
among white-collar workers as well’ (Dicken, 1998, p.1). In particular, several Asian countries
7

have emerged as the manufacturing nations of the global economy, while the old
industrialised countries have transformed predominantly into knowledge-based service
economies. The transition from a production-based economy into a service-based economy

was accompanied with an increasing importance paid to aesthetics; this spurred the rise
of cultural industries. The increasing importance of aesthetics is linked to the so-called

‘experience economy’: ‘Today consumers unquestionably desire experiences and more

and more businesses are responding by explicitly designing and promoting them’ (Pine &
Gilmore, 1999, p.97).

The cultural industries are important drivers of the culturalisation of everyday life and

function as producers of experiences. Pierre Bourdieu (1984, p.366) used the term ‘cultural
intermediaries’ to describe groups of worker who provide symbolic and aesthetic goods

and services. Bourdieu distinguished between cultural intermediaries and ‘new’ cultural

intermediaries. In the first group, he placed producers of cultural programmes on radio

or television, journalist-writers, and editors of influential newspapers and magazines.
The second group is comprised of practitioners active in design, packaging, sales promotion,
PR, marketing and advertising. As the role of advertising agencies is to act as intermediary
between production and consumption, the new experience economy mandated change in

advertising, along the lines of providing an exciting experience and entertainment. Thus, the

advertising industry is transforming from a producer service industry into a cultural industry.
I aim to make a twofold contribution with this PhD dissertation. On the one hand, it is
a study of the international advertising industry in Amsterdam, which can provide in-depth

understanding of one very important cultural industry that is a key employer in the city.
This can further provide directions for enhancing public policy aimed at stimulating the

cultural industries in Amsterdam and the Netherlands in general. On the other hand, this

study will focus on examining the processes of internationalisation of advertising and the
impact of globalisation on Amsterdam’s advertising industry. Therefore, this study will
contribute to enhancing the international/global position of the Amsterdam Region, to
the body of academic literature dealing with these subjects and to the general discourse on
globalisation and the role of global cities as central nodes.

8
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1.4

Research questions
& methodology
This dissertation will address the following research question:

How is Amsterdam’s international
advertising industry embedded in
the local context and connected to
the global context?
In economic geography, the concepts of ‘local’ and ‘global’ have developed as two inter-

related concepts. The local referrers to cities, or city-regions, that have emerged as the central

nodes in the global economy (e.g. Friedman, 1986; Sassen, 1991; United Nations, 2001;
Taylor, 2004). Manuel Castells (2001, p.553) distinguished between ‘a space of places’, or
localities, that are connected through ‘a space of flows’, or networks. These places (or cities)

have become intertwined through electronic and interactive networks, for example through

financial networks or international production networks. A few attempts have been made to
draft a hierarchy of global cities, for example Immanuel Wallerstein’s world-system model
(Wallerstein, 1976) and John Friedmann’s distinction between primary and secondary
global cities (Friedmann, 1986). The most extensive studies on the formation of such world

and global cities, which are embedded in interlocking networks of offices of advanced
producer service industries, have been made by the Globalisation and World Cities

(GaWC) research group of Peter Taylor. Saskia Sassen (1991, p.5) argued that a global city is
distinguished by its services and financial goods. According to Taylor, the main advertising

centres in the world (based on local billings) are New York, Tokyo and London. Amsterdam’s
billings were comparable to cities such as Frankfurt, Sydney, or Toronto (Taylor, 2006a). One
of the goals of this study will be to uncover the role of Amsterdam’s advertising industry

within the global advertising industry and how its local industry is interrelated with other
advertising centres in the world.

Further, it is stressed that the local (i.e. city/region) is important for the clustering of
economic activities. Already in the early 20th century, Alfred Marshall observed the
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importance of the local for industrial production in England and Germany (Marshall,
1920). Marshall’s ‘industrial districts’ were generally a collection of towns and factories that

specialised in the production of one specific good, such as textiles or cutlery. With the gradual

shift from mass production towards a production system based on flexible specialisation,
from the 1970s onwards, the local clustering of economic activities became even more
important (Piore & Sabel, 1984). The clustering of firms that rely on each other for specialised
input (in the form of products, goods, services, or knowledge) have been identified

in a wide range of different industries: car production (Fujita & Child Hill, 1995); the

motion picture industry (Storper & Christopherson, 1987; Scott, 2005); the music industry
(Leyshon, 2001); artisan production in (Third) Italy (Murray, 1987; Garofoli, 1991); and
also in advertising (Grabher, 2002). This type of flexible specialised industrial district is also

referred to as neo-Marshallian districts (Amin & Thrift, 1992; Nachum & Keeble, 2003).
It is also emphasised that local clusters should be open to the outside world through global
connections, or ‘global pipelines’, which are particularly important for access to new knowledge
and innovation (Bathelt et al., 2004).

Next to the main research question, additional three sub-questions
will be addressed:

Research sub-question one:

To what extent can Amsterdam offer
an environment that is favourable to attracting
internationally competitive advertising agencies?
Research sub-question two:

How can the role of creativity for the advertising
industry be explained and what is its relationship
to growth of the local advertising industry?
Research sub-question three:

How is the production of advertising campaigns
by international advertising agencies in the
Amsterdam Region organised from an economicgeographical perspective?

10
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The research methodology used to answer these questions is a combination of different
techniques. This study should be considered as a ‘single case study’, which is defined by John

Gerring (2004, p.342) as ‘an intensive study of a single unit for the purpose of understanding

a larger class of (similar) units’. This study will also shed light on the development of cultural
industries in other global cities. It will provide insight in the international development in

this case of Amsterdam’s advertising industry and also in the developments in this particular
industry worldwide.

The study is more explorative than affirmative, because there is limited knowledge in the

academic literature about the advertising industries in smaller cities such as Amsterdam.
The three main research techniques include a historical literature review (both academic
and business literature), qualitative interviews with respondents from the industry

(Appendix 1 & 2), and the statistical data collection. In total, twenty-two semi-structured
interviews were conducted with senior level advertising executives, both from GNAAs

as well as from independent international advertising agencies. Data regarding firms

and employment was collected from different research reports and from a database on
employment and firm statistics in the Netherlands (LISA). For the final empirical chapter

a unique dataset of advertising campaigns was collected from the major Dutch advertising
business magazine Adformatie. The dataset contains 340 advertising campaigns produced

between the years 2003 and 2008 by international advertising agencies from the Amsterdam
Region, and it offers key information regarding the advertising agency, the client, the
scope of the campaign (whether national or international), the media channels, and
the subcontracted external creative partners.

1.5

Research outline and
introduction to the chapters

In this final section of the introductory chapter a brief outline of the structure of this
dissertation and the outline of the individual chapters will be presented. The dissertation

will start by outlining the theoretical background of this study, which is followed by two
chapters that will describe the historical evolution of the international advertising industry
and the historical evolution of the Dutch advertising industry respectively. These three
chapters will lay the foundation for the four subsequent empirical chapters.
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Chapter 2 will give an overview of the main background issues and the accompanying
theoretical concepts. One of the most important world-transforming forces of the last

decades is globalisation. Global cities have emerged as the central nodes within the new
global economic world order. Advertising is one of the key service industries; both a driving

force and a large beneficiary of globalisation. Advertising is considered both an advanced
producer services industry and a cultural industry. The industry is organised in dense networks of external creative specialists who produce the advertising campaigns, which all
together constitutes the ‘project ecology of advertising’ (Grabher, 2002).

Chapter 3 will present the historical evolution of the international advertising industry,
from the early 20th century up to today. This evolutionary process is categorised in four
different phases, which are called ‘the waves of advertising’. The first two waves (one American,

the other European) are grounded in the provision of mass-marketing techniques for the
internationalising mass production companies. The typical exponents of these first two

waves have developed into large global network advertising agencies. On the other hand,
the last two waves have brought the rise of smaller, flexible and more creative advertising
agencies. The exponents of these two waves are the independent advertising agencies. These
two different exponents of the four different waves will be a central focus in this dissertation.

Chapter 4 will present a brief history of the Dutch advertising industry from the end

of the 19th century up to today. This chapter will be subdivided in two parts; the first part

will cover the evolution of the industry until World War Two, while the second part will
cover the post-World War Two era. Overall, the development of the industry was crucially

shaped by technological and institutional change. The Americans, as the pioneers of

advertising, and later also the British played an important role in shaping the advertising
industry in the Netherlands.

Chapter 5 will map the cultural economy and the advertising industry in the Netherlands
and in Amsterdam. The cultural industry appears to be primarily concentrated in the

so-called North Wing area of the Randstad, with Amsterdam as the cultural epicentre of
the country. The largest concentration of advertising agencies and professionals is found in
Amsterdam and adjacent Amstelveen.

Chapter 6 will examine the (geographical) organisational structure of both the global
network advertising agencies and the independent agencies. The first group is generally
organised in ‘Groups’ of a mother advertising agency and specialised daughter companies

that deal with different tasks, such as interactive advertising, direct marketing, or public

relations. These local groups are part of widespread worldwide office networks, which again
12
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are managed by large holding companies owned by shareholders. The second group is
organised in small intra-office networks (sometimes in only one office location).

Chapter 7 will focus on the role of creativity in the advertising industry and how this is
institutionalised through a large variety of (inter)national advertising awards. By winning

awards, both the advertising agencies and the individual creative professionals enhance

their reputation. On the agency level, this will generally result in attracting additional
clients, while on the individual level it regularly produces spin-off agencies.

Chapter 8 will examine the geography of production, i.e. the project ecology of the international advertising industry in the Amsterdam Region. The central unit of analysis is the

project, i.e. the campaigns developed by the research population of international advertising

agencies from the Amsterdam Region. A dataset of advertising campaigns will provide
insight in the production networks of both the global network advertising agencies and
the independent agencies. In the dataset a distinction is made between client networks

and creative networks (such as film production companies, post-production companies,
photographers, and sound studios).

Chapter 9 will close by highlighting the answers to the research questions, emphasising
the general contribution of this study to the literature on economic geography, and the
implications and opportunities for future research.
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Advertising as a global
networked advanced
producer services industry
and a cultural industry
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2.1

2.2
2.2.1

Introduction

This chapter will present some of the major background themes relevant
for this study on international advertising in Amsterdam. In the
beginning it is important to note that the process of globalisation has
played an important role in the increasing internationalisation of the
advertising industry. In the contemporary global economy, the global
cities house central nodes of international office networks of advanced
producer service industries. Advertising is both an advanced producer
services industry, characterised by far-flung international offices
networks that connect major cities worldwide, and a cultural industry.
The latter has a different spatial logic that is primarily based on
agglomeration economies of locally clustered networks with external
creative specialists, for which Gernot Grabher coined the term
‘the project ecology of advertising’.

Globalisation: the emergence
of an integrated world economy
Globalisation before World War Two

In the 19th century, several factors contributed to increased integration of world markets.
The invention of the steam engine led to a spectacular decline in transport time and costs;
the first telegraph cable lines connected the leading European capitals and their financial

markets; numerous trade tariffs were lowered or abandoned, and foreign investments in-

creased as companies explored new profit opportunities (O’Rourke & Williamson, 2001).
The advance of industrial capitalism during this century transformed the basis of international economic activity (Lindgren, 1985). Mass production, in combination with rising

incomes, spurred the rise of mass consumption in Western Europe and North America.
It is argued that ‘by 1914, there was hardly a village or town anywhere on the globe whose
prices where not influenced by distant foreign markets, whose infrastructure was not

financed by foreign capital, whose engineering, manufacturing, and even business skills were
not imported from abroad, or whose labour markets were not influenced by the absence

of those who had emigrated or by the presence of strangers who had immigrated’ (O’Rourke
& Williamson, 2001, p.2). The European nations still dominated the world of the 19th
17

century. It was particularly the bourgeois lifestyle of the upper class in cities such as Paris or

London that set the international standards of what was seen as civilised social behaviour

and culture. Paris is generally perceived as ‘the capital of the 19th century’ (Scott, 2000),
serving during that period as the centre for fashion, arts and craftwork.

In the 20th century dominance shifted from the countries of the European continent to the

United States of America. The two World Wars had devastating effects on the economies
of the European countries. In the meantime, at the start of the 20th century, the foundations

were laid for an American conquest of the world through the ‘democracy of business’
(De Grazia, 2005). American president Woodrow Wilson was the inspiring leader who

spearheaded the global conquest undertaken by American companies and their products.
His agenda had two parts. On the one hand, his goal was to contribute to world peace by

bringing down the ‘barriers of taste’, which were (in his opinion) the cause of revulsion,
distrust, and conflict. On the other hand, his goal was to increase the profits of American
corporations and in turn increase the wealth of US citizens (De Grazia, 2005, p.3). Wilson

had a strong belief in the capacity of his country to produce mass standardised goods (thanks
to Henry Ford’s mass production techniques) and to sell them across the globe with the

new marketing techniques of American advertising agencies. Already before World War One,
American corporations founded overseas production facilities, e.g. General Motors and

Procter & Gamble; their advertising agencies soon followed. In the interbellum period,

the same process continued, before it was abruptly stopped by the start of World War Two.

2.2.2

Globalisation after World War Two

In the aftermath of the disastrous World Wars, several international arrangements were

enacted that would go on to exercise significant influence on the processes of globalisation.
The pressures to introduce these arrangements came from the United States, although

many of the ideas were of British origin, by thinkers such as John M. Keynes (Hobsbawm,
1994). The US sought to introduce a new liberal economic world order (dominated by

free trade) in which American corporations could play a leading role. The first major steps
of ‘modern globalisation’ (to distinguish it from the precursors of globalisation) were

established at the Bretton Woods conference, held in 1944. This conference was organised

in order to regulate the international monetary and financial order in the postwar era.
Two major institutions were founded as a result: the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), which became

the World Bank at a later stage. Another important measure was the introduction of fixed
exchange rates between currencies. One of the most important goals of these measures was
to liberalise international trade.
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The United States were clearly the winners in the aftermath of the World Wars. Especially

the 1950s was a period of an unchallenged US economic supremacy (Frieden & Lake,
1999). Many American corporations expanded overseas and sold their products. ‘One must

constantly bear in mind that in 1950 the U.S.A. alone contained 60 per cent or so of all the

capital stock of the advanced capitalist countries, produced 60 per cent or so of all their output’
(Hobsbawm, 1994, p.257). European nations and Japan quickly rebuilt their countries and

their economies, but the United States remained the dominant economic power for the
duration of the 20th century. New York was the world’s major global capital, from which

American consumer culture spread around the globe, significantly fostered by American
advertising agencies.

One of the most important contributors to modern globalisation is the rise of international

capital flows, in the form of foreign direct investments (FDI). Saskia Sassen (2006, p.17)
argued that from the 1980s onwards financial and specialised services became the dominant
component of international transactions, which resulted in a remarkably sharp growth of

FDI -- mainly within the triad of the United States, Western Europe, and Japan. Foreign

direct investment can take different forms, for example investors buying firms or shares,
or investors and entrepreneurs establishing companies in foreign countries. Technological

innovation is one significant explanation behind the exponential increase in international
capital flows. During the 1980s the ICT revolution introduced a new era that would become
labelled as the information technological paradigm (Castells, 2000). Ewald Engelen (2007, p.9)

argued that the widespread introduction of ICT facilitated the rise of financial capitalism:
‘Radically enhanced computing capacities combined with increased miniaturization and

declined costs have resulted in a sweeping dispersal of personal computers, mini-computers

and mainframes, enabling even small and medium-sized enterprises to process enormous

information and data flows, lowering information and transaction costs still further.
Combined with severe overproduction in a growing number of global consumer and

producer markets, resulting in declining profits, and a sharp increase in indirect savings

hunting for profitable investments, these developments have resulted in a growing
‘financialisation’ of the economy’.

With increasing globalisation, the geographical organisation of multinational firms gradually

changed. Today, the headquarters of multinational firms are primarily located in the

global or word cities, where they can enjoy access to the knowledge of producer services
firms. R&D facilities are located where specific scientific or technologic knowledge is

widely available or can be attracted, while the actual production is executed in locations
that offer cheap and sufficiently skilled labour (Dicken, 1998). An IBM executive argued

that this ‘globally integrated enterprise’ developed in three different phases. In the 19th
19

century there was the ‘international model’. Firms were still based in their home country
and sold their products through sales offices abroad. This was followed by the ‘classic

multinational firm’ model, where the parent firm created small versions of itself in
other countries. Today, large transnational firms are evolving into more globally

integrated business models. Firms move people and jobs around the world ‘based on the

rights cost, the right skills and the right business environment’ (Economist, 2008, p.11).
The dispersal of the operations of multinational firms around the globe created a demand

for specific knowledge that specialised services firms can offer (e.g. in banking, legal,
insurance, management consultancy, and advertising). For example Ton Elfring (1989) and

Manuel Castells (2000, p. 21-26) have illustrated well the rising importance of the service

industries. In the 1970s, services accounted for about 24% of the worldwide stock in FDI;

by the end of the 1980s, this had grown to 50% of the stock and 60% of annual flows.
In 2001/2002, services accounted for more than 70% of FDI inflows to developed

countries. One of the main elements of globalisation is the central position of transnational
firms as ‘strategic organizers’ (Sassen, 1991). World or global cities (the location of the
offices and headquarters of these transnational firms) function as the central nodes in the

global network economy. Global financial markets have emerged as another crucial institution
that organises and governs the world economy. Also the stock markets are located in these
global cities (Sassen, 2006).

Compared to the precursors of today’s globalisation, global connections in ‘modern
globalisation’ are different in four important ways. First, global connections today are much

faster, both the physical connections (e.g. by aircraft or high-speed trains) as well as the
virtual connections (via the Internet or mobile phone). Second, the scale of globalisation

affects nearly every inhabitant of the world. Third, the scope of globalisation is much
wider: its effects are not just economic, but also technological, political, social, cultural, and

environmental. Fourth, the dynamic and unmediated interactions between actors in the

global arena create new levels of complexity in the relationships between policy and
practice (United Nations, 2001).
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2.3

Advertising as an advanced 		
producer services industry

There are various ways to define a service; one example is to focus on the utility it provides.
Some yield short-term utility, for example a restaurant, a concert, or the delivery of a parcel

by a courier. Other services have an intermediate time-length of utility, such as the cleaning
services in your house, the garden designed by a garden architect, or the repairs on your

car. Finally, some services have a long-term utility, particularly with respect to finance and
insurances, such as a mortgage or a life insurance. All these examples are consumer

oriented. The most often used classification for services is to distinguish between consumer

focused services on the one hand and producer focused services on the other hand (Dicken,
1998; Daniels, 1993).

However, in some service industries, there is significant overlap between the two categories,
for example in banking and insurance. Some have suggested to label them mixed services,
or circulation services, because these services are ‘produced within the process of circulation
and for circulation, and not intermediate services produced primarily for other branches of

industry or final services produced for consumers’ (quote from Allen, 1988; in Daniels, 1993).
Harrington et al. (1991, p.77) added a spatial component to the division between consumer

and producer services, stating that consumer services are generally location bound to
consumer markets of adequate size. The choice of office location for producer services is based
on factors such as urban agglomeration economies and proximity to clients and suppliers.

There is no doubt that advertising is a specific producer service industry (e.g. Sassen, 1991;
Coffey & Bailly, 1992; Daniels, 1993; Dicken, 1998). Hall & Pain (2006, p.4) refer to
‘advanced producer services’, which they describe as a ‘cluster of activities that provide

specialized services, embodying professional knowledge and processing specialized

information, to other services’. Of course, these services are primarily geared towards
producer companies, but can also target other service firms, governmental bodies, and other
types of organisations. Hall & Pain (2006) have identified eight advanced producer service

industries that operate on the international level: advertising, banking/finance, insurance,

law, accountancy, management consulting, logistics and design consulting. In fact,
advertising is in a unique position, because there is a separation between those who buy

their services (mostly producer firms) and those who consume them (commodity buyers)

(Taylor, 2006a). Advertising professionals primarily develop brands and add symbolic value
through advertising campaigns, with the aim of influencing consumers to purchase a

particular product or services. The symbolic value that is added varies and depends on
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the target group of the specific product or service. In short, advertising ‘is the structured

and composed non-personal communication of information, usually paid for and usually

persuasive in nature, about products (goods, services, and ideas) by identified sponsors
through various media’ (Arens, 2005).

Advertising has become more important since the 1980s, as ‘the trend has been towards

more production innovation and differentiation’ in the post-industrial era’ (Coffey & Bailly,
1992, p.859). In addition, ‘divisions of labour and specialization within the production

process have encouraged the demand for producer services’, such as advertising, design and

packaging (Daniels, 1993, p.17). Just like the other advanced producer services industries,
advertising has undergone a strong process of internationalisation since the early 1980s.
Through a process of worldwide mergers and takeovers, some of the advertising organisations

have developed into international ‘marketing-service conglomerates’ (holdings). The aim of

these organisations is to offer a ‘global package deal’ to their clients, that includes various

marketing related activities, such as advertising, media, market research, sales promotion,
public relations, and management consultancy (Dicken, 1998).

2.3.1

The spatial configuration of advanced producer
service firms in the network of world cities

The growth of advanced producer service industries since the 1980s has contributed to the
repositioning of cities as centres of economic growth and as central nodes in the world
economy. In the post-industrial era, Saskia Sassen (2006, p.16) identified several ‘crucial

sites for financial and services transactions’: the world cities and their financial markets,

advanced corporate service firms, banks, and the headquarters of transnational corporations.
Jean Gottmann (1983) named this type of city the ‘transactional city’, while Manuel
Castells (1989) preferred the term the ‘informational city’. Such cities are characterised

by the dominance of white-collar employment (rather than the blue-collar employment
that dominates in industrial cities) (Daniels, 1993). The advanced producer service offices

in these cities function as suppliers of specialist knowledge. The processes of supplying

knowledge and exchanging information demand frequent face-to-face contact between
service firms and their clients. The headquarters of transnational corporations and their

services suppliers are likely to cluster together in cities, which keeps transaction costs low.
Information and communication technology and international airports further stimulate
and enable the growth of the international network of global cities.

It is not only advanced producer services industries that make a city a world or global city

from an economical perspective. According to Peter Hall (1999), there are in effect several
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sectors that show rapid expansion in global cities: (1) financial and business services, (2)
power and influence (or command and control), (3) creative and cultural industries, and (4)
tourism. With power and influence, Peter Hall is, among others, referring to governmental

bodies, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), and supranational organisations.
Friedmann (1986) also mentions (5) global transport and communication networks, which
are crucial for the connections and networks between city-regions.

In the ‘world-city hypothesis’, John Friedmann made one of the first efforts to develop

a hierarchy of world and global cities (Friedmann, 1986). He distinguished between primary
and secondary cities, in both core and semi-peripheral countries, thereby using the world-

system model of Immanuel Wallerstein (see Wallerstein, 1976). Friedmann argued that

international investment flows and the supporting service industries fuel the global economy
and the cities that function as central nodes in this world system. Primary cities in core

countries are cities such as New York, Los Angeles, London, Paris, Zürich, and Tokyo.

On the other hand, examples of secondary cities in core countries include San Francisco,
Brussels, Milan and Sydney (Friedmann, 1986).

More recently, Peter Taylor’s ‘Global and World Cities’ (GaWC) research group at
the Loughborough University studied the formation of a world city network by using

a functional approach. They examined the patterns of global advanced producer service
firms and their office networks. Peter Taylor saw world or global cities as ‘global service
centers’ within an interlocking network (Taylor et al., 2002). The position of a city in the

roster of world cities was determined by enumerating the offices of the services firms
(Beaverstock et al., 1999). They followed the arguments of Saskia Sassen (1991) that the

formation of a hierarchy of world cities is, to a considerable degree, the result of the

globalisation of advanced producer service industries. Taylor’s approach is inspired by

Manuels Castells’ argument that ‘world and global cities should not be considered as a
place or a single entity, but rather as a process by which centres are connected in a global
network’ (Taylor, 2004, p.8). In other words, these cities are open entities, connected with
other cities throughout the world.

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic presentation of the world city network. The score of each city
is compared to London, the most connected global city in the world (closely followed by

New York). The cities Paris, Tokyo, Hong Kong and Singapore follow, but lag considerably

behind. Amsterdam is comparable with cities such as Los Angeles, Sao Paolo, Frankfurt,
Milan, Madrid, and Sydney. This representation is based on the office networks of eighty

different global firms from six different advanced producer services industries: accountancy,
advertising, finance, insurance, legal services, and management consultancy. The firms
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were selected on the basis of largest firm rankings, worldwide in each specific industry.
Additionally, each firm should have offices in at least fifteen different cities. Each individual
office was rated on the basis of its function, ranging from international headquarters to
back office.

Figure 2.1: World city connectivity, proportioned to highest connectivity (London =1.00)

Source: Taylor & Aranya, 2008, p.7

2.4

Advertising as a cultural
industry

In addition to the common perception of advertising as an advanced producer service

industry, it should also be seen as a cultural industry. Cultural or creative industries are
among the five sectors that Peter Hall identified as characteristic for the economies of

world cities. Especially since the end of the 1990s, cultural and creative industries have
received increasing attention by scholars and policy-makers. Today they are considered

as one of the key sectors for urban economic growth. Lash & Urry (1994, p.4) noticed an
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increasing aestheticization in the post-Fordist world, i.e. an increase in the value given to

the aesthetic or design component in both material goods and non-material objects: ‘What
increasingly are being produced are not material objects, but signs. These signs are of two

types. Either they have a primarily cognitive content and are post-industrial or informational

goods. Or they have primarily an aesthetic content and are what can be called postmodern
goods. The development of the latter can be seen not only in the proliferation of objects

which possess a substantial aesthetic component (such as pop music, cinema, leisure,
magazines, video and so on) but also in the increasing component of sign-value or image
embodied in material objects’. (Lash & Urry, 1994, p.4)

It is acknowledged that all sorts of cultural products and services constitute an increasing

share of economical output in contemporary capitalism (see Scott, 2000; Kloosterman, 2003;
Hartley, 2005). Above all, they are also considered as the growth engines for a significant
number of world cities (Currid, 2007). The term culture or creative industries is a rather

broad concept; there is no consensus about which sectors it comprises or whether it should

be labelled as ‘cultural’ or as ‘creative’ (for consistency I will continue to use ‘cultural industries’
hence forth). The output of cultural industries comprises both goods as well as services.
The advertising industry is clearly considered a cultural industry. Its creative professionals

develop brands and add symbolic value through advertising campaigns, with the intention
of influencing consumers and stimulating them to buy specific products or services.

Advertising agencies are in fact the link between their clients and the potential consumers.
As mentioned before Pierre Bourdieu (1984, p.366) introduced the term cultural inter-

mediaries for occupations and professions that establish this link between the worlds of
producers and consumers, and that in turn provide the symbolic added value to goods

and services. After Bourdieu, other studies (see du Gay, 1998, p.181; Kuipers, 2010) also

emphasised that cultural intermediaries play an important role in connecting the worlds of

production and consumption. They play a central function in the information cycle between

producers and consumers, by raising the interest of consumers for products or brands and
also by providing consumer feedback to producers.

The advertisements produced by the major (American) advertising agencies until the 1960s
could hardly be labelled as creative. The first half of the 20th century was dominated by the
American approach of advertising, which spread American consumer culture around the

globe. During this period, the advertising industry reached the zenith of its influence, as it

‘achieved an unprecedented level of power over the creation of mass markets and consumer

identities through an alignment with the Fordist system of mass production’ (Leslie, 1997,
p.1017). The approach generally adopted in advertising was that of ‘hard-sell’ tactics, which
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implies a persuasive ‘tell-and-sell’ style (Beard, 2005, p.55). This style could be characterised

as repetitive, serious and dreary, in which aesthetics or humour played a subordinate role.
Because the textual aspect dominated advertising, the key creative professional within the
advertising agency was the copywriter. During this period advertising was mainly limited

to print advertisements, commercials were only produced for cinemas, and the production
of advertisements was mainly an in-house affair.

From the second half of the 20th century onwards, there was a creative revolution in the

advertising industry; it shifted to more subtle ‘soft-sell’ tactics, with visual and aesthetical
aspects gaining in importance. The art director entered the advertising agency and obtained
equal status with the copywriter, together establishing the ‘creative team’. Technological
innovation, such as the introduction of colour television in combination with the introduction

of commercial television channels and more recently the Internet, created new platforms
for advertising during the second half of the 20th century. Creativity increasing gained
on importance within the advertising agency. Lash and Urry (1994, p.139) argued that

‘advertising in effect evolves from a free-professional type of business services, in Fordism,
to an industry and, in post-Fordism, to a full-fledged: “culture industry”’.

2.4.1

The socio-spatial configuration of advertising
as a cultural industry

As an international advanced producer service industry advertising has its own spatial logic

within a world city network; which is different from its spatial logic as a cultural industry.
Allen Scott (2000, p.11-12) provided a summary of five technological-organisational

characteristics of cultural industries: (1) there is considerable human capital involved,
in combination with advanced flexible computer technologies; (2) production is mostly
organised in dense networks of small and medium-sized firms, which are relying on each

other for specialised inputs; (3) cultural industries rely heavily on local labour markets for
a variety of skills; (4) cultural industries are characterised by numerous networks, for which

local agglomeration or clustering is useful; and (5) agglomeration facilitates the development

of an institutional infrastructure within a local industry. All these characteristics emphasise
the likeliness of cultural industries to cluster together, because they rely on frequent
interaction with a large variety of specialists.

Not all big cities have a critical mass of cultural or creative firms and workers; some cities

are better able to attract, satisfy, and retain this group of workers. In one of the most
influential books on this topic, Richard Florida (2002) spoke of ‘the rise of the creative

class’ as the driving force behind economic growth in urban economies. Although he used
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a rather broad definition for this creative class (it comprises around a third of all employees

in the United States [Florida, 2002, p.8] ), he did provide some interesting insights about

what attracts creative worker to cities. Cities should offer a rich diversity in facilities that are

favourable for the lifestyles of creative workers, for example attractive neighbourhoods with a

diversity of restaurants, pubs, coffee bars, music venues, parks, festivals, theatres, art galleries,
and residents from around the world. City centres have gradually changed from centres
of production to centres of consumption (Burgers & Van der Land, 1997). Creative people
such as advertising professionals like to live in vibrant city centres. The continual input

of consumption information is important for their work. Diversity in the urban atmosphere

provides inspiration for creative workers. Already several decades ago, urbanist Jane Jacobs
(1961) stressed the importance of diversity for cities. The cross-fertilisations that occurs

between people from diverse backgrounds are even referred to as ‘Jacobs externalities’
(Lambooy, 1997, p.297). Florida (2002, p.232) coined the term ‘quality of place’ to refer to
the city’s attractiveness to creative workers, emphasising three dimension: (1) what’s there

-- a combination of the built and the natural environment; (2) who’s there -- the diversity

of people that creates urban communities; and (3) what’s going on -- street life in general,
nightlife, recreational facilities, cultural atmosphere and other factors.

Elizabeth Currid (2007, p.77) stressed the importance of social networks for the fashion,
art, and music industries in New York: ‘No market relies more heavily on social networks
than the exchange of cultural goods, like fashion, art, and music. Cultural industries are
driven by taste rather than performance’. She argues that the ‘walkability’ of New York’s

creative districts make frequent (un)intentional encounters possible, which increases the

matching opportunities between people looking for and people offering specific skills.
One of the most influential scholars on social networks was Mark Granovetter, who is

particularly well-known for his influential publication on the theme of ‘embeddedness’.
In the 1980s he introduced a new direction in economic sociology, in which the embeddedness

of economic behaviour in social relations played a central role. Although social relations
are one of the central topics of interest in sociology, Granovetter argued that they play a
subordinate role in the study of economic behaviour. One of the main reasons why social

networks are important is the key role of direct personal relations and social networks

in building trust and reputation (Granovetter, 1985). Because actors have to protect their

reputation in social business networks, it serves as a restraint on their impulse to cheat.
Reputation is particularly of great importance in industries where the lion’s share of the
work is subcontracted to external specialists. A good reputation secures repeat contracts

and creates new business opportunities, by world-of-mouth recommendations. ‘Sloppy or
lazy work will undoubtedly be punished by disparaging critiques, which will influence the
product’s market success’ (Currid, 2007, p.78).
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Apart from reputation and trust, according to Brian Uzzi (1996, p.678), embedded ties

have two important additional functions. First, they are more efficient for fine-grained
information transfers than arm’s length ties, i.e. they can include strategic and tacit knowhow that can boosts a person’s or a company’s transactional efficacy and responsiveness to

the environment. Word-of-mouth, or ‘buzz’, is an important mechanism in social networks
in local business clusters (Storper & Venables, 2004). Second, embedded ties enable joint

problem-solving arrangements, including working through problems, providing feedback
and thereby learning from each other. This has a positive influence on the innovative
capacity of a firm or industry.

Another important form of embeddedness is ‘institutional embeddedness’. Ash Amin and

Nigel Thrift (1994, p.14) argued that local clusters are identified by ‘institutional thickness’,

defined as: ‘the combination of factors including inter-institutional interaction and synergy,
collective representation by many bodies, a common industrial purpose, and shared cultural
norms and values. It is a “thickness” which continues to stimulate entrepreneurship and

consolidate the local embeddedness of industry. It is, in other words, a simultaneous
collectivisation and corporatisation of economic life, fostered and facilitated by particular
institutional and cultural traditions, which appear to have been central to the generation of

success within neo-Marshallian nodes in global networks’. More precisely, institutional

thickness implies the presence of a wide body of organisations: different types of firms,
branch unions, education and training facilities, interest groups, suppliers of capital, and
others. Further, there needs to be intensive interaction among the just mentioned actors. As a
result of this interaction, a sense of collectivity will likely emerge, along with a mutual

awareness that the industry is in fact one common enterprise. A sense of collectivity

instigates the creation of a jointly held industrial agenda (Amin & Thrift, 1994). Cities,
regions and industries have been dramatically transformed by globalisation; the institutional
setting is one aspect that clearly distinguishes a particular city, region or industry from

their competitors. This diverse institutional setting shapes in an important way the develop-

ment of the general economy and/or the trajectories of specific industries, cities and regions.
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2.4.2

Advertising as a project-based industry

As the key unit of empirical analysis in this study, one particular spatial-organisational
structure of the advertising industry requires special attention: the project. Generally the

firm is considered the basic unit of analysis in economic-geographical research. Gernot

Grabher (2002, p.246) argued that ‘the firm is assumed as the notorious “black box” in
which inputs are transformed into outputs, transaction costs are minimized or learning

processes are optimized, it appears as the elementary unit of collective commercial agency’.
However, the boundaries of economic action are not simply restricted to the organisational

make up of the firm. There is a wide range of industries in which the ‘project’ is the central

unit of economic action, especially for highly differentiated and customised demand.
The composition of project teams (including in-house and external professionals) is likely

to change and vary from project to project. These organisations are frequently referred

to as ‘project-based organisations’ (see Hobday, 2000; Sydow and Staber, 2002; Sydow et al.,
2004). In project-based organisations, the project is the primary business mechanism for

coordinating and integrating all main business functions of a firm (e.g. production, R&D,
personnel, finance, and marketing) (Hobday, 2000).

There is a wide range of ‘old’ and ‘new’ industries that design their activities around projects.

Apart from professional services (advertising, architecture, law, management consultancy),
projects are also used in cultural industries (film-making, game development), high
technology industries (ICT, biotechnology), and construction industries (engineering)

(Sydow & Staber, 2002). With increasing technological and product complexity, there

is a shorter time window to seize market opportunities; the need for cross-functional
integration and fast response to changing client needs will likely only increase the use of the

project-based approach (Hobday, 2000). The flexible and reconfigurable nature of projects
links with the system of flexible specialisation and is in sharp contrast to the hierarchically
organised production systems. The project-based approach stands in contrast to the

procedures of mass production and other hierarchical organisational forms that imply
standardisation, repetition, and routine (Ekinsmyth, 2002). Project work is far from
standardised, as each individual project has its unique character.

In his study of the London advertising industry, Gernot Grabher (2002, p.246) invented the

term ‘project ecology’. He defined the project ecology as: ‘the organisational and physical
space constituted by the interdependencies between projects and the particular firms, personal

relations, localities and corporate networks from which these projects draw essential
resources’. This definition already clarifies that the project ecology consists of several different

layers: the core team, the firm, the epistemic community, and personnel networks (Grabher,
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2004a). The core team, consisting of an art director and a copywriter, is the creative team of
the advertising agency. The account manager is the link with the marketing manager of the

client and is responsible for harmonising the clients’ goals with the efforts of the creative

team. The core team has a temporary project based focus, while the firm has a broader longterm view. Account planners in the agency have a long-term perspective, developing the
strategy for the brand and the means to reach the target groups. Grabher (2004b, p.1493)

defined the epistemic community as all project participants who contribute to the production
of knowledge necessary for accomplishing the specific task, even if only partially and for a

limited time. Finally, personnel networks are latent networks; they exist in the background
and can be used to resolve problems when needed.
Figure 2.2: The project ecology of advertising

Source: Author’s illustration (partly based on original figure in Grabher, 2002, p.253)

As Figure 2.2 illustrates, two important external networks are involved in advertising
projects: client networks and creative networks (Grabher, 2002). The client network refers to
the relationship between an account manager of the advertising agency and the marketing
manager of the client. These networks tend to be very strong, which is sometimes reflected
by a combined transfer of both the account manager and a client account to a newly started

advertising agency. Whereas the client networks tend to be long-term, creative networks
have a more temporary nature and are tied to the duration of the project.
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In order to produce an advertising campaign, the creative team frequently collaborates with
external creative specialists. The concept of the advertisement is the result of the dialogue

between the creative team and the account planner on the one hand, and the marketing

department of the client on the other. However, the actual production is usually subcontracted
to external specialists. The production of a television or Internet commercial is generally the

product of collaborations between the creative team, production company, post-production

company and sound studio. For print campaigns, external specialists such as photographers,
graphic designers/illustrators, or photography retouching companies are subcontracted.
While these creative networks have a more short-term character, they can also become
embedded. Grabher (2002, p.252) argued that ‘the selection procedure is shaped by past

experience and affected by the shadow of future collaboration and, over time, tends to fill
a pool of preferred project partners, each of which represent a particular specialization’.

2.5

Conclusions

This chapter presented the main background themes for my study of the international

advertising industry in Amsterdam. Both the concepts of the local and the global are very
relevant for addressing the central research question of how Amsterdam’s international

advertising industry is embedded in the local and connected to the global. I emphasised

that advancer producer service industries, such as advertising, are spatially organised in

global office networks that connect the major cities of the globe. From the perspective of
advertising as a cultural industry, it has been argued that these kinds of industries tend

to cluster in networks of local small and medium-sized creative firms. This local and

global nexus will be studied with Gernot Grabher’s concept of the ‘project ecology’ in the

advertising industry, which is an appropriate tool for examining the production networks

of the advertising campaigns produced by the international advertising agencies in the
Amsterdam Region.
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3.1

Introduction

The composition of today’s international advertising industry is the
result of several phases of developments, since the start of modern
advertising in the early 20 th century. These phases are usually called
‘waves’ in the academic literature and by professionals in the advertising
industry. Economic geographers Deborah Leslie (1997) and Gernot
Grabher (2001) both mentioned two waves of advertising in their
studies on the advertising industry (conducted respectively in New
York and London). They were preceded by Scott Lash and John Urry
(1994), who were probably among the first to distinguish between the
first and second wave of international advertising, and very briefly
highlight the start of a third.

During the first wave, ‘advertising firms shifted in the early years of the twentieth century to

working in contiguity with their clients in the manufacturing system, and began to Fordize

in the USA at about the same time as Henry Ford’ (Lash and Urry, 1994, p.139). Firms

functionally departmentalised and integrated horizontally, through acquisitions and by
the opening of branch offices. This horizontal integration became global when advertising
firms expanded internationally. Lash and Urry’s second wave started in the late 1970s, when

the importance of the British advertising industry increased and it became simultaneously
Fordist and neo-Fordist. ‘This shift was neo-Fordist in the sense that several advertising

agencies through acquisition were put under the roof of the same disaggregated firm. It was
also neo-Fordist in the terms of intersectoral diversification: the development of the full

range of marketing services, including design consultancy, public relations, market research,
direct marketing, and outside of marketing into general business consultancy firms’ (Lash

and Urry, 1994, p.140). They also briefly mentioned the start of the third wave in British

advertising in the late 1980s, distinguished by the proliferation of smaller advertising agencies.
The ethos of creativity in this wave is in contradiction to the standardisation of creative
philosophy that distinguished in the second wave.

Advertising professionals also have highlighted different international advertising waves.
Scott Goodson, the founder of Amsterdam-based international advertising agency

StrawberryFrog, described four waves of international advertising (Goodson, 2002). The first

wave partly coincides with the ones mentioned by the scholars; however, Goodson
additionally splits them in two separate waves. In the period where according to the scholars

the second wave started, around 1980, Goodson’s third wave begins. Goodson argues that

currently the fourth wave of advertising, which started midway in the 1990s, is active.
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Grabher (2001, p.351) argued that the United States’ advertising hegemony was challenged

from London-based advertising agencies from the 1980s onwards. However, its’ foundations
were already laid by the end of the 1960s and the start of the 1970s from agencies in London
(e.g. Saatchi & Saatchi, BMP) and Paris (e.g. TBWA, EuroRSCG). These advertising

agencies would later develop into global network advertising agencies, just like their
American predecessors. The third wave is indeed a wave characterised by the growing

importance of smaller and flexible advertising agencies, while the fourth wave is a continuation
of this process although closely connected and influenced by the widespread introduction

of information and communication technology. The four wave typology gives a more complete

framework of the geographical and organisational developments in the international

advertising industry in the twentieth century. Above all, it can also explain how Amsterdam’s
advertising industry became an important international advertising hub.

This chapter will present a chronological historical analysis of the four waves of international
advertising in the 20th century. Figure 3.1 shows a framework of the four waves. The transition
from one wave to the other is the result of a combination of (interrelated) changes and

innovations in the production system, consumer behaviour, social organisation of the

industry, and the media landscape. These variables are shown on the horizontal lines in
Figure 3.1, together with information on the major international advertising centres, the most
influential advertising agencies, and some of the most memorable advertising campaigns

during each wave. In this chapter, I will present the individual waves in a chronological way,
devoting more in-depth attention to the variables presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Four waves of international advertising in the 20th century

Source: Author’s illustration
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3.2
3.2.1

The first wave of advertising

Globalisation of American mass production
and mass marketing

Modern American advertising methods started their march on the world’s consumer markets

from the 1920s onwards (Lash & Urry, 1994; Mayer, 1958; de Grazia, 2005; Goodson, 2002).
The rise of modern mass advertising strongly correlates with the emergence of a system of

mass production. This system evolved after the Industrial Revolution, in thanks to technologic

innovation. Henry Ford’s car manufacturing plants set new standards and economies of
scale, through designing interchangeable parts and the simplicity of attaching parts to
each other on the moving assembly line. The mass production in factories, in combination
with the ideas of ‘scientific management’ by Frederick Taylor, continued to dominate work

structures until the 1970s. Scientific management of mass production, also known as

‘Taylorism’, can be seen as a sharp demarcation of the job tasks of production workers.
The repetitive tasks are kept simple on purpose in order to actualise productivity gains, with

clear demarcation between the work floor and the management level (Taylor, 1967; Hayter,

1997). This major revolution in production, in combination with the ideas of ‘laissez-faire’
economic policies by Adam Smith and modern mass marketing practices, set the stage for

overseas production by transnational corporations at the end of the nineteenth and the
start of twentieth century. Already in the late 19th century, there was a substantial growth

in transnational activity and manufacturing, especially in the United Kingdom and the
United States. The United States was an emerging industrial nation in these days, although

the United Kingdom was still the largest foreign investor in the early 20th century before
World War One (Dicken, 1998).

World War One completely destroyed European economic structures: its monetary

foundations, its continental trading network, and its creditor powers (Mazower, 1998).
In contrast, the economy of the United States was quickly developing into a prosperous
liberal economy. The American home market was not large enough to increase profits, which

required the expansion of the market area, in order to satisfy its growing manufacturing

industries. Considering the United States’ position during World War One, President
Woodrow Wilson was faced with two options: The first option was to get involved in

the war by sending American troops to Europe and to lead the negotiations at the peace
table. The second option was a more expedient way to conquer the world, by letting the

‘democracy of business’ take the lead in a peaceful way, setting new standards for consumerfriendly trade. The American interpretation was ‘to study the tastes and needs of the

countries where the markets were being sought and suit the goods to those needs’
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(De Grazia, 2005, p.1). Wilson’s idea emphasised the mutual connection between salesmanship and statesmanship, and that the great barrier in this world was not the barrier of

principles, but the barrier of taste. He believed that no other nation showed such immense

capacity to produce and sell standardised goods, and that the Americans were the strongest
believers in liberty and joi de vivre, which goes hand in hand with wealth and material
possessions (de Grazia, 2005, p.2). De Grazia (2005, p.4) also argued that American

hegemony was not forged on American soil but rather on European territory. It was in the
Old World where the United States turned its power as the premier consumer society into

dominance that resulted from the international recognition of the country as the fountainhead of modern consumer practices. The fragmentation of Europe into strong nationalist
states after Word War One was one of the reasons why Europe could not produce a popular

alternative to the rise of American consumer culture. The export of American products and

culture after World War One was very successful. American films, American music, American
comic books, American films and a generally American style of popular culture were bought
by Europeans, and widely imitated and adapted (Sassoon, 2006).

In the same period, the American advertising industry developed from undifferentiated
into more professional and institutionalised. Efforts towards achieving professionalisation
and institutionalisation included the formation of local clubs and national associations, the

emergence of trade journals, academic programmes in universities, and attempts to establish
ethical control over the field (Kreshel, 1990, p.80). The institutionalisation of the advertising
industry signified that new actors should have a minimum level of knowledge and skills

to enter and survive in this profession. Modern advertising replaced the traditional
personal salesman selling products and services from door to door. New style advertising
agencies started to offer a wider range of services, in contrast to their previous focus of

simply brokering advertising space. This wide range of services included the creation of

advertising campaigns, from first draft to printing and also distribution. Advertising agencies
designed and printed posters, cards, catalogues, folders, created brands, and managed

the campaigns in newspapers and magazines (Pouillard, 2005). Modern advertising also

introduced branding, the labelling of products with an easily recognisable name and image.
Consumers became the objects of advertisements, which sought to attract their attention
and inform them on the specific qualities or benefits of a particular product. Attracting

attention and creating brand awareness became the main goal of advertising. Technologic
innovation in visual presentation in photography, film and printing made the visual impact of
advertisements more effective. Brands became recognisable through repetitive presentation

in the media. Before the branding era, coffee was just coffee and soap just soap. For example,
the inventory of a 1900s’ grocery shop was not differentiated into different brands and
blends of coffee.
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The Fordist production system demanded a different approach to creating consumer
awareness of the growing range of products available on the growing middle-class
consumer market. The middle-class started to have the same expectations of comfort as the

rich bourgeois elite used to have. Goods that were previously labelled as luxury goods, along
with a growing range of new electronic goods and services (such as refrigerators, washing
machines, telephones, and holidays), became affordable to an increasingly larger share of

the population (Hobsbawm, 1994). This shift went hand in hand with a change of society

in general. Around the turn of the century, a fundamental cultural transformation occurred
within the educated strata of Western capitalist nations. ‘The bourgeois ethos of the previous

century had enjoyed perpetual work, compulsive saving, civic responsibility, and a rigid
morality of self-denial. By the early 20th century that outlook had begun to give way to

a new set of values sanctioning periodic leisure, compulsive spending, apolitical passivity,
and an apparently permissive (but subtly coercive) morality of individual fulfilment.
The older culture was suited to a production-oriented society of small entrepreneurs;
the newer culture epitomized a consumption-oriented society dominated by bureaucratic
corporations’ (Wightman Fox & Jackson Lears, 1983, p.3).

World War Two was again a devastating period for the world economy. This time the

United States led the allied forces and their industrial production during this period was

geared towards armament production. However, except for the Pearl Harbour attack,
their homeland did not suffer war damages of its physical infrastructure. The economic

dominance of the United States versus the rest of the world after World War Two was

even more advantageous than before 1940. They ended the war with almost two thirds of
the world’s industrial production (Hobsbawm, 1994, p.258). In the years of rebuilding after

World War Two, the capitalist Western countries quickly recovered from the economic

damages. Europe significantly benefited from the United States’ Marshall Plan, even
though it has been often criticised as a form of American economic imperialism. American

policymakers regarded the United States as a good model for the resolution of social and

economic conflicts, which should be faithfully applied to Western Europe (Mazower, 1998).
The process of internationalisation of American corporations between the Wars significantly

intensified in the decades after World War Two. The economies of capitalist Western

countries experienced strong economic growth after World War Two. The 1950s and
1960s are often referred to as the Golden Years or the Golden Age (Hobsbawn, 1994).
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3.2.2

The rise of global advertising from Madison Avenue 		
in New York City: the example of J. Walter Thompson

From the early start of modern advertising in the United States, the city of New York was

the centre of international advertising. The preference of the advertising industry for this
city correlates with the position of New York as the national and later also the international

centre business, finance and media. Within the city itself, the advertising agencies started to
concentrate on Manhattan’s Madison Avenue. The name of this avenue became synonymous
with advertising. The stretch that has made the street famous takes up one-fifth of its

length, beginning at about 200 Madison Avenue and ending at 650 Madison Avenue,
slightly more than a mile of office buildings set side by side in parallel lines, forming

what ‘the vulgar call ad alley or ulcer gulch, and what the more enlightened describe as the
communications belt’ (Mayer, 1958, p.6).

Already in the 1920s, Madison Avenue was home to the most important media corporations,

housing within a few blocks most of the major radio and editorial offices of numerous
magazines. Later, after the introduction of television, the media cluster further strengthened,
as the major television networks located their headquarters within this cluster of several
square miles. This area was also flooded with so-called ‘reps offices’, companies selling

advertising space on radio and television and in newspapers and magazines, several of which
later developed into advertising agencies. Martin Mayer estimated that there were more

than a hundred reps offices within the Madison Avenue cluster in the 1950s. At that time,
half of America’s advertising budget was spent by the agencies of Madison Avenue, and

nearly half of the remainder by branch offices controlled from New York (Mayer, 1958).
Nevertheless, there are also a few examples of advertising agencies from other cities in the

United States that opened offices abroad, for example Erwin Wasey & Company from

Philadelphia and Lord & Thomas and Leo Burnett from Chicago. However, these are

rare exceptions of the dominant position of New York as the first global advertising centre
of the world.

The key example and most successful and influential American advertising agency from

this period is J. Walter Thompson ( JWT). The precursor of this agency was already set up
in New York in 1864 as Carlton and Smith, an advertising broker who sold white space to
advertisers in several religious journals. James Walter Thompson took over this company
in 1878 (Duke University, 2009a). At first he continued to sell advertising space, but he

envisioned that the women’s purchasing power and control on the housekeeping allowance

would increase; therefore, he also started to sell advertising space in women magazines.

This was one of his major innovations that spurred the strong growth of the company.
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From the 1890s, the agency started to make advertisements and package designs for their
clients. The agency already had several branch offices in the United States when they

founded their first foreign office in London in 1899. In the first decade of the 20th century,
the agency introduced several innovations, such as using testimonials in advertising, hiring
celebrities to endorse products, and also using the new technique of photography.

Stanley B. Resor, along with some other advertising partners, purchased JWT in 1916.
He would become the key figure responsible for the growth and expansion of the J. Walter

Thompson network in the following four decades. Stanley B. Resor was a highly educated man,
with a degree from Yale University, and he introduced quasi-scientific research techniques

in the advertising profession. It was Resor’s vision (his belief in the potential of market
research, a desire to make advertising more scientific and more efficient, and to elevate

advertising from a trade to a respectable profession) that made the development of the
advertising agency possible. His scientific philosophy had two basic components: a belief

in the existence of laws of human behaviour, which could be discovered through scientific

investigation, and a redefinition of advertising as a marketing tool (Kreshel, 1990, p.81-82).
In order to foster the scientific approach, he founded a research department, which

conducted market research by testing consumer behaviour (consumer panels), in order

to create effective advertising campaigns, and measured the effectiveness of advertising

campaigns. Very respectable scholars were hired to develop research methods, among others
John B. Watson, the founder of behavioural psychology, who later became vice-president

of the J. Walter Thompson agency. Lash and Urry (1994, p139) argued that ‘firms such
as Ogilvy and J. Walter Thompson developed “philosophies” which regularized and
“Taylorized” so to speak the labour process of advertising services’.

After the opening of the London office in 1899, it took quite a long period before the

J. Walter Thomas agency expanded into other countries. The London office was even closed
in 1916 because of World War One but reopened again in 1919. Through this office, the
company introduced market research techniques to the United Kingdom (and the rest of

Europe). In its first years the London office only serviced American clients and managed to

push entirely unknown American products onto the British market, amidst economically

difficult circumstances in the early 1920s (Schwarzkopf, 2006). In 1927, they opened their

second European office in Antwerp, in response to their new network client General Motors
Corporations establishing a factory in this town (Pouillard, 2005). J. Walter Thompson
continued to expand its worldwide office network parallel to the global expansion of this

major client. The agency signed an agreement with General Motors obliging them to open

an office in each country where General Motors started an assembly plant operation or
a distribution centre. In return, General Motors would give all domestic and international
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advertising work to J. Walter Thompson (West, 1987). In 1927, an office was opened

in Madrid; the next year offices in Paris, Berlin and The Hague followed (Schreurs, 2002).
In 1929, new offices in Montreal, Bombay, Sao Paolo, Buenos Aires, Stockholm and
Copenhagen were added to the network. Already by 1930, J. Walter Thompson was present

on five continents, with new offices in Sydney, Melbourne and Capetown (Pouillard, 2005).
In total, twenty-one J. Walter Thompson offices would be opened worldwide as a direct

consequence of their contract with General Motors (West, 1987). Next to General Motors,
the agency acquired several other large international client accounts, such as Unilever,
Pond’s, Kodak, Coca-Cola and Gillette (Pouillard, 2005).
Figure 3.2

Advertisement of the J. Walter Thompson Company
in Printers’ Ink magazine in 1923

Source: Unknown

The Great Depression of the 1930s and the subsequent World War Two were tough

times for business and also for advertising agencies; several offices were closed. However,

after Word War Two, J. Walter Thompson was able to continue their pre-war success.
They again started opening offices, sometimes from scratch, sometimes by taking over local

advertising agencies. In 1957 the agency had total billings of nearly $300 million dollar,
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of which roughly three-quarters were in North America and the rest came from offices on

four other continents. In that same year, the agency already had in operation thirty-four
offices in nineteen different countries (Mayer, 1958).

Next to the J. Walter Thompson there are several other examples of advertising agencies that

were established during the first wave and are still currently present and among the most
well known advertising agencies worldwide. Some of these were founded, together with
J. Walter Thompson, already in advance of the start of the first wave of advertising, while
others started during the first wave, some even as late as after World War Two. Lord &
Thomas (from 1942 and onwards Foote, Cone & Belding) and Batten, Barton, Durstine

& Osborn (BBDO) have their origins back in 1873 and 1891 respectively. McCannErickson (1902) and Grey (1917) were both founded before 1920. Furthermore, there are

Young & Rubicam (1923); Leo Burnett (1935); Ted Bates & Company (1940); Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather (1948); and Doyle, Dane, Bernbach (DDB) (1949).
Figure 3.3
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Several of the above-mentioned agencies invented their own approach or philosophy

of advertising. As described earlier, J. Walter Thompson became known for its scientific

approach to advertising. Ted Bates & Company, or rather its chairman Rosser Reeves,
became known for the USP, or the ‘Unique Selling Proposition’ (Mayer, 1958, p.49). The

introduction already mentioned that this agency served as an example for the advertising
agency Sterling & Cooper in the television series of Mad Men. This approach placed a
strong focus on something unique in a particular product. Ted Bates established a network of

nearly two hundred external independent specialists who discussed the qualities of products;

this was the origin of the USP approach. Ted Bates was often criticised for his tactics:
for example he did not eschew to use doctors in white coats to recommend cigarettes.
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David Ogilvy of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather (famous quote: ‘The consumer is not a moron,
she is your wife’ [Fletcher, 2008]) became known as the apostle of the ‘brand image’ (Mayer,
1958, p.54). His purpose was to give brands prestige value: ‘it pays to give your brand
a first-class ticket through life. People don’t like to be seen consuming products which their

friends regard as third class’ (Mayer, 1958, p.57). Doyle, Dane and Bernbach (DDB) are

remembered (in particular because of Bill Bernbach) as the agency that saw the criteria

of ‘memorability and originality’ as more important than simple sales arguments (Mayer,

1958, p.64). DDB became one of the major initiators of a creative revolution in advertising.
The VW Beetle print campaign ‘Think Small’, mentioned in the introduction, is considered
by many as the most influential campaign in advertising history (AdAge, 2009). Their approach

in ‘advertising replaced its beat-you-over-the-head, hard-sell approach with a new, more
sophisticated syntax and vernacular’ (Hanft, 2007).
Figure 3.4

Volkswagen Beetle ‘Think Small’
created by Bill Bernbach in 1959

Source: AdAge (2009a)
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3.3
3.3.1

The second wave of advertising

The European answer to the American domination

Advertising in Europe was highly dominated by the American approach of advertising in the
first decades after World War Two. This ‘hard-sell’ approach was seen as overly serious and

dreary, because of its repetitive and research driven character. In Europe some advertising

entrepreneurs were determined to challenge this hard-sell approach with a more creative
élan in the production of advertisements. After some decades of rebuilding and fast
economic growth, Western European countries and its citizens had again increased their

confidence in the future. Especially young people, the after-war generation, were more selfassured as they had only experienced economic prosperity. In particular, the city of London

in the 1960s was a centre bustling with young, creative people. This period of British

history is sometimes referred to as ‘swinging Britain’ or in particular ‘swinging London’
(Gilbert, 2006). On British television a new style of British satiric humour emerged, among

others the revue Beyond the Fringe or That Was the Week That Was, but probably the best
known example is Monty Python’s Flying Circus. Also the British music scene teemed with

innovation, with band such as the Rolling Stones, The Who, The Beatles, and David Bowie.
Even in fashion (e.g. Vivienne Westwood) London became an increasingly important

city, partly at the expense of Paris (Fallon, 1989). This creative revolution and creative

atmosphere in London was a source of inspiration for people in the advertising industry.
Especially the British humour would provide a key ingredient of the new approach of
soft sell tactics in advertising. British advertisements of the time are also described as less

direct, less competitive, more subtle and amusing (Ogilvy, 1984). Some of these frequently

used techniques were rarely employed in the United States, such as ‘talking heads’ or
‘real-life scenes’.

The foundations for the creative revolution and the upcoming leading role of British

advertising were laid in the 1960s. That same year, advertising agency Collett Dickenson
and Pearce (CDP) was founded (Fletcher, 2008). The founders were partly inspired by the

American advertising agency DDB as they also introduced the concept of the ‘creative team’
in their agency, where the copywriter and art director had equal status. They recognised the

increasing importance of the artwork next to copy. Winston Fletcher (2008, p.73) argued

that ‘CDP’s creative work sparkled from the start. Pearce liked to claim his agency specialized
in booze, fags and fashion’. Within a few years time they had clients such as Benson &
Hedges, Aer Lingus, Vogue, Selfridges and Ford. However, the wild reputation did not

make the agency a success story, although their style of advertising had a big influence on

other agencies. The most successful and most influential advertising agency of the second
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wave of advertising is Saatchi & Saatchi, founded in London in 1970. Another influential
example from London is the in 1968 established Boase, Massimi, Pollitt (BMP). BMP
introduced a new system of campaign development in the advertising industry that would

be called ‘account planning’. The account planner would start working next to the creative
team studying consumer behaviour and insights, which served as the basis for developing

brand strategies (Pratt, 2004). It is not clear whether they were the first, as J. Walter

Thompson almost simultaneously introduced this new system as well (Fletcher, 2008).
Account planners were assigned to specific clients and defined all the objectives of a new
campaign; consequently, the creative team would start work on the campaign.

However, the new major future players of the international advertising industry were not only

established in London. There are also important examples within the Parisian advertising
industry, established in the 1970s, that evolved into large GNAAs in the course of the

20th century. TBWA is currently one of the most successful GNAAs and was founded in

Paris in 1970 as a merger between several different firms: Tragos American Management,
Bonnange French Marketing, Wiesendanger Swiss Creation, and Ajroldi Italian Client

Services (Funding Universe, 2009). In 1970 also another new agency was founded in Paris,
Roux Séguéla, which through mergers would form the agency RSCG (Roux Séguéla

Cayzac Goudard) in 1976 (Paturel, 1987). This advertising agency developed into the

global network advertising agency that is currently known as EuroRSCG. In this same era,
several large Japanese advertising agencies formed international partnerships or opened
offices in other countries, for example Hakuhodu and Asatsu DK.

The economic structures of mass production brought great prosperity and social stability

to the developed countries until the 1970s. However, this long period of economic growth

ended abruptly. Crisis followed after crisis, caused by rapid inflation, raw-material shortages, rising unemployment, and finally economic stagnation. These crises raised questions

about the economic and social institutions in these developed countries (Piore & Sabel,
1984); in other words, they questioned the system of mass production and the welfare state
programmes. The United States’ hegemony within Fordism was challenged by competition
from Western Europe, Japan and also by some newly industrialising countries. According

to David Harvey (1990, p.142), the problems in the period between 1965 and 1973 could
be best captured in one word: rigidity. The rigidity of long-term and large-scale fixed capital

investments in mass production systems and the rigidity of labour market caused major

problems. Both capital and labour could not be allocated in a more flexible way to answer
to the growing demand for flexibility of product design placed by an increasing variable

consumer market. The 1970s and 1980s were periods of economic restructuring and social
and political readjustments, which resulted in a new industrial organisation generally
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labelled as ‘flexible accumulation’ or ‘flexible specialization’ (Piore & Sabel, 1984). I will
discuss this new industrial organisation in the following paragraph on the third wave
of international advertising. The 1980s is the decade when this new form of industrial

organisation became the standard in the developed countries. The transition phase between
the Fordist and the flexible accumulation regimes of industrial organisation is also called

‘neo-Fordism’. Neo-Fordism is a combination of the old (Fordism) and the new (flexible

accumulation). The Fordist principles of mass production serve as the basis, which is
supplemented with the new ingredients of flexibility in order to address the problems of
the organisational model.

3.3.2

London and Paris: The examples of Saatchi & Saatchi
and TBWA

The most talked-about and most successful advertising agency in the British advertising

history is probably Saatchi & Saatchi. This agency was founded by the brothers Charles
and Maurice Saatchi in London in 1970. Charles had already built a reputation for three

years prior with an advertising consultancy firm called Saatchi-Cramer, where together
with his partner Ross Cramer they worked as creative consultants for other advertising

agencies. Charles Saatchi turned out to be very skilful in generating free personal publicity.
The chairman of the Designers & Art Directors Association (D&AD), established in 1962
in order to encourage high standards in visual communication, stated that this was the

breakthrough period of creative work in Great-Britain: ‘Up to that time we were copying

American slang, and now for the first time, we started use our own language in advertising.
And these people, particularly Alan Parker 1 and Charles Saatchi, started using colloquial
English that gave a special identity to their work’ (Fallon, 1989, p.32). Charles Saatchi was
very active in submitting his work to the D&AD. Each year this association publishes an

annual book presenting some of the best work, which is also widely read by advertisers.
Cramer-Saatchi became widely known for their advertisement for the Health Education

Council in the United Kingdom. The campaign to prevent unwanted pregnancy by the use

of anti-conception is often considered to be the best ever produced by Charles Saatchi,
although the idea came from another art director in the company.

1 Alan Parker used to work as a copywriter for the advertising agency Collet Dickinson Pearce
(CDP), but became famous as a film director, most notably for Midnight Express (1978),
Pink Floyd’s The Wall (1982), and Evita (1996).
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Figure 3.5

Saatchi & Saatchi ‘pregnant man’ advertisement from 1970
for the UK’s Health Education Council

Source: BBC (1999)

Saatchi & Saatchi opened their first office at Golden Square in London’s Soho, and soon

acquired new client accounts (e.g. Jaffa [citrus fruit] and Granada TV). London’s Soho would
develop into London’s equivalent of Madison Avenue in New York (Grabher, 2001). The

Saatchi brothers had a keen eye for gathering the right people, working with John Hegarty

from the very beginning and later also contracting Martin Sorrell. All would go on to become
key players in the international advertising industry. John Hegarty would become one of the

founders of one of the largest and most creative independent agencies in the world today:
Bartle Bogle Hegarty (BBH). Sir Martin Sorrell would become the founder and chairman of

the advertising holding WPP. Saatchi & Saatchi quickly demonstrated that they possessed

innovative capacity. First, they decided to stop using account executives, which they considered

as a useless layer preferring instead to have direct contact between the creative teams and their
clients. Second, Charles Saatchi made a proposal to the advertising industry to use a

commission system in which recognised agencies were allowed a fifteen percent discount

on the price of advertising space. In turn, they charged the client the full price, thus in effect
making their profit from their discount on buying bulk media space (Fallon, 1989, p.49).
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The 1970s heralded a new era in consumerism, partly influenced by the introduction of
commercial colour television. Those agencies that were best able to adapt to the production
of TV commercials would become the dominant agencies. Compared to newcomers such as

Saatchi & Saatchi, the advertising entrepreneurs who grew up in the era of print advertise-

ments were generally less able to adapt to changes in the media landscape. Fletcher (2008,
p.129) argued that ‘fifteen years after the launch of commercial television, British advertising
had both the skills and the confidence to push new ideas and techniques to the limit, and
to build on the British taste of humorous, laid-back advertising. Television influenced the

authority and influence of art directors, no longer mere visualisers, which changed the style
and tone of advertisements’.

The Saatchi & Saatchi agency performed very well from the start. Even during the worst

recession year 1974, the agency managed to increase their profits. Already from 1973 they

started to takeover other agencies; the recession even offered them more opportunities to
buy agencies for a low price. The first signs of an international strategy of Saatchi & Saatchi
were visible in an article in advertising magazine Campaign in which Charles suggested

the intention to purchase agencies both in New York and Paris. Even though this never
actually materialised, the international advertising industry received the message of their

international ambitions (Fallon, 1989). In 1975, they bought the eleventh largest British
agency of that time, Garland-Compton, which made Saatchi & Saatchi into one of the
largest British agencies. With this takeover they also acquired important international

clients such as Proctor & Gamble. Above all, with Garland-Compton they suddenly had
an office in New York. The size of the agency now provided them access to the stock exchange, which would enable them to make additional acquisitions. At the end of the 1970s

and start of the 1980s, there was hardly any bigger agency in New York that had not been
approached for a takeover by Saatchi & Saatchi (Fallon, 1989).

Globalisation became the guiding philosophy of Saatchi & Saatchi as they realised that
many multinational advertisers were demanding international office networks. They were

initially charmed by DDB with its highly creative reputation, but eventually took over a

whole range of other major American advertising agencies, such as Garland-Compton,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Backer Spielvogel, Ted Bates, Campbell-Mithun, William Etsy,
and McCaffrey & McCall (Mayer, 1991, p.189). With the takeover of the international

office network of Ted Bates in 1986, Saatchi & Saatchi became the world’s largest
advertising agency in billings’ volume. This world number one status only lasted for a few

years, as the Saatchi brothers seemed to have been overambitious. Some clients left because

of conflicts of interest, also several executives left the organisation out of frustration. One

of the biggest mistakes was their attempt to enter financial services by taking over a bank.
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This attempt failed and Saatchi & Saatchi was ridiculed in the press as an advertising agency

that had run out of ideas (Fallon, 1989). Nevertheless, the story of Saatchi & Saatchi is very
illustrative of the increasing prominence of the international advertising industry from the
1970s onwards.

Figure 3.6

Founding years of influential European second wave
advertising agencies

1968

Boase,
1970 1970 1970
Massimi,
TBWA Saatchi EuroRSCG
Pollitt
& Saatchi
(BMP)

1979

1981

Abbott Lowe
Mead
Vickers

Source: Author’s illustration

The best example from Paris is TBWA. Similar to Saatchi & Saatchi it started in 1970,
not as an entrepreneurial enterprise but rather as a merger between several agencies: Tragos
American Management, Bonnange French Marketing, Wiesendanger Swiss Creation, and

Ajroldi Italian Client Services. The background of the four founders is very international,
one is an American of Greek origin, one is French, one is Swiss, and the last one is Italian.
Already from the start the founders showed their international ambitions, as they hoped to
tap ‘the richness of different cultures, the healthy frictions and the thrust that comes from

diversity’. Their motivation to start their own advertising agency was ‘because we were

from different nationalities, and because we had all worked internationally, that we would
develop the first advertising agency born international. The idea was that this was not going

to be an American advertising agency, but an agency made up of three Europeans and an
American that would expand internationally’ (Funding Universe, 2009).

The account that put TBWA in the spotlight in 1980 was from an, at that time, small and
unknown Swedish vodka brand: Absolut. An art director from TBWA doodled a halo over

the bottle of Absolut and a copywriter added the words ‘Absolut Perfection’ (Twitchell,
2000). This image turned out to be very suitable in many different variations and is still

in use today and recognised by most people. The brand became interrelated with Pop Art,
when Andy Warhol proposed to paint his own interpretation of the bottle. The Swedish
vodka brand has become one of the most well-known vodka brands. The impact of a good
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advertising campaign is best measured by its effects on the sale figures of the product. Since

the introduction of the advertising campaigns, the sales of Absolut vodka increased in
a period of fifteen years with an astonishing 14,000 percent (Twitchell, 2000).
Figure 3.7

TBWA advertisement for Absolut Vodka in 1980

Source: Ads of the World (2009)

In contrast to Saatchi & Saatchi, the international expansion of TBWA started soon after

the agency was founded. Within one year, the second office was opened in Milan, followed

by Frankfurt (1972), London (1973), Madrid (1974), Zurich (1975), and Brussels (1976).

In 1977 TBWA made the jump over the Atlantic and bought their first office in New York,
where they started working for relatively small and European accounts, such as Evian water,
and Laughing Cow cheese (La Vache qui Rit). In 1981, they opened their first office in
the Netherlands in Amsterdam. In the following decades, through various takeovers and

mergers, TBWA expanded into one of the largest global network advertising agencies.
Together with DDB, this agency has the most creative reputation among the GNAAs
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today, based on the number of advertising awards won. The creative reputation of advertising
agencies will be more thoroughly examined in chapter 7.

3.4
3.4.1

The third wave of advertising

Advertising in a more reflexive consumer society

The previous chapter already emphasised that the 1970s and 1980s should be considered

as a transition period in which the industrial organisation based on the principles of mass
production gradually changed into a new organisational model based on flexibility in

production. Michael Piore and Charles Sabel claimed in 1984 that the deterioration in
economic performance of the 1970s and 1980s was the result of the limits of the mass

production model, such as the use of special-purpose (product-specific) machines and
of semi-skilled workers to produce standardised goods (Piore & Sabel, 1984, p.4). Piore

and Sabel named this transitional phase ‘the second industrial divide’, distinguishing it

from the Industrial Revolution and its mass production factory system. One of the major

transformative processes in this era was individualisation, which brought a key consequence:
the divergence of lifestyles with a growing variety of consumer tastes. The production of
standardised mass-produced goods did not coincide with the quickly changing consumption

patterns in an individualising society. In order to serve the growing variety in demand,

the production system changed into what Piore and Sabel called ‘flexible specialization’.
In contrast to mass production, this system implied a strategy geared towards permanent

innovation, i.e. accommodation to ceaseless change (Piore & Sable, 1984, p.17). The principles

of mass production would still be prevalent for the production of several product types,
but it was deemed necessary to shift to more specialised small-batch production, in order
to adapt to the demands created by the need for distinction of consumers. Sociologists

Ulrich Beck and Anthony Giddens have called this new era ‘reflexive modernization’.
They argued that a disembedding of the first modernisation, which is based on industrial mass

production principles, is taking place. This produces a new modernity, i.e. a re-embedding

of industrial social forms adapted to an individualising society in which consumers have
become more reflexive (Beck et al., 1994, p.15).

This transition also had major consequences on the advertising industry. Individualisation,
together with the interrelated transition towards an economic production system based on
the principles of flexible specialisation, produced a growing number of products that needed

to be advertised. Next to the increase and widening range of different products, the number
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of brands of single products increased significantly. The role of advertising agencies became

more important; advertisements that clearly distinguish all these different brands from
each other had to be created. Marketing and advertising increasingly determine whether a
brand will succeed or not. According to Deborah Leslie (1997, p.1019) ‘visual identity, in
the form of advertising, logo design, and packaging, has become an increasingly competitive

tool in world markets’. Leslie who, in contrast to me, has called this the second wave of
advertising, argued that on a fundamental level the ability of the industry to regulate the
formation of markets and identities is significantly weakened. Advertising agencies in the
era of mass production had stable and fixed client lists and a narrower use of media, with

an emphasis on print, radio, and at a later stage also television. Leslie also argued that
the advertising industry is becoming increasingly polarised between large global network

advertising agencies versus small and flexible agencies. The typical exponents of the first two
waves of advertising are the large global network advertising agencies, while the independents
advertising agencies signify the third and fourth wave. The third wave of advertising is

marked by the rise of a new breed of smaller and flexibly organised advertising agencies;
a few even evolved into international agencies.

3.4.2

The rise of independent international advertising
agencies: the examples of BBH and Wieden + Kennedy

During the third wave of advertising, London increased its prominence in the international
advertising industry. The best third wave London example is the in 1982 founded Bartle
Bogle Hegarty (BBH). However, there several examples of influential advertising agencies

that emerged outside of the traditional advertising centres. For example, in the United States
some prominent advertising agencies were founded in the 1980s in Portland (Wieden +

Kennedy, 1982), Miami (Crispin, Porter & Bogusky, 1988), or Minneapolis (Fallon Worldwide,
1981). In Germany, Hamburg emerged as the creative advertising centre of the country

with agencies such as Springer & Jacoby, Scholz & Friends, or Jung von Matt (Thiel, 2005).
Of course smaller advertising agencies have always existed, but what distinguishes this
new generation of agencies is that they have become more prominent; they work for large
multinational client accounts that frequently demand from them to produce international

advertising campaigns. Some of these agencies have grown into so-called ‘micro-networks’
or ‘multi-hub creative networks’. For example BBH and Wieden + Kennedy have six and

seven offices worldwide respectively. In 2009, BBH was present in London, New York,
Singapore, Sao Paulo, Shanghai, and Mumbai (BBH, 2009). Wieden + Kennedy has

offices in Portland, New York, London, Amsterdam, Shanghai, Tokyo, and Delhi
(Wieden & Kennedy, 2009). The individual offices quite often function as continental
hubs for their clients.
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Figure 3.8

Founding years of influential third wave advertising agencies
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Advertising agencies such as BBH and Wieden + Kennedy are considered among the best

in the world, as confirmed by their numerous advertising awards. BBH was founded by
John Bartle, Nigel Bogle & John Hegarty in 1982 in London’s Soho. One of their first
client accounts that made them instantly famous was Levi’s Jeans. It is said that ‘the Levi’s

account is so intimately involved in the development of the BBH brand since the founding
of the agency in 1982 that to most of us who have observed its rise to prominence as

a global agency, the Levi’s ads provide a creative reference point. It is impossible not to think

about BBH without also thinking about the ads they have done for Levi’s’ (Turnbull, 2004).
In an interview, John Bogle stated that in the past advertising was created on the principles

of the unique selling proposition, but today these unique selling propositions hardly
exist. Today BBH searches for emotional selling points for brands. For the brands in

their portfolio they generally search for universal legitimate values, which are also their

point of departure for the organisation of the advertising agency (de Swarte, 2006). The large
global network advertising agencies are present in almost all countries because of the cultural

differences among people around the world: ‘Be global, think local’. The philosophy of BBH

is based around the universal legitimate values of brands, which unite people and cultures:
‘Be global, think global’. For this reason they will never extend their office network

to more than 10 offices worldwide. However, in order to grow they sold a minority stake to

global network advertising agency Leo Burnett in 1997, which is now included into the

Publicis network. They consciously sold a minority stake in order to maintain their

independency, and the capital injection enabled them to grow into their desired micro-

network. BBH is one of the most acclaimed advertising agencies worldwide. In 2006,
Advertising Age presented them with the Global Agency of the Year award, and they

have won several international advertising awards for major clients such as Levi’s

(Flat Eric, the yellow puppet), Audi (Vorsprung durch Technik), Axe (the Axe-effect), and
Johnnie Walker (Keep on walking).
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Another third wave advertising agency is Wieden + Kennedy, which in contrast to BBH

has an Amsterdam office. This advertising agency was founded in 1982 in Portland

Oregon, not by chance, as they became the house advertising agency of Portland based sport

products giant Nike. Similar to the symbiotic relationship between BBH and Levi’s,
Wieden + Kennedy’s rise was again strongly related to their client relationship with Nike.
The advertising slogan ‘just do it’ in combination with sport stars, particularly NBA star

Michael Jordan, was probably one of the most memorable advertising campaigns of the 1980s.
Today, Wieden + Kennedy is one of the largest independent advertising agencies in the

world with seven offices. Their international expansion started in 1992 by establishing an
office in Amsterdam, in response to Nike establishing its European headquarters in the

nearby town of Hilversum. The establishment of Wieden + Kennedy in Amsterdam should

be considered as a critical juncture for the development of an international advertising
industry in Amsterdam, both in terms of international clients and in terms of an increasing
the presence of international labour in the city. From 1995 until present, an increasing

number of international, mainly independent, advertising agencies opened an office in
Amsterdam. One of the most successful agencies, 180 Communications, is a Wieden +
Kennedy spin-off. Just like BBH, Wieden + Kennedy has received multiple awards as

an agency, and their work for individual clients has also won various important
advertising awards.

3.5
3.5.1

The fourth wave of advertising

The rise of small independent international
advertising agencies in the new ICT paradigm

The fourth wave of advertising is a continuation of what already started in the 1980s during

the third wave; however it is clearly distinguished by the broad introduction of information
and communication technologies (ICT) in society, in particular the Internet.The foundations

for the new techno-economic paradigm already came into being during the 1970s. The

invention of the microprocessor enabled the development of the microcomputer, combining
it with telecommunications enabled microcomputers to function in networks, and the design

of new software was stimulated by a fast growing microcomputer market (Castells, 2000;
Du Gay, 1998). In the 1990s, the computer and telecommunication industry experienced

very fast development, which brought a diminishing production costs per unit and the
introduction of new technological applications. The Internet has altered the way people
work, how they communicate with each other, and perhaps most importantly, it has become
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the main source of gathering and exchanging information. The Internet is in effect
a tremendous social earthquake and is transforming the relationship between business and

consumers (Pitt et al., 2002). Nowadays, the Internet has extensive everyday use: e-mailing,
media streaming, voice telephony, blogging, and file sharing, just to name a few. The impact

of ICT is also changing traditional media, for example cable television is slowly being
replaced by digital and more interactive television.

From the very beginning of the Internet, a decisive shift from supplier power to consumer
power was predicted. In the ‘old’ mass production era the position of the consumer was

still very weak, although with processes of individualisation of the 1970s and 1980s this

was already gradually changing; consumers became more reflexive, which forced producers

to respond to this new situation. Rezabakhsh et al. (2006) identified three different types

of consumer power: expert power, sanction power, and legitimate power. Expert power

refers to the possession of information on quality and prices in markets. Sanction power is
regarded as a means of disciplining the firms’ behaviour; a positive sanction is product or
brand loyalty, and a negative sanction implies changing brand preference. Finally, legitimate

power is the consumers’ ability to influence the marketing strategies of firms, especially

regarding product and price policy. These three forms of power dramatically shifted in
favour of consumers since the introduction of the Internet. “The Internet allows information

ubiquity…the traditional trade-off between the richness and the reach of information no
longer exists, which helps to reduce information asymmetries. Any Internet user may become

a communication partner” (Rezabakhsh et al., 2006, p.12). Consumers nowadays have access

to more information due to the global reach of the Internet. They have the ability to
exchange information and opinions about products and services with peers from all over
the world, which enables them to define brands on their own terms (Pires et al., 2006).

The dividing line between producers and consumers is blurry and today there is a new

type of consumer: ‘the prosumer’ (Toffler, 1980). Gernot Grabher (2008, p.255-256) also

emphasised the proactive role of consumers. The internet also provided more opportunity

to reflect on their consumption and evaluate products (through reviews, rankings, FAQs),
as well as to customise products. He also argued that consumers increasingly engage as

‘co-developer’s’ in user-producer relationships. The best example of co-development is ‘open-

source’ software, such as Linux, or websites, such as Wikipedia. The Internet has enabled
producer companies to integrate consumers into the value chain. For several products the

traditional value chain from producers, to wholesalers, to retailers, and finally the consumers,
has reversed. Today, consumers exercise more influence on production. For several products

the production process is even initiated by the consumers themselves, through customised
demand. Nowadays someone who wants to buy a car has access to a wide range of information
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on the Internet. It is possible to make price comparisons, to choose from a wide range of

accessories, and assemble one’s own personal customised vehicle online. Consumers even
participate as active developers of advertisements; an estimated ten percent of all commercials

on YouTube are actually produced by non-professionals. These so-called ‘consumer-generated

ads’ create a lot of free publicity for brands (Pruppers, 2008). One of the best examples is
the ‘Mentos Geyser Video Contest’, in which people have filmed their experiments with

the combination of Diet Coke and Mentos (when one puts a Mentos candy into a bottle of
Coke a geyser of bubbles erupts).

Also the role of marketing changed. Marian Salzman argued that the days of the passive

consumer are behind us forever. She described the traditional approach as follows: ‘Heroin,
hypodermic needles, and the traditional marketing approach: What do they have in

common? Marketers used to think that serving up content (mostly commercials, print

advertising, and billboards) was just like handing over drugs to a junkie. Fill the syringe with
appealing messages, inject it into the passive receptacle called the “consumer” and watch

the product fly off the shelves as people get high on “Plop, plop, fizz, fizz” or “A Coke and

a smile” virtually could not control their craving for the product’ (Salzman, 2000, p.141).
She argued that the key to selling today is not presentation but motivation. She further

argued, ‘empowered by virtually unlimited access to information on the Internet, people
now approach each retailer, each service provider, with the implicit question, “What is

in it for me?” And while we are at it, “What is your company doing to help the planet?”’
(Salzman, 2000, p.141). The Internet will initiate a Darwinian selection process compelling

firms to give up the traditional paradigm of push-marketing in favour of the new paradigm
of trust-based marketing (Rezabakhsh et al., 2006). As was already emphasised in the
introduction chapter in the ‘dramatic shift of marketing reality’, advertising agencies need to

create more entertaining advertisements in order to create empathy for brands. The Internet

is a good means to create ‘brand communities’, for example NikeID, where customers
can design their own shoes (Fay et al., 2009), and Nike+, a sensor in Nike shoes that in

combination with an I-pod from Apple can function as a personal coach and store running
statistics, which one can upload and analyse on the website.

3.5.2

The entry of international independents
advertising agencies in Amsterdam

The founders of the typical fourth-wave agencies sometimes consider themselves as

rebellious or anti-establishment (i.e. anti-GNAAs). Although they do not ignore the

traditional media channels, they have a more open vision, geared towards integrated, viral,
and guerrilla marketing techniques (Goodson, 2002). However, there also several examples
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of fourth-wave agencies that have specialised in interactive or online marketing; some use

the term ‘digital agency’ while others use ‘interactive agency’. Although these agencies are
small, they have managed to attract several prestigious international client accounts. In an

interactive booklet on the website of StrawberryFrog, they compare the GNAAs with slow

and inflexible dinosaurs, by giving them names as ‘bureaucratosaurus’, ‘egosaurus’, or the
‘networkosaurus’. In contrast, the small and independent agency is quick, energetic and

versatile, just like a (strawberry) frog. They do not need to grow as big as the GNAAs,
because ICT enables them to contact their worldwide freelancers, clients, and external
specialists (StrawberryFrog, 2009).

The year of 1992 is a critical juncture for Amsterdam’s advertising industry. In that year, the
American third-wave agency Wieden + Kennedy started a new office in Amsterdam, their

second next to their home basis in Portland (Oregon). The reason for starting a new office
in Amsterdam was because their major client Nike opened their European headquarters

in the nearby town of Hilversum. At first, Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam started working
on (mainly) pan-European advertising campaigns for Nike, but soon they would acquire
additional international client accounts from other prestigious brands. Their first work for

Nike enjoyed wide acclaim; they immediately won a few Lions at the Cannes advertising
festival. From the start, the workforce of this agency was already a true melting pot of different

nationalities, a novel development in Amsterdam’s advertising industry. The offices of

Wieden + Kennedy became a sort of exotic international island within an advertising city that

was previously dominated by a national scope in terms of clients and labour. All in all, “this
agency showed the capacity and the possibility of operating successfully as an international

award-winning agency from Amsterdam. As a consequence, more international agencies
were set up and entrepreneurs were attracted to the city (partly by reproduction in the form

of spin-off ), talented creative labour from around the world followed, and they started to
work on a variety of prestigious international client accounts” (Röling, 2010).
Figure 3.9
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In 1995 and 1996, two advertising agencies were founded by Dutch entrepreneurs, BSUR

and KesselsKramer. Both had international ambitions from the start. The founders of
KesselsKramer, Erik Kessels and Johan Kramer, had first worked together as a creative
team for Chiat/Day in London, but they decided to return to Amsterdam and open their

own advertising agency. Their remarkable work for a local budget hotel (see Figure 3.10)
immediately brought attention to their agency (KesselsKramer, 2009). One of their first

large clients was the new Dutch telecom company BEN. With their campaigns for BEN

(using ordinary people with the name Ben) they managed to create positive brand awareness
among Dutch consumers. The work of KesselsKramer was also praised in the international

advertising community. After the successful campaigns for a few Dutch clients, they also
acquired several international client accounts, such as Diesel Jeans, Absolut Vodka and
MTV Japan.

Nowadays, the name of KesselsKramer is synonymous for advertising that interacts strongly

with art forms such as photography, filmmaking and fashion. They do not focus just on
advertising; for example they have also directed a video clip for Dutch hip-hop band

Opgezwolle and produced a documentary of a soccer match between the two lowest ranked
countries on the FIFA world ranking, Bhutan and Montserrat, which they organised at the

same moment when the World Cup final between France and Brazil took place in 2002.
The exhibition of the agency’s work in art museum De Kunsthal in Rotterdam, which

commemorated their 10-year anniversary, was a significant event; it illustrated the respect
paid (also by the art scene) to the ‘artistic’ label attached to the work of this advertising

agency. Even though, the reputation of BSUR is not as well known as KesselsKramer, they

have worked for several international clients as well. Their most notable achievement is the
global lead position they acquired in 2009 for the Mini (BMW) client account, with an
estimated budget of 70 million British pounds per year (Adformatie, 2009b).
Figure 3.10

KesselsKramer ‘guerrilla marketing’ for Hans Brinker budget hotel

Source: Adfoblog (2009)
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In 1998 and 1999, two important advertising agencies were established in Amsterdam,
by non-Dutch entrepreneurs. 180 Communications was established in 1998 by former

employees of Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam. The role of Wieden + Kennedy as a ‘learning
school’ could be compared with the example of advertising agency Springer & Jacoby in

Germany, as illustrated by Joachim Thiel (2005) in his study on the emergence of Hamburg
as the new creative advertising centre in Germany. The founders of 180 Communications
used their reputation and experience from the Nike account to bid for the international
Adidas account (which they won). The newly-founded agency was growing quickly and

next to Adidas they also attracted several other international client accounts, such as
Motorola, Omega, Sony, Amstel, and BMW Motorrad. In 2007, they founded a second

office in Los Angeles. In 1999 StrawberryFrog was founded, also successfully attracting

several international client accounts (Asics, Heineken, Mitsubishi, IKEA, Credit Suisse).

StrawberryFrog also has offices in New York and Sao Paolo. One of its founders, Brian Elliot,
left StrawberryFrog and continued under the name of Amsterdam Worldwide in 2008
(Adformatie, 2008a).

After 2000, there are several additional examples of start-ups with international ambitions,
or new branch offices of foreign international advertising agencies. The already mentioned
Springer & Jacoby opened a new office in Amsterdam in 2004. In 2006, one of Belgium’s

most awarded agencies, LG&F from Brussels, opened their second office in Amsterdam.
The Belgian founder, Alexis Verschueren, thinks that Amsterdam is second only to London

as the city where the best advertising is produced in Europe (Couzy, 2006). In the same

year, one of the larger independent advertising agencies from the United States, Modernista!

from Boston also opened their second office in Amsterdam. Interactive advertising agency

AKQA, which also embraces the micro-network model, opened their sixth office in

Amsterdamin 2007, in addition to their already existing offices in San Francisco, New York,
Washington D.C., London, and Shanghai. Clearly, that this continued establishment
of new offices of foreign advertising agencies, or new start-ups, strengthens the position
of Amsterdam as a key centre for international advertising.

3.6

Conclusions

In summary, the composition of today’s international advertising industry in Amsterdam is
a mix of the exponents of the four waves of international advertising. This mix of advertising
organisations could be named ‘the multiple faces of the advertising industry’. First, as

a product of the first two waves of international advertising, there are the global network
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advertising agencies (GNAAs). These advertising agencies were assimilated into large

holding companies. The holding companies Omnicom, WPP, Interpublic, Publicis, and
Havas dominate the international advertising industry of today. Each of these holding
companies consists of a few different GNAAs. For example, Omnicom consists of three

different global network advertising agencies: BBDO, DDB, and TBWA. With only a few
exceptions, most of the GNAAs are represented in the Netherlands and they are nearly

all located in Amsterdam and Amstelveen. Second, the exponents of the third and fourth
wave are the independent international advertising agencies. The founders are usually the

owners of the agency, rather than anonymous shareholders, as is the case with the GNAAs.
In comparison to the GNAAs, third and fourth wave agencies are small and have only
a few offices.
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4.1

Introduction:
A good climate for advertising
in the Dutch economy

The rise of modern advertising in the early 20 th century in
the Netherlands was propelled by the same underlying reasons as
in the United States: the rise of mass production, a growing middle
class, and the growth in the circulation of newspapers and magazines
as important media for advertisements (Schreurs, 2002). In contrast
to Belgium and the United Kingdom, the Netherlands started
industrialising at a later stage in the second half of the 19 th century.
However, in contrast to other smaller countries in Europe, such as
Belgium or Denmark, the Netherlands developed into an economy
of great diversity, comparable to the larger nation states, such as the
United Kingdom, Germany and France. According to the Dutch
historian Jan Luiten van Zanden, several factors contributed to this
diversification. Modernisation and economies of scale in agriculture and
(international) services industries was of particular importance for
the success of the Dutch economy (van Zanden, 1997).
The East and West Indies were important for the import of raw materials. Several industries

developed around the processing of raw materials in the western part of the Netherlands,
such as oil refineries, beer breweries, and food production. The up-to-date railway infrastructure enabled the export of these products (also in the form of raw materials) to the

large neighbouring market of Germany. Some peripheral regions had their own niches,
e.g. textiles in the Twente region and light bulb production (Philips) in Eindhoven. A few of
these companies would go on to become major national and international players, such

as Royal Shell (oil, founded in 1890), Unilever (consumer products, founded in 1930),
Philips (electronics, founded in 1891), DSM (life and material sciences, founded in 1902),
Heineken (beverages, founded in 1864), and KLM (aviation, founded in 1919). The presence

of these firms and the diversity of the Dutch economy in general, provided a good climate
for the development of the Dutch advertising industry.

The executives of a few of these large firms in the Netherlands felt the responsibility to

stimulate artistic design in advertising and graphic design (Broos & Hefting, 1993). In the

early days of advertising, there were no objective criteria to judge advertisements, such as
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advertising awards or market and media research. The focus given to the aesthetic qualities
of advertising was driven by the personal taste of the business executives. Around the end

of the 19th century, the founder of the Dutch Oil Factory (later Calvé), Jacob van Marken,
commissioned artists such as Jan Toorop2 to design posters. Van Marken argued that
commercial poster art was a source of art education for the wider audience. The use of artists

partly started out of social idealism (Van Zanden, 1997). Other important business executives

with a keen eye for aesthetics were Cees van der Leeuw of Van Nelle3 (who became a
co-owner of Van Nelle in 1917) and Jean Francois van Rooijen of PTT (he became the
secretary of PTT in 1918). Van Rooijen commissioned the architect Karel de Bazel to

design stamps for the PTT (Broos & Hefting, 1993). Clearly, aesthetics in advertising was

very important before the era of mass production started. Unfortunately, with the onset
of mass production and in particular the standardisation of production this creativity gave
way to a standardisation in advertising.
Figure 4.1

Advertisement designed by artist Jan Toorop – Delftsche Slaolie 1894

Source: Rijksmuseum (2009)
2 Jan Toorop (1858-1928) is a Dutch painter who switched between the styles of realism,
impressionism and art Nouveau.

3 The ‘Van Nellefabriek’ constructed in Rotterdam in 1930 under the auspices of Cees van der Leeuw
is a world famous architecture icon.
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4.2
4.2.1

The evolution of the Dutch
advertising industry up to
World War Two

Early 20th century professionalisation of
the advertising industry in the Netherlands

The first companies that worked with advertising in the Netherlands were the ones selling

‘white space’ in newspapers and magazines, the very first dating back to a book shop in

1826 in Rotterdam (Schreurs, 2002, p.20). It took until the end of the 19th century for the

first companies that singularly focused on advertising and marketing to emerge. For years

the advertising industry was very unorganised and flooded with amateurs. However,
advertising practitioners wanted to increase their professional legitimacy by proving that
their expertise was needed by the media owners (Pouillard, 2005). In 1915, the first process

of professionalisation and institutionalisation of the advertising industry started. Two press
offices (De Nederlandse Dagbladpers and De Nederlandse Periodieke Pers), together with
a few advertising agencies, formulated a list of rules called ‘de Regelen’. They stated that

advertising agencies could only become certified if they were exclusively involved in
advertising or if the advertising activities of a firm were accommodated in a special

department. Applicants needed to be independent and needed to possess significant
business knowledge and business networks (Schreurs, 2002, p.48). The introduction of
de Regelen was a change in the sense that the industry became professionalised through the
certification of qualified advertising agencies.

Another innovation came in 1916, the first advertising focused business magazine,
De Bedrijfsreklame, which also functioned as a business society for advertising people in the
Netherlands. In contrast to the United States, it was established quite late; its American

counterpart, Printer’s Ink, was already being published in 1888 (Duke University, 2009b).
The founders of de Bedrijfsreklame aimed to work on providing a guide for the future

development of the industry. At this stage, the industry lacked firm theoretical foundations,
and it was necessary to provide a direction with respect to ethics and the educational role of

advertising. Therefore, according to the founders of de Bedrijfsreklame, advertising had to be
honest, educational, and beautiful (Schreurs, 2002). The foundation of the two major branch

unions in the Dutch advertising industry both date back to the second decade of the 20th
century: the VEA is the branch union for advertising agencies, while the BVA is the major
branch union for advertisers.
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4.2.2

The American influence in the Dutch advertising
industry in the early 20th century

From the 1920s and onwards, advertising in the Netherlands became heavily influenced

by the American approach of advertising. Advertisements were increasingly judged on
their impact on sales figures, rather than purely on aesthetics. It is likely that this was also

influenced by the foundation of a branch union for advertisers, which placed more emphasis

on the effectiveness of advertising campaigns. In order to better analyse consumer behaviour,
advertising sought help from the field of psychology. American advertising agencies

established entire research departments; this gave the profession of advertising a more

‘scientific’ character (Kreshel, 1990; Pouillard, 2005). At J. Walter Thompson they posed

themselves five basic questions before they would undertake an advertising campaign:
first ‘what are we selling?’ (price, demand, reputation advertiser); second ‘to whom are we

selling?’ (variation in consumers, image of product); third ‘where are we selling?’ (geographical
distribution, shelf life); fourth ‘when are we selling?’ (variation in sales per day/week/

season); and fifth ‘how are we selling?’ (media, finance) (West, 1987, p.204). Scientific
approaches were also introduced in other countries, particularly as American advertising
agencies opened overseas branch offices. By the end of the 1920s, the first two American
advertising agencies opened an office in the Netherlands: J. Walter Thompson (The Hague)
and Erwin Wasey & Company (The Hague). A few years later they were joined by Lord

& Thomas (Amsterdam). As a result of their presences, the influence of the American style
of advertising increased in the Netherlands, despite the criticism levelled at the American

style by the Dutch advertising magazine Revue der Reclame, which labelled it as boring and
cliché (Schreurs, 2002).

In the 1930s, the most prominent advertising agencies of the Netherlands were located in

the cities of Amsterdam, The Hague and Rotterdam. At the time, Amsterdam was not yet

the leading advertising centre in the country, as indicated by the fact that first the American
agencies established their offices in The Hague. One of the most prominent Dutch
advertising agencies at the time, Abraham de la Mar (already founded in 1880), had offices

in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Eindhoven, and Batavia ( Jakarta) in the Dutch East Indies.
De la Mar functioned as a talent school at that time, as several talented professionals working
for this agency founded successful breakaway (or spin-off ) agencies (even during the

crisis years of the 1930s). The breakaway advertising agency Arc’s, founded in 1931, made
innovative use of photography and the writing of marketing reports. De la Mar was at

that time the first agency that used film technology to create advertisements for cinema

projections (Schreurs, 2002). World War Two had a devastating impact on the Dutch economy,

forcing many advertising agencies either to close down completely or to continue with a
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miniscule workload. The German occupiers had introduced restrictions on press and advertising. All of the American advertising agencies present in the Netherlands before the start
of the war closed their offices.

4.3
4.3.1

The post-war era

The introduction of marketing and the rising
influence of the art director

During the 1950s, the Dutch economy was quickly recovered, guided by heavy state

intervention. One of the measures implemented included a tax reduction on investments.
Another important development was the increasing separation between ownership and

management in Dutch firms. The new managers used larger shares of the profits to make
investments with a long-term perspective (Van Zanden, 1997). Thanks to the economic

growth, income levels were rising, the middle class was growing and more people could

afford products such as cars and electronic consumer goods. At the end of the 1950s,

a new phenomenon swept through existing business practices: marketing. At that time,
the potential of many producer industries on production side exceeded the demand from
the consumer side. There was an urgent need for a radical new approach to better connect
producers and consumers. The marketing approach changed the philosophy of production
companies: consumer demand would become the central guideline for production, (instead

of the previous practice of production guiding consumer patterns) (Schreurs, 2002). The

introduction of marketing implied a restructuring of the organisation structure of firms,
with the new function of ‘marketing manager’ playing a central position in the relationship
between a production firm and their advertising agency. Dutch sociologist Kees Schuyt
and historian Ed Taverne have placed marketing among the most important inventions in
business practices after World War Two (Schuyt & Taverne, 2000).

One of the pioneers in marketing was again the American advertising agency J. Walter
Thompson (West, 1987). This agency had closed its office in The Hague during World War

Two, and it took until 1957 until they re-entered the Dutch market a second time, this
time by taking over an Amsterdam-based advertising agency. The marketing strategy of

J. Walter Thompson was developed in its offices in New York and in London (West, 1987).
Central element in marketing is the development of a strategy, which is written on the basis of

sales figures, competition, consumer targeting, and market research. The marketing strategy
is consequently translated into a creative strategy, which finally results in the production of
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an advertising campaign. Advertising agencies also started to use target groups to test the
impact of a campaign. The year 1966 was of particular importance for the institutionalisation

of marketing in the Netherlands: the first marketing courses were offered at different
universities and the Nederlands Instituut voor Marketing (NIMA) was launched.

The 1962 founded Dutch advertising agency Franzen, Hey en Veltman (FHV) was very

successful in adapting the marketing approach. One of the founders, Nico Hey, had worked
for a while in London for the large advertising agency Crawfords (Schreurs, 2002). With

this English experience they were inspired to start an advertising agency that would be
different from the existing advertising agencies in the Netherlands. First, they introduced

the account group at the management level, which was based on the three pillars of

marketing, copy and art. Second, they introduced ‘the creative team’, where the copywriter
and art director enjoyed equal status (previously the copy writer used to have a higher

status). At first, FHV was considered a rebellious agency led by a few angry young men;
however, their formula was copied by other advertising agencies as the rich client portfolio

of FHV proved their success (Schreurs, 2002). The creative team was first introduced by the
American advertising agency DDB at the end of the 1950s and was subsequently copied

by British advertising agencies (Fletcher, 2008). In fact, it was the advertising agency Lintas

that first introduced the art director in the Netherlands. This agency was founded as the
‘house agency’ of Unilever in 1928 (Fletcher, 1928). They employed several art directors

from England, the country of higher quality advertising at that time. The re-evaluated status

of the art director implied a shift towards a more creative attitude in the advertising industry,
as artwork came to play a more prominent role. One important reason for this visual shift was

the increasing importance of television as a medium for advertising. The rising importance
of the visual aspect in advertising resulted in the founding of the Art Directors Club

Netherlands (ADCN) in 1969. This club would become the organiser of the most important
award for creativity in the Dutch advertising industry: de Lampen.

4.3.2

The birth of a new medium for presenting
advertisements: television

In 1949, a new medium was introduced in the Netherlands: the television. However, it took

more than ten years before television was broadly distributed among Dutch households.
The start was slow, up to 1960 only one in four Dutch households possessed a black-and-white

television set, but television ownership exploded to a spectacular seventy percent in 1965.
Simultaneously, the number of broadcasting hours significantly increased (Schreurs, 2002).
As the production of television programmes was still very expensive, only a few hours of
television were broadcasted per week at that time.The Dutch government led by Prime Minister
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Jan de Quay attempted to introduce commercial television in 1959. However, there was much

confusion about who should manage the commercial television network, and finally the
government still blocked the plan. This first attempt was years behind the introduction of

commercial television in the United Kingdom, where in 1955 the first advertisement for Gibbs

SR toothpaste appeared on commercial channel ITV (Fletcher, 2008). Even more strikingly,
the United Kingdom was already late compared to the United States. The first television
broadcasting in the United States dates back to 1928. The first advertisement on American
television was broadcast in 1941 on the WNTB channel, a subsidiary of NBC. It was watch

producer Bulova that showed the first ever television commercial in the world during a base-

ball match between the Los Angeles Dodgers and the Philadelphia Phillies (Matthei, 1997).
After the initial success of the introduction of commercial radio station Veronica in the
Netherlands in the early 1960s, a second attempt to introduce a commercial television was

made in 1964 with the foundation of the Reclame Exploitatie Maatschappij (REM). As the
Dutch government did not support this attempt, REM started broadcasting from a platform
in the North Sea. Most of the programmes broadcast were American and British series

and movies, which were shortly interrupted with commercials. There was big demand; the

number of advertisers interested in showing commercials greatly surpassed the amount of
available space. However, with the passing of a new law the Dutch government closed down
REM broadcasts after only a few months (Schreurs, 2004). Without commercial television

channels, the public broadcasting organisations dominated the Dutch television landscape for years. This was a pillarised television landscape divided into various broadcasting
organisations, with a distinct religious or social background. New broadcasting organisations
were allowed, but only when a threshold level of members was reached.

The new foundation Stichting Etherreclame (STER) started in 1965 and became responsible

for the selling of advertising space on public television and the radio (Schreurs, 2004).
The benefits of television advertising were divided among the different broadcasting
organisations.To this day the STER holds a monopoly position on the exploitation of

advertising space on public television and radio channels. At first, there were only commercials
before and after the news journals and it took until 1991 before the first Sunday commercials

were broadcasted (for religious reasons). In the late 1980s, there was a new failed attempt,
TV10 by Dutch media tycoon Joop van den Ende, to introduce commercial television in
the Netherlands. RTL-Véronique (this name would quickly change into RTL4) had more

success and started broadcasting in 1989, although they initially had to start broadcasting

from Luxemburg. Finally, commercial television had become reality in the Netherlands,
nearly fifty years after its introduction in the United States and more than thirty years
after its introduction in the United Kingdom.
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The introduction of television as a new medium for advertising demanded an adaptation
from the advertising agencies, both in terms of organisation and creativity. Several

renowned advertising agencies invited television advertisement specialists from the United
States and the United Kingdom to inform their clients and employees about this new
opportunity. Several professionals transferred from the television industry into the
advertising industry. Not surprisingly, the audiovisual industry (e.g. film production, post-

production, sound studios) reaped the benefits from the growth in production of television

programmes and from the production of television commercials for advertising agencies.
The reliance on external creative specialists in the audiovisual industry spurred the growth
of the advertising cluster in the region of Amsterdam, which soon emerged as the nation’s

major advertising centre. A clear indication of the success of television advertising are the

requests for advertising space sent to the address of the STER: they were four times higher
than the available time (Schreurs, 2002). This was only public television; the introduction
of RTL-Véronique and other commercial channels further stimulated rapid growth of
advertising space on television.

4.3.3

The invasion of American advertising agencies
into the Netherlands

Although Dutch advertising was heavily influenced by the American approach of advertising,
up to 1960 a very modest number of American advertising agencies was present in the
Netherlands. However, in the 1960s and 1970s there was a true American invasion, in

particular through takeovers of successful Dutch advertising agencies. Ted Bates took over
the Dutch agency Noordervliet in 1964, and also took over Smit’s in 1970. Other examples
are Young & Rubicam and Foote, Cone & Belding (previously Lord & Thomas), who
respectively took over Staal & Koster in 1964 and Prad in 1965. McCann-Erickson tried
unsuccessfully to buy a share of Prad in 1958, after which they started a new office in

Amsterdam. In 1964, Ogilvy & Mather bought a 51 percent majority stake in Van Maanen.
The Amstelveen based FHV was one of the largest advertising agencies in the Netherlands
in 1970 when BBDO bough a majority stake in this agency. The management of FHV

believed that cooperation with an international American advertising agency would help
them attract multinational clients (Schreurs, 2002).

One of the reasons behind the entry of American advertising agencies into foreign markets

was to serve their international clients by establishing an international office network.
It also nourished growth. As American advertising agencies started to sell stocks, their

stakeholders demanded growth; this could be achieved by endogenous growth of the agency,

but also through exogenous growth by taking over other successful advertising agencies.
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The Dutch advertising agencies had diverging motivations for joining these international
networks, for example: the lack of a successor, the attraction of capital and profits, or the

potential benefits an international network could offer the advertising agency. However, not

all the takeovers were a success in the long run. For example, after the takeover of Smit’s
by Ted Bates, the company lost several clients, employees were unhappy with the stricter

supervision by the management level, and the attitude of the Americans was considered as
arrogant. This agency was still in sixth position on the list of largest agencies in 1971, three
years later they had dropped to a thirteenth position, and in 1979 they were even lower on
position thirty-one (Schreurs, 2002, p.234).

From this period, most of the global network advertising agencies (GNAAs) started to

departmentalise their different specialist functions into what is known as a ‘Group’ (Grabher,
2001). Next to their core advertising agency, most GNAAs have separate daughter companies
specialised in different advertising subdisciplines, such as in direct marketing, sales
promotion, public relations, and after the introduction of the Internet also in interactive

advertising. After the demise of the commission system (see next section), the media buying

function would also become separately departmentalised within the group as well. Taking a
look at the organisational structure of one of the more prominent advertising groups in the

Netherlands today, the DDB group, one can distinguish the following daughter companies:
DDB (core advertising agency), Eigen Fabrikaat (direct/action marketing), RAPP (public

relations), Tribal DDB (interactive marketing), and DataBay (data-analysis) (DDB, 2009).

In case of DDB, all the separate firms are housed under the same roof in Amstelveen.

This applies for most GNAAs, although some have specialist firms on other locations,
sometimes spread out throughout the country.
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4.4
4.4.1

The European impact
on the international
advertising industry

The gradual decline of the commission system
and the rise of the media agency

With the introduction of de Regelen a recognition system was introduced in the Dutch
advertising industry in 1915. The main motivation behind this introduction was to exclude

unreliable entrepreneurs from the industry. De Regelen were the result of collaboration
between two major publishing organisations (De Nederlandse Dagbladpers and Nederlandse
Periodieke Pers). At that time, the agencies were mostly preoccupied with media buying and

selling space to advertisers. They bought at discounted prices bulk space in the print media

and then sold it to their clients with a mark up. This system became institutionalised in the
fifteen percent commission system, as the printed media only sold to recognised agencies

(Cappo, 2003). Agencies that became recognised in this system would earn their income

through a discount of fifteen percent on the gross media expenditures of the advertisers.
The recognition system was introduced relatively early compared to the United Kingdom,
where it was introduced by the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising in 1932 (Pratt,
2006). In this commission system, recognised agencies were unable to compete on price, as

their income was more or less fixed. The advertising industry could therefore be considered
as locked-in and uncompetitive with this commission system. It appeared that the group
of recognised agencies tried intentionally to limit membership; the smaller the group, the

more client account for the agencies that were recognised. For example, at the start in 1915
there were fifty-one recognised advertising agencies; by 1960 there were still only seventy
recognised agencies (Schreurs, 2002).

After World War Two de Regelen were reconsidered, and from then on the commission
became fixed at fifteen percent; however, as there were several interpretations of the fifteen

percent system with varied percentages. The reasons given for this variety in commission

percentages include the small size of the Dutch market, the difficult media landscape, and
the variety in the services offered by advertising agencies (VEA, 1994). In 1958, a new law

on economic competition (Wet Economische Mededinging) was enacted in the Netherlands.
The union for advertisers (BVA) and the Dutch government shared the opinion that there

was no free competition in the Dutch advertising industry at that time. The government’s
threat to intervene through this new law resulted in boarding the criteria for obtaining
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recognition for advertising agencies. Under the commission system, advertising agencies

had developed into full-service agencies. The same could be said for many other countries,
such as in the United Kingdom: ‘Until the 1970s, full-service agencies – agencies that were

vertically integrated and take the client from idea to final advertisement were the norm’
(Pratt, 2006, p.1885). This implied that the agency took care of the entire process, from
account planning to the actual production of a campaign and also the media buying.

This system lasted until the end of the 1970s when a newcomer entered the market and
brought change: the media agency. The first erosion of the commission system started in

the mid-1960s with the entrance of media firm Carat in France, considered as the first

institutionalised media-buying firm (Cappo, 2003). The commission system did not work
well: the services (costs) of an advertising agency were relatively constant, while the media

expenditures fluctuated heavily. The media budgets in a relatively small market were
insufficient to cover the costs of the production of a campaign, and the commission norm
did not cover all the costs of an advertising agency, as increasingly more money was spent on

obtaining external creative partners, particularly for the production of commercials (VEA,
1994). The new media agency would form an independent link, next to the advertising

agency and the advertiser. On behalf of different advertisers, they could buy bulk space

in the media and obtain large discounts. The quick rise of media firms is evident in their
growth figures. While in 1980 they were responsible for ten percent of the media buying

in Europe, in 1994 this share had increased to sixty-two percent (Cappo, 2003). Schreurs
(2002, p.310) argues that ‘the inevitable rise of commercial television would lead to an
increasing demand for independent media advisory from the side of the advertisers, ending
the situation in which the creative director from the advertising agency chooses the media

channels’. One of the results of the rise of the media agency was the gradual decline of
the commission system, as advertising agencies increasingly received their income through

negotiated fees. In 1992, only a small twenty-six percent of the gross income was generated

through the fifteen percent commission system. Nearly fifty percent was generated through

‘cost plus’ (a fee negotiated on top of the costs made for the production of a campaign);
a small ten percent was based on the effectiveness of the communication products; just
over seven percent was charged as a ‘flat fee’; and just over eight percent through other
means (VEA, 1994).

In Britain, the commission system was undermined in the 1970s as ‘US advertisers sought

to use UK media buyers to find spots for US produced commercials’ (Pratt, 2002, p.9).
Media independents were introduced as an answer to this demand. In particular, the new

entrant advertising agency of Saatchi & Saatchi undermined the commission system.
This agency announced in a full-page advertisement in the Sunday Times that they would
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not work under the commission system, but rather on fees negotiated with their clients
(Fallon, 1989; Pratt, 2002). Pratt (2002) also argued that the decline of the commission

system accelerated the demise of the full-service agency and the introduction of more
independent creative agencies. The market became more competitive in a new system where

commission was not limited only to accredited agencies. However, as argued in the previous
Chapter, there are a few other important reasons for the rise of smaller, flexible independent

advertising agencies. The new independent media-buying concept was a European approach;
it took a while before the US advertising industry would follow this change. However, the

US advertising agencies, rather than using freestanding media specialists, unbundled their
full-service structure and set up separate media-buying entities. This change occurred late
compared to Europe. In 1994, N.W. Ayers & Sons was the pioneer in the US, when it spun

off its media function into a separate media entity called Media Edge. The other big ad-

vertising holding companies followed the trend and set up their own media buying groups:
WPP set up MindShare for J. Walter Thompson and Ogilvy & Mather; McCann-Erickson

started Universal McCann; Omnicom launched OMD as the media agency for its three

individual global network advertising agencies DDB, BBDO and TBWA (Cappo, 2003).

Within a few years, these organisations grew into large-sized media specialised companies,
as illustrated in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1

2006

Top 10 media-buying specialist companies in the world in 2006

Media Company (Parent)

Headquarters

				

Worldwide Billings

				
1

Starcom Media Vest
Group (Publicis)

2

OMD Worldwide (Omnicom)

4

Carat (Aegis)

		
3
5
6
7
8
9

10

Chicago
New York

2006

25.58
24.88

Worldwide Billings Percent
(in bn $)

Change

21.78

17.4

2005

23.12

7.6

MindShare (WPP)

London, New York

23.85

22.48

6.1

ZenithOptimedia (Publicis)

London

19.29

17.81

8.3

Mediaedge:cia (WPP)
MediaCom (WPP)

Universal McCann (Interpublic)
Initiative (Interpublic)
MPG (Havas)

London

London, New York
New York

New York

New York
Barcelona

Source: Advertising Age (2007)
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(in bn $)

20.74

18.75

17.92

13.60

12.26
9.77

20.02

3.6

16.51

13.5

15.22

-10.6

9.06

7.8

16.53
11.91

8.4
2.9
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4.4.2

The British (creative) influence in the Netherlands

The increasing importance of the United Kingdom (London) in the international advertising
industry since the 1970s had its impact on the Dutch industry. There are several examples of
London-based advertising agencies that served as ‘learning schools’ for Dutch advertising
professionals, for example Nico Hey (one of the founders of FHV). Nico Hey was an art

director who used to work for the Amsterdam-based agency Smit’s. In the early 1960s,
Hey’s boss sent him to the influential British agency Crawfords to gain experience and learn

from British advertising practices (Schreurs, 2002). British agencies were considered cutting-edge in production techniques, but above all they were appreciated for their different

organisational principles. The cooperation between the copywriter and the art director in
a creative team was the main difference. Back in Amsterdam, Nico Hey met copywriter

Martin Veltman, who wanted to form a creative team. After a short career at Smit’s and a
short break-up between the two, they met Giep Franzen with whom they wanted to establish

their own advertising agency. These three men founded the FHV agency in 1962,
considered as one of the most influential Dutch agencies in the Dutch advertising history.

There are more similar stories of applying British experience. For example, the creative

team of Erik Kessels and Johan Kramer moved to London in the early 1990s, where

together they worked for two influential agencies: Chiat/Day and GGT. Before this period
they used to work as a creative team for one of the most influential agencies of the 1980s

in the Netherlands: PMSvW/Y&R (see next section). In London they had a markedly
different experience, in particularly the international atmosphere, both with respect to clients
and their colleagues. In particular, the relationship with the clients was different than in the

Netherlands, in the words of Johan Kramer: ‘They enter the agency without appointment
to see how the production of the campaign is evolving. The clients are much more involved
in the entire process and as a result there are less account managers needed within the

agency. On the other hand, more emphasis is placed on account planning for providing
a direction to the campaign’ (Van Gilst, 1993, p.69). With this experience, they came back
to Amsterdam to start their own advertising agency in 1996, KesselsKramer. In contrast to
most Dutch advertising agencies, KesselsKramer does not use account managers.

With the introduction of the creative team and the increasing importance of the art
director in the agency, increasingly more attention was paid to the communicative value or
potential of the image. The enhanced status of the art director was reflected in the founding

of art director clubs in different countries, first in the United States and the United Kingdom.
Nico Hey invited the British Designers & Art Director Association (D&AD) to visit

the Netherlands for an exhibition of British work. This visit inspired the establishment of
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the Art Directors Club Nederland (ADCN). These art director clubs started to organise

national advertising awards (the Lampen in the Netherlands) for creativity in advertising

campaigns, and they would go on to jointly organise international advertising awards,
the most prestigious being the Cannes Lions awards.

After the introduction of the STER and commercials on the public television channels,
there was a rise in production companies that specialised in the production of television
commercials. Well into the 1970s, the quality of Dutch television commercials lagged far

behind the United States and the United Kingdom. At the production side, also professionals
from the UK were hired for their expertise, such as film directors and at a later stage those
specialised in the post-production process. With respect to the latter, several British post-

producers would settle in Amsterdam to offer their services to Dutch advertising agencies.
The British advertising people working in the Netherlands considered the quality of the
Dutch commercials as inferior. According a British film director, this was caused in particular
by the lack of courage from the side of the advertiser: ‘Advertisers considered television

commercials as very important in the starting years of this new medium, and therefore
they did not want to take any risks’ (Schreurs, 2004, p.47). The most important advertisers
in these days were big producer companies such as Unilever and Procter & Gamble, and
a large share of television commercials fell in the rather dull category of ‘detergents and

cleaning products’. The British and American advertising professionals played a crucial role
in the development of a television-dominated advertising industry in the Netherlands.
Table 4.2

Rank

Top 10 largest advertising agencies in the Netherlands in 1979

Agency

Location

				

1979

1978

Percent
Change

Employees
1979

1978

1

FHV/BBDO

Amstelveen

55.8

48.3

15.4

131

120

3

Lintas

Rotterdam

42.3

36.4

16.1

122

117

2.6

120

115

72

70

2
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Prad

McCann-Erickson

J. Walter Thompson

Young & Rubicam-Koster
Intermarco-Farner
NPO

Ogilvy & Mather
Moussault ABH

Amsterdam
Amstelveen

Amsterdam
Amsterdam

Amsterdam
The Hague

Amsterdam

Amsterdam

Source: Adformatie (1980)
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Turnover
(in million euro)

47.6
37.2
34.4

30.4

30.0
26.9

26.3

25.9

42.5
30.9
33.6

27.7

25.6

11.9
20.6
9.8

9.2

24.1

11.9

22.7

14.0

19.5

34.9

79

104
99

71

73

70

71
92

99

63

61

70
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4.5

Advertising from the 1980s:
maturing and internationalisation
of the Dutch advertising industry

4.5.1

New creative élan in the Dutch advertising industry

Advertising would gradually become more creative in the Netherlands. One of the most

successful advertising agencies in the 1980s and the early 1990s in the Netherlands was
Prins, Meijer, Stamenkovits & van Walbeek (PMSvW), which was founded in 1978. One of

the founders, Jim Prins, was first contacted by a Swiss advertising agency (GGK) to open
an office in Amsterdam. However, as they could not come to an agreement about the
ownership, this group of men decided to start their own agency (Schreurs, 2002). Within

two-and-a-half years the agency had the reputation of being the most creative agency
of the country. In 1980, they received eight Lampen awards from the ADCN for their

work for prestigious clients such as Postgiro/RPS, Smith’s, KLM and Fiat (Schreurs, 2004).
Their success also had its negative consequences, as fast growth produced problems at the
management level. The agency performed well in creativity, but poorly on the financial
Table 4.3

Rank

Top 10 largest advertising agencies in the Netherlands in 1989

Agency

Location

				
				

Cross Income
(in million
euro)

Turnover 1989
(in million
euro)

						

			

Percent
Year Change

Employment

Turnover

1988 to 1989

1989 1988

1

PMSvW/Y&R

Amsterdam

20.7

138.4

0.5

235

220

3

PPGH/JWT

Amsterdam

16.2

107.8

-2.2

150

133

2
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Ogilvy & Mather

Amsterdam

FHV/BBDO

Amstelveen

Prad

Amsterdam

Ara/BDDP
Lintas

Rotterdam

Amsterdam

17.9

14.7
12.9
11.6
10.8

119.3

97.8
86.2

0.5

1.6
1.8

77.5

10.1

71.7

5.3

246

131
126
150
122

Publicis FCB Group

A’dam/Eindhoven 10.2

68.1

66.7

146

Grey Group

Amsterdam

63.5

35.8

125

Saatchi & Saatchi

Amstelveen

9.8

9.5

65.3

-3.4

105

271

148
122
128
118
70

120

95

Source: Adformatie (1990)
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side and in generating new accounts (Van Gilst, 1993). In 1986, PMSvW merged with
American GNAA Young & Rubicam, which grew into the largest advertising agency in
the Netherlands by the end of the 1980s (see Table 4.3).

Although the quality of advertisements in the Netherlands in the 1980s was considered

reasonable, some advertising professionals felt that it could be greatly enhanced. A new trend

emerged in the 1990s, which was labelled as ‘new wave advertising’ or ‘shock advertising’.
This new style intended to shock people by touching their emotions, seeking to stand out
and generate a big impact on people. It was again PMSvW/Y&R that is remembered
as the agency that spear headed new wave advertising. One of the ‘open-minded’ clients

of PMSvW/Y&R was Autopalace de Binckhorst, the Dutch importer of Mazda automobiles.
In each of the short commercials for Mazda, a specific characteristic of the car was
emphasised. It was particularly striking that no automobile was featured in the spot. For

example, one commercial showed six dwarfs jumping on the sound of the engine of a new

Mazda MX3, with the caption ‘the smallest six cylinders in the world’. In another one could
see the back of a ‘loose-skinned’ bloodhound being stroked, while a voice-over spoke about
the crumble zone of the car. These commercials had quite an impact in the Netherlands
and also turned out to be effective in terms of increasing sales. Another important PMSvW/
Y&R client was Droste (chocolate). In one commercial, one saw a dark skinned woman

attempting to breast feed her baby, but the baby refuses. After the mother eats a piece of
Droste chocolate the baby starts suckling.

The work of PMSvW/Y&R also enjoyed international acclaim. The Mazda campaign won

a Gold Lion in Cannes, and the Droste campaign a Silver Lion. In that same year, in 1992,
the Netherlands won a record of in total eleven Lions in Cannes, which emphasised the

rising level of creativity within the Dutch advertising industry. The Netherlands finished
fourth in country rankings, after the United States and the United Kingdom (both 27 Lions)
and Spain (12 Lions) (Prummel, 1992a). The shock effect was employed in particular for

SIRE commercials (Dutch foundation for idealistic non-profit advertising). Especially

shocking were the commercials that warned the public against the dangers of fireworks,

broadcast in the period around New Year’s Eve. The images of people with amputated limbs,
or people brought into surgery rooms, were very intrusive. Shock or new- wave advertising

was probably first widely introduced by Italian fashion giant Benetton. In 1986, they started

a long-lasting collaboration with established fashion photographer Oliviero Toscani, which
has produced a wide range of (sometimes) controversial advertisements. Toscani used the

themes of ‘difference’, ‘reality’, and ‘free speech and the right to express it’ for his Benetton
photographs. The advertisements only showed an image and the slogan ‘United Colors
of Benetton’, while the products of Benetton were never showed. Some of the earlier
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advertisements dealt with the theme of difference and conflict. One ad represented
religious conflict by showing an Israeli and a Palestinian man embracing each other, another

one represented sexual conflict by showing a priest and a nun kissing. Other controversial
advertisements showed people on death row in the United States (Benetton, 2009).

4.5.2

The double face of the internationalisation of the
advertising industry in Amsterdam from the 1990s: 		
GNAAs vs. independents

The internationalisation of advertising in the GNAAs is a process that already started in

the early 20th century. Especially Amsterdam experienced a strong influx of American agencies
in the 1960s and early 1970s. From the end of the 1980s another period of take-overs
started, which was spurred by the growth of the international financial markets. The growth

of the advertising industry in this period was accompanied by a growth in the wider advanced

producer service industries in general, and then particularly within the larger cities
(see Sassen, 2006; Taylor, 2004). The firms in the advanced producer services industries

developed into service providers for companies and other organisations that were dealing

with the complexities of internationalisation. The end of the 1980s saw the founding of today’s
two largest holding companies in advertising. Omnicom was founded in 1986 in New

York, and one year later WPP was established in London. The first holding company, Inter-

public, was already founded in 1961 in New York.These holding organisations are the strategic
managers of a variety of global advertising and marketing organisations under one umbrella.

The different GNAAs under the same umbrella have imaginary ‘firewalls’, in order to avoid

the problem of conflicting client accounts (Taylor, 2006b). Especially Omnicom and WPP
managed to grow at an extraordinary high pace since their founding. One of the major

reasons behind their fast growth was the aggressive strategy of take-overs and mergers of
advertising agencies and marketing related firms around the globe. The example of TBWA
in the Netherlands is illustrative for the growth of the Omnicom Group. TBWA, originally

from Paris and an example of the second wave of international advertising, came to the

Netherlands in the early 1980s and only played a modest role in the industry during this
decade. In 1994 TBWA took over successful Dutch advertising agency Campaign Company

from Amsterdam. With this take-over, they became the ninth largest advertising group in the

country in 1994, with a gross income of 12 million euros and 90 employees (Adformatie, 1995).
In the subsequent years there was another large take-over, the ARA group in Rotterdam,
and few smaller ones. This take-over strategy in combination with strong autonomic growth

made the TBWA Group the largest advertising organisation of the Netherlands in 1999,
with 590 employees (it had 405 in 1998) and gross income of 57.9 million euros (it stood
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at 47.3 in 1998) (Adformatie, 2000). In 2002, they took over the acclaimed creative agency
Neboko, through which they incorporated more creative potential. In the 1990s, TBWA
was the fastest growing GNAA in the Netherlands.

The growth figures in the 1990s for the GNAAs have never been repeated, partly as a

consequence of the other trend of the rising importance of smaller independent advertising
agencies (which compete for their international client accounts) and local independent

agencies (which compete for their local client accounts). When scholars such as Peter Taylor
(2006) refer to globalisation of advertising, in particular they refer to processes of inter-

nationalisation of the office networks of the GNAAs. They usually neglect the rise of
independent advertising agencies as an emerging advertising organisation in a global economy.
The first truly international independentagency in the Netherlands was the 1992 founded
Wieden + Kennedy. In an article in Adformatie, they showed their antipathy against the large

holding organisations: ‘multinational advertising is so old-fashioned, so uninteresting,and
an insult for the intelligent consumer’ (Prummel, 1992b, p.17). Wieden + Kennedy wanted

to change the attitude of multinational firms by convincing them to choose for more
Table 4.4

Rank

Largest advertising agencies (groups) in the Netherlands in 1999

Agency

Location

Gross Income
(in
million euros)
						
1998

1999

1998

1

TBWA Group

Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
Schiphol, Maastricht

57.9

47.3		 590

405

2

BBDO Group

Amstelveen, Schiphol, Enschede 53.8

49.8		 505

445

4

Young & Rubicam Group

Amsterdam

47.8

40.9		 440

395

Lowe Lintas & Partners

Amsterdam, Amstelveen,
Hilversum

29.6

25.7		 228

137

Benjamens, v Doorn
EuroRSCG Group

Amstelveen, Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, Eindhoven

29.3

16.0		 255

137

PPGH/J. Walter Thompson
Group

Amsterdam

26.3

23.7		 185

171

22.2

18.8		 220

190

			
3
5
6

Publicis Group

Result/DDB Group

			
7

		
8
		
9

10

Amsterdam

Amstelveen, Amsterdam

Grey Communications Group Amsterdam, Maarssen
Ogilvy & Mather Group

Amsterdam, Groningen

Source: Adformatie 2000a
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1999

Employees

49.5
31.3

19.6

43.4		 390
26.9		 220

23.8		 180

312
195

268
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daring advertising. In the same article the founders emphasised their independency: ‘we are

frequently contacted by the holding organisations, but we are determined. The name

Wieden + Kennedy will remain after we have retired. We won’t become an Omnicom’
(Prummel, 1992b, p.17). After Wieden + Kennedy, more international independents were

established in Amsterdam. Some started from scratch, others were newly set up subsidiary

offices of already existing advertising agencies abroad, just like Wieden + Kennedy.
This strategy is radically opposed to the one used by the GNAAs, which generally opted for a

takeover strategy of existing advertising agencies. In Amsterdam, several of the independent
agencies were set up by foreigners, mostly with an Anglo-Saxon background.

In the Adformatie agency ranking of 2005, Wieden + Kennedy was the largest advertising

agency in the Netherlands (however it excluded ranking the GNAAs). After the big
accountancy scandals with Enron and Worldcom in the United States in 2002, a new set
of rules was introduced, geared at improving corporate governance and stimulating the
waning confidence in business. This new set of audit rules and accountability norms are better

known as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (Goedknegt, 2007). One of the outcomes was that the
Table 4.5

Rank

Largest advertising agencies in the Netherlands in 2005 (no GNAAs included)

Agency

Location

Gross Income
(in
million euros)
						

Employees

1

Wieden + Kennedy

Amsterdam

20.0

146

3

Total Identity

Amsterdam

8.7

106

8.0

45

2
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

180

UbachsWisbrun

Amsterdam
Amsterdam

StrawberryFrog

Cayenne Communications

Winkelman en Van Hessen
Interpartners Nederland

Zandbeek Communication Group
DJPA Partnership

Amsterdam
Amsterdam
The Hague

Rotterdam, Amsterdam
Eindhoven

Amsterdam

15.1
8.6
7.8

7.2
6.7

5.9

5.4

95

48
55

80
45

75

21

Source: Adformatie (2006)
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local offices of GNAAs were not anymore allowed to make their financial figures public,
because of misrepresentation risks.4 The last Dutch agency ranking (without GNAAs) was
published in Adformatie in 2005 (see Table 4.5).

4.6

Conclusions

This chapter focused on the evolution of the Dutch advertising industry from the early

20th century, since the first processes of professionalisation, until the present. Historically,
the Dutch industry has been under continuous heavy influence by mainly American and
British developments in the advertising industry. The establishment of the first American

advertising agencies in the Netherlands in the 1920s heralded the introduction of scientific
approaches, particularly focusing on consumer behaviour, and, in the 1950s, also the
introduction of marketing techniques. In the meantime, the Dutch advertising industry

became professionalised and institutionalised through the introduction of business journals,
branch unions, and the introduction of a set of rules for officially recognised agencies.

The introduction of the television and commercial television channels was one of the
biggest changes for the advertising industry. However, the Netherlands followed the
development of advertising for this new medium significantly later compared to the United

States and the United Kingdom. In the second half of the 20th century, the emerging creative

British advertising industry became very influential, also thanks to their extensive experience
in the production of commercials. The introduction of the account planner and the

independent media agency were important developments. British agencies also served
as learning schools for Dutch advertising professionals, and British professionals from

advertising and audiovisual production also worked in Amsterdam. As a consequence, the
quality of Dutch advertising improved significantly. The 1990s were especially characterised
by the frequent takeovers of Dutch agencies by the GNAAs, and, at the same, the beginning
of the establishment of a new breed of international independent agencies.

4 For example, if the figures of all the individual agencies were added up, there was a risk that
this figure would not correspond with the figures published for the overall GNAA.
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5.1

5.2

Introduction

This Chapter will map the cultural economy and the advertising
industry in the Netherlands and in particular in Amsterdam. It will
start by outlining the position of Amsterdam within the wider
Randstad mega-city region, the horseshoe-shaped polycentric urban
region that can be subdivided into a North Wing and a South Wing.
Amsterdam is part of the North Wing, which has a more advanced
economic profile than the South Wing. Second, the Dutch cultural
economy will be briefly outlined, after which a more in-depth
exploration of the advertising industry and other related cultural
industries in Amsterdam and the North Wing will be presented.
Finally, the spatial patterns of the international advertising industry
within the Amsterdam region will be examined.

Amsterdam within the
Randstad mega-city region

Amsterdam is the largest city and the capital of the Netherlands, even though the national

government is based in The Hague. Amsterdam is part of a wider mega-city region in the
western part of the Netherlands, known as the Randstad. This typical polycentric urban region

includes the four largest cities in the Netherlands: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague,
and Utrecht. Apart from these cities, there are multiple smaller cities and villages within

the Randstad area. The Randstad covers four provinces: Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland,
Flevoland, and Utrecht. The shape of the city-region is commonly portrayed as a horseshoe,
with green area in the middle. This Randstad horseshoe can be subdivided into a North
Wing and a South Wing. The North Wing of the Randstad includes (among others) the

cities of Amsterdam, Utrecht, Haarlem, and Almere, and also Schiphol international airport.
The South Wing on the other hand includes the cities of Rotterdam, The Hague, Leiden

and Dordrecht. With its 6.7 million inhabitants, the Randstad is the fourth most populous
mega-city region in north-western Europe, after Greater London, the Rhine-Ruhr Region
in Germany and Ile-de-France (Paris).
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Figure 5.1

The Randstad Region in the Netherlands

Source: Randstad Regio (2009)

5.3

The Randstad economy:
the dichotomy between
the North and the South Wing

With an economic output of €258 billion in 2006, the four provinces of the Randstad

Region are a major European economic powerhouse. For comparison, during the same
year the Ile-de-France region had an economic output of €462 billion and 11.3 million
inhabitants (Eurostat, 2009). Looking at 2007 figures, a closer look at the economy of

the Randstad reveals a different picture between the North Wing and the South Wing.
Even though, the South Wing has slightly more inhabitants (3.5 million versus 3.2 million
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inhabitants), the North Wing has a larger economic output (€137 versus €123 billion)
(Randstad Regio, 2009). From the four major cities in the Randstad Amsterdam is the most

populous (742,000), followed by Rotterdam (584,000), The Hague (474,000), and Utrecht

(288,000) (CBS Statline, 2009). The higher economic output in the North Wing is reflected
in the number of jobs in the cities in this area. In Utrecht there were 0.71 jobs available
per inhabitant in 2007 and in Amsterdam 0.63. In the cities of Rotterdam and The Hague

in the South Wing there were less jobs available, 0.57 and 0.53 respectively. The education

level of the population of the cities also follows the differences in economic output. Looking

at 2003 figures, In Utrecht, 49.8% of the population had a higher education degree in 2003;
in Amsterdam 44.3%, The Hague had 37.1%, and Rotterdam only 28.3% (Marlet en van

Woerkens, 2003). A similar picture appears if one looks at the number of jobs in the business
service sector. Looking at 2003 figures, Amsterdam ranks first as 33.3% of all jobs were in

the business service sector, followed by Utrecht (31.7%), The Hague (25.6%), and Rotterdam
(25.0%) (Marlet en van Woerkens, 2003).

Another divergent pattern can be seen in the office networks of international business
services firms, with Amsterdam far ahead of the other cities of the Randstad. In the EU

funded POLYNET study on polycentric mega-city regions in north-western Europe,
Together with a few colleagues from the UvA/AMIDSt I studied the office networks of

175 Randstad-based international business services firms, including wide array of services:
advertising, management consultancy, banking, insurances, accounting, and legal services
(Lambregts et al., 2006). The head offices of these services firms are disproportionally located

in the North Wing of the Randstad, with Amsterdam as the most important city (see Figure
5.2). Some smaller towns nearby Amsterdam, such as Amstelveen and Haarlemmermeer
(Hoofddorp), are also important business locations.The proximity to the international airport

Schiphol and also the presence of a high-qualified labour pool are major underlying reasons.
The offices of the business firms can have different functional market areas, such as regional,
national, or international. For example, an accounting firm can have different offices within
the Netherlands with different geographical focus; some offices have a regional market

scope specialising in local small and medium-sized enterprises, while others have a national
or international scope. The latter are more likely to be specialised in larger clients, such as
multinational companies. The POLYNET study analysed the intra-office networks

of international service firms and subsequently calculated the connectivity levels of the

individual cities in the Randstad. A distinction was made between regional, national,
European and global connectivity; the most connected city received an indexed of 1 and

the other cities were rated relative to this city. On the regional and national level, there are
hardly any differences between Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Rotterdam even scores slightly
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better than Amsterdam in terms of national connectivity (see Figure 5.3). Utrecht is in
third place, scoring higher than the significantly larger city of The Hague. It is also striking
that the other smaller cities in this figure are all North Wing cities. South Wing small and

medium-sized cities, such as Leiden, Delft and Dordrecht, clearly lag behind the cities of

comparable size from the North Wing. However, in terms of international connectivity

(both European and global) Amsterdam is clearly more connected than Rotterdam, with a
widening gap with the other Randstad cities. The conclusion is that the international offices
of business services firms clearly prefer Amsterdam as a location.
Figure 5.2

Connectivity of intra-office networks on different scale levels between business
service firms in the Randstad

Source: Lambregts et al. (2006)

Within the Randstad, there is a significant difference in the economic profiles of the

individual cities. Amsterdam and its surrounding region is the major economic powerhouse
of the Randstad. This region is the favourite spot for the headquarters of Dutch and foreign

multinationals. Proximity to Schiphol Airport is one of the major assets. The economy of

the city is best characterised by its diversity, although more specifically looking at business

services, some industries are significantly well represented, such as financial services,
advertising, and legal services. The international environment in Amsterdam is a typical

Saskia Sassen’s ‘global city milieu, to which global business services tend to be attracted’
(Lambregts et al., 2006, p.139). In Utrecht several of the larger management consultancy
firms have their headquarters. The central location of the city in the middle of the country
is preferred by consultants who commute to their clients all over the country. Apart from

management consultancy, some large banks and insurance companies are also located in the
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Figure 5.3

Office locations of business service firms in the Randstad

Source: Lambregts et al. (2006)

city. The Hague is the city where the national government is based, and attracts a modest

share of business services geared towards the various departments, specifically in accounting

and legal services. The economy of the city of Rotterdam is heavily dependent on its port.
The port, generally labelled as Europoort, used to be the largest in the world from the

early 1960s until 2004, when it was surpassed by Shanghai and later also by Singapore.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the city is home to a significant share of logistical business

services. Apart from that, the city houses headquarters of large accounting and insurance

companies. There is also one specific creative industry in which the city excels: architecture
(Kloosterman, 2008). The technical university of Delft is nearby and the city itself is
considered an inspiring playground for architects.
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5.4

The Dutch creative and
cultural economy in figures

The definition of the creative or cultural economy varies among different countries. The most

used definition in the Netherlands distinguishes between three different groups. The first
group is the arts, the second is media & entertainment, and the third one the creative

service industries. This definition was first introduced by Dutch research organisation
TNO (see Manshanden et al., 2004). Table 5.1 shows how these three categories are further
divided into individual industries. In Figure 5.4 the relative size of the three different
categories in different parts of the Netherland is presented. The Randstad area is clearly

the creative and cultural epicentre of the country. Particularly the North Wing (Noord-

vleugel) of the Randstad has by far the highest number of people employed in these

industries. The South Wing (Zuidvleugel) of the Randstad is in terms of size more
comparable with regions such as the East of the Netherlands (Oost-Nederland) and the

Southeast of the Netherlands (Zuidoost-Nederland), both densely populated. The arts
category in each part of the country has an approximately equal share within the creative and
cultural economy; however, in the North Wing media & entertainment is overrepresented
compared to the rest of the country.
Figure 5.4

The creative economy in the Netherlands in 2007

Source: Cross Media Monitor (2008)
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Figure 5.5 illustrates the creative and cultural economy for the most important cities in the

Netherlands in 2007. From this figure appears that Amsterdam is the creative and cultural

epicentre of the country. There is no other city in the country that even approaches the size

of the cultural industry in Amsterdam. The three individual categories are of nearly equal

size in terms of job numbers in Amsterdam. For nearly all the other cities presented in this
figure, the creative services industries are the largest employer within the local cultural and
creative economy, except for Groningen in the northern part of the country and Hilversum

(Gooi & Vechtstreek), nearby Amsterdam. Hilversum is a peculiar example within the
Netherlands, as it is home to the national public broadcasting companies, as well as to

several commercial broadcasting companies (Van der Groep, 2010). An entire cluster of
media companies, television production companies and other related external specialists
has developed within the Hilversum region. The presence of a large television and radio
industry is reflected in the large share of the city’s cultural and creative economy that is

occupied by media and entertainment. The total number of jobs in the cultural and creative

economy is even comparable to cities such as Rotterdam and Utrecht, despite the fact that
Hilversum is much smaller in size (with only 240,000 inhabitants in the broader Gooi &
Vechtstreek region).

Figure 5.5

The creative economy in the major cities of the Netherlands in 2007

Source: Cross Media Monitor (2008)
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Table 5.1

The creative and cultural economy in the North Wing of the Randstad compared
to the Netherlands as a whole, including growth rates between 1996 and 2007

Arts

Performing Arts

Employment
in North Wing
Randstad

Employment
in the
Netherlands

Annual Growth (%)
in North Wing
(‘96-’07)

Annual Growth (%)
in the Netherlands
(‘96-’07)		

18,224 (41%)

44,449

5.9

5.2

4,088 (52%)

Creative Artists

Theatres, Concert Halls
Services for Artists and
Event Organizations

Museum and Art Galleries
Media and Entertainment
Publishing

Photography

2,523 (36%)

Broadcasting Organizations
Radio and Television

Other Entertainment
Journalists

Creative Services Industries

9.8

6.5

2,922 (39%)

7,492

7,008

4.0

3.8

5,751 (42%)

13,693

9.0

9.4

2,940 (34%)

8,647

2.1

2.5

34,473 (48%)

71,819

12,578 (38%)

3.5

1.6

3.1

1.6

33,100

- 1.3

- 0.2

6,657 (58%)

11,478

2.8

2.9

5,239 (79%)

6,632

13.9

10.9

3,197

2.6

2.8

2,240 (31%)

Film

7,862

6,133 (82%)
507 (22%)

1,119 (35%)

7,226

7,479

2,305

2.6
0.8

6.0

2.7
1.8

3.4

37,053 (31%)

119,526

4.1

3.7

6,037 (40%)

15,093

9.2

7.7

Architects

10,546 (21%)

Advertising

17,262 (33%)

52,309

3,208 (43%)

7,460

10.2

10.0

89,750 (38%)

236,184

3.3

3.3

Landscape Architects
Interior and Fashion
Designers
Total

50,219

2.1

2.0

3.4

3.8

Source: Table by author, based on information from Cross Media Monitor (2008)

Following the definition of TNO, in 2007 there were more than 236,000 creative and
cultural jobs in the Netherlands. In the North Wing alone there were nearly 90,000 jobs

in these industries, which is about 38% of the total number in the country (see Table 5.1).
The shares of the three different categories vary significantly. The media and entertainment

industry in the North Wing of the Randstad is responsible for 48% of the total number of
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jobs in the country, the arts industry for 41%, while the creative services industry for 31%.

More specifically within media and entertainment, broadcasting organisations and radio

and television are based in the North Wing with 82% and 79% respectively (primarily
in Hilversum, but also in Amsterdam). Film production is with 58% of its jobs also strongly
concentrated in the North Wing. Radio and television had exceptionally high annual

growth rates (with 13.9% per year). The variation within the arts category is not as large,
except for the performing arts, which counted for 52% of the total number of jobs in
the Netherlands. In the final category, the creative services industries, interior and fashion

designers are well represented in the North Wing with 43% and had an impressive annual

growth rate of 10.2%. A third of all the advertising jobs of the country were located in this

region in 2007. In absolute numbers, the advertising industry is the largest employer of

all creative and cultural industries in the North Wing and in the Netherlands as a whole.
In 2007, there were more than 17,000 advertising jobs in the North Wing of the Randstad,
with a solid average annual growth rate of 3.4%, although slightly lower than the national
average of 3.8%. Architecture has a relatively ‘small’ share with 21%, primarily due to the
sizable architecture industry in Rotterdam.

5.5

The advertising industry and
its main creative project 			
partners in Amsterdam and
the North Wing of the Randstad

This section will take a closer look at the size of the advertising industry in Amsterdam and

its surrounding region. It will also take a closer look at the external creative subcontracting
partners of the advertising agencies. On the one hand, stands the film industry, including

film production companies, but also post-production and sound production companies.
On the other hand, stands photography, which is an important external industry for the

advertising industry. Also, graphic designers and illustrators are included in the statistics of
the advertising industry.

In 2007, about a third of all advertising jobs in the Netherlands was located in the North
Wing of the Randstad. In absolute numbers this included 17,262 jobs, compared to a total

of 52,309 for the entire country (see Table 5.2). Looking only at the individual city level,
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Amsterdam has by far the most advertising employees; with 6,000 advertising professionals

recorded in 2007. The industry has grown with nearly 1,800 jobs since 1996, an average

annual growth rate of 3.3%. The location quotient of Amsterdam compared with the
Netherlands (=100) is 187. However, the highest location quotient of 489 is attributed to

Amstelveen, which is a city of about 80,000 inhabitants practically attached to Amsterdam.

In absolute numbers there were 1,309 advertising jobs in Amstelveen in 2007. However,
the annual growth rate between 1996 and 2007 was only 1.5%, which is significantly
lower than Amsterdam. The underlying reason for the high number of advertising jobs in

Amstelveen is the presence of some of the larger global network advertising agencies.
The number of advertising jobs in Utrecht was second highest in the North Wing of the
Randstad. The growth rate in Utrecht is more impressive, from about 700 to more than

1,700 between 1996 and 2007, an annual growth of 8.4%. In contrast, the location quotient

is only 123. I demonstrated earlier that there are more jobs per inhabitant in Utrecht and

Amsterdam compared to cities such as Rotterdam and The Hague. The region of Hilversum

(‘t Gooi & Vechtstreek) is also important with more than 1,100 advertising jobs. However,
Almere5 has the highest annual growth rate with 11.2% per year. Almere is an unusual
Table 5.2

Number of advertising jobs and growth between 1996 and 2007 in the major
urban centres of the North Wing Randstad

City

Employment in
2007

Absolute Growth
1996-2007

5,958

1,795

367
776

Amsterdam
Amstelveen

1,309

Zaanstad

Haarlemmermeer
Haarlem
Almere

606
827

3.3

187

-334

- 5.7

97

171

2.3

175

8.4

123

202

326
571

Utrecht

1,702

1,003

Hilversum (Gooi en Vechtstreek)

1,123

n.a.

Amersfoort

Nieuwegein

North Wing Randstad
Netherlands

587

Annual Growth (%) Location Quotient
1996-2007
(NL=100)		

285

1.5

7.3

11.2
6.2

114

3.4

n.a.

- 4.1

52,309

n.a.

3.8

Source: Table by author, based on information from Cross Media Monitor (2008)
5 Almere is located in the artificial Flevopolder, where the first house was built only in 1976

100

166

152

-151

n.a.

72

n.a.

256

17,262

489

85

100
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Table 5.3

City

Number of film industry jobs and growth between 1996 and 2007 in the major
urban centres of the North Wing of the Randstad

Employment in
2007

Absolute Growth
1996-2007

Annual Growth (%)
1996-2007

Location Quotient
(NL=100)		

3,087

901

3.2

435

58

2

Amsterdam
Amstelveen

71

Zaanstad

Haarlemmermeer

4

0.5

58

n.a.

n.a.

149

40

2.9

Haarlem

142

Utrecht

420

Almere

Amersfoort

161

Hilversum (Gooi en Vechtstreek)

1,669

North Wing Randstad

6,657

Nieuwegein

Netherlands

46

11,478

28
81

0.3

2.0

137

3

0.6

n.a.

31

144

10.3

n.a.

69

2.0

106

n.a.

109

134
140

n.a.

1,018

2.8

n.a.

2.9

69

n.a.

Source: Table by author, based on information from Cross Media Monitor (2008)

example, because it is the fastest growing town of the country in terms of population, the

population nearly doubled between 1996 and 2007 (counting around 185,000 in 2009),
in most industries it has higher growth rates compared to the rest of the country.

One of the most important collaborators of the advertising agencies is the film industry.
Table 5.3 illustrates that there were about 11,500 jobs in the Dutch film industry in 2007.
Roughly 60% is based in the North Wing of the Randstad, mostly concentrated in two cities:
Amsterdam and Hilversum. In 2007 there were nearly 3,100 people employed in the film

industry in Amsterdam, while in Hilversum around 1,700. The concentration within these

two cities is reflected by the high location quotients, particularly visible for Hilversum.
The underlying reason for this high concentration of film-related activities in Hilversum
is the presence of the Dutch television industry in this town. However, the film industries

of Amsterdam and Hilversum have followed different evolutionary trajectories. The audio-

visual industry in Hilversum is more geared towards the production of television programmes,
while the audiovisual industry in Amsterdam orients itself more towards the production
of commercials for the advertising industry and also motion picture production. Van der

Groep (2004, p.23) argued that in Amsterdam ‘film producers and supplier are moulded by

the high quality standards of the advertising industry’. While in Amsterdam there is large
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variety of film production companies, the other cities in the North Wing of the Randstad

have smaller concentrations of film-related activities. For example, the cities of Utrecht,
Amersfoort, Almere, and Haarlem show location quotients that are significantly higher
than the national average. The city of Amersfoort even showed the highest annual growth
of these North Wing cities, which is likely caused by the establishment of one relatively
large film company. Despite their higher than average quotients, in absolute terms, only the
film industry in Utrecht is significant, with more than 400 individuals employed in 2007.
Table 5.4

Number of photography jobs and growth between 1996 and 2007 in the major
urban centres of the North Wing Randstad

City

Employment in
2007

Absolute Growth
1996-2007

783

131

Amsterdam
Amstelveen

52

Zaanstad

Haarlemmermeer
Haarlem
Almere

Utrecht

Hilversum (Gooi en Vechtstreek)
North Wing Randstad
Netherlands

5

Location Quotient
(NL=100)		

1.7

173

0.7

135

3.9

137

53

-32

- 4.2

102

42

4.9

144

9.2

119

69

191

Amersfoort

Nieuwegein

72

18

Annual Growth (%)
1996-2007

87

-15
68
54

- 1.8
4.1

45

110
98

294

n.a.

n.a.

284

2,240

n.a.

2.6

n.a.

n.a.

7,726

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
2.7

n.a

n.a.

Source: Table by author, based on information from Cross Media Monitor (2008)

Also photographers are frequently employed as external specialists by advertising agencies.
Especially for print campaigns (magazines, newspaper, billboards, etc.) all sorts of images
are used to advertise products and services. Photographers face increasing competition
from commercial image databanks, such as Getty Images, which have millions of pictures

at their disposal. However, there are still many campaigns which require unique images.
The national photography industry is considerably smaller than the film industry, counting
7,700 professionals in 2007. Unlike the film industry, which is highly concentrated in

the North Wing of the Randstad, photographers are more dispersed. About 29% (2,200)
of the photography jobs is concentrated in the North Wing of the Randstad, somewhat
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concentrated but clearly lower than advertising and the film industry. While professional
photographers can be found all over the country (ex. for weddings), the more high-end

‘artistic’ photographers tend to be more concentrated in Amsterdam. These photographers

focus more on fashion photography, or on assignments for the advertising and publishing
industry. In absolute numbers, Amsterdam is home to the highest concentration of
photographers (nearly 800), as visible in Table 5.3. The location quotient is also quite
high, although Hilversum has again a considerable high location quotient, with nearly 300
people employed in the photography industry. Utrecht has the second highest number of

photographers with only 191, and the location quotient is even smaller than the national

average. Cities such as Zaanstad, Amstelveen and Almere also have high location quotients,
because of their proximity to Amsterdam and lower rents, they are more affordable locations
for photographers to have their own studio.

5.6

Diverging location patterns
of Amsterdam’s international
advertising industry

This section will focus on the office location patterns of the international advertising
agencies in the Amsterdam region. Figure 5.6 illustrates the office locations of both the

GNAAs as well as the international independent agencies in 2009. This figure is based on
the following selection of advertising agencies:

GNAAs:

ADK Europe, Arc, Blast Radius, Carlson Marketing, Cayenne Communications, DDB,

EuroRSCG, FHV/BBDO, Grey, LaMarque, LoweDraft/FCB, McCann-Erickson,
Ogilvy & Mather, Publicis, Saatchi & Saatchi, TBWA/Company Group, TMP Worldwide,
UbachsWisbrun/JWT, and Young & Rubicam/Not Just Film;

Independents:

180 Communications, 72AndSunny, AKQA, Amsterdam Worldwide, BSUR, Cloudraker,
De-construct, John Doe, KesselsKramer, Modernista!, Naked Communications, Perfect
Fools, Sid Lee, Springer & Jacoby International, Taxi, Wieden + Kennedy, Woedend!
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Figure 5.6

Office locations of international advertising agencies in the Amsterdam region
in 2009 (both global network advertising agencies and independents)

Source: Author’s illustration

Independent Agencies
Global Network Agencies

The diverging office patterns of the two types of international advertising agencies are

particularly noticeable in this figure. There is a strong concentration of independent agencies
(the black dots) in the city centre of Amsterdam. In contrast, the offices of the GNAAs

(the red squares) are more concentrated in the south of Amsterdam (Amsterdam-Zuid)
and in Amstelveen. What are the underlying reasons for these diverging office patterns of

both types of advertising agencies? Let me first concentrate on the office patterns of the
GNAAs. There is a concentration of GNAAs in Amsterdam-Zuid close to the Olympic

Stadium and in the northern and central neighborhoods of Amstelveen. These offices are

close to the nearby South-Axis (Zuidas), Amsterdam’s major (developing) business area,
which is home to several bank headquarters and advanced producer services firms. This

area is well-connected through a multimodal transport system. The southern Ring Road

(A10) runs through the Zuidas area, and there is also a railway station (Zuid-WTC) that has
both train and metro connections. The offices of these advertising agencies are therefore

well accessible by car and public transport, with good connections to Schiphol Airport and
the other cities in the Randstad and beyond.

Several of these GNAAs used to be located more centrally in the city of Amsterdam,
but moved to Amsterdam-Zuid and Amstelveen for a variety of reasons:
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‘We left our fine office at the Beethovenlaan for efficiency reasons. We got an offer by a
real estate developer we could not refuse. With the revenues we could easily bear the costs
of a new, more spacious, and more advanced office in Amstelveen’ (Publicis).

Another agency had to move out of their centrally located office because of their client:
‘Our client Heineken needed the office space, so we had to move out and there was this
spacious former office building of Arthur Andersen in Amstelveen where we could
house our fast-growing agency in a better way’ (TBWA).

The most often mentioned reason for moving to Amstelveen is to cut costs (frequently

imposed by the international headquarters of the GNAAs), availability of more spacious
offices, better accessibility by car (both for employees and clients), and accessibility to

Schiphol Airport. The office prices in Amstelveen are significantly lower compared to the
city centre of Amsterdam. Several GNAAs have formed into ‘Groups’, particularly from

the early 1990s onwards. Gernot Grabher (2001, p.355) argued that advertising holdings
such as ‘WPP not only expanded the geographical reach of its core business but also

continuously diversified its portfolio of activities’. This process happened on a global scale,

but also on a national scale (by taking over specialist local advertising or marketing firms.
Within these Groups, there is a variety of different specialist firms. For example, the TBWA/

Company Group, which is located in Amstelveen, consisted of the following firms in 2009:
TBWA/Neboko is the main advertising agency (brand strategy and advertising); further
there are TBWA/Neboko Flow (digital branding and activation), TBWA/Neboko Retail
(in store concepts), TBWA/Brand Experience Company (brand activation), TBWA/Busted

(brand & marketing PR), and E-Graphics (production management) (TBWA, 2009).

All these different firms are housed under the same roof. This process of ‘group-forming’
pushed several GNAAs out of central Amsterdam, forcing them to look for cheaper and
more spacious offices in the southern areas of the city and in Amstelveen.

One respondent acknowledged the limitations of the environment in this part of the city,
which is neither very creative nor inspiring:

‘Some of the creative independent agencies claim you need to be in the city centre, in a former
church, or in an old warehouse, where they think it is cool to transport themselves on

scooters through the office. Our agency is more business-wise, we are moreserious’ (FCB).
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There are also GNAA exceptions that seek a more central location in the city of Amsterdam:
‘We did not want to be located in an ordinary business park at the fringes of the city

or in Amstelveen. Our employees really appreciate this location close to the centre.
However, being located on the canals would be problematic for our clients who frequently
visit us by car’ (UW/JWT).

The previous office of JWT (at that time called PPGH/JWT) used to be located in the
Buitenveldert neighbourhood in Amsterdam-Zuid until 2002. There might be a reversal
trend in the nearby future, with some GNAAs moving back to more central areas in
Amsterdam. One of the results of the credit crunch crisis is the reduction in office prices in
the centre of Amsterdam, which allows them to reconsider their office location:

‘Next year we like to move back to Amsterdam. Eighty percent of our employees live in

Amsterdam. The choice is easy if you have a choice to work in Amstelveen or for Wieden
+ Kennedy’s that has the office at the Herengracht’ (EuroRSCG/4D).

The independent agencies are strongly concentrated in the centre of Amsterdam. Agencies
such as Wieden + Kennedy, 180 Communications, Amsterdam Worldwide, AKQA and
StrawberryFrog are all located along the canals. Especially the first two agencies are quite

big (both have around 150 employees) and therefore larger than most of the GNAAs.
Both agencies moved a few years ago to new and larger offices; both moved a small
distance away from the Keizersgracht to the Herengracht. These agencies are housed in old

merchant houses. Several other independent agencies have their offices in other types of

distinctive buildings. The office of KesselsKramer for example is based in a 19th century
former Catholic church at the Lauriergracht; John Doe’s office is at the old shipyard

‘t Kromhout; and BSUR is based in an old 19th century school building close to the Amstel

Station. The agencies 72AndSunny and Perfect Fools have recently moved to a new creative
hub at the Westerstraat in the Jordaan neighbourhood: het Westerhuis. This former school

building constructed in 1867 was renovated by Dutch top designer Marcel Wanders

together with a real estate developer and now houses a variety of creative professionals,
firms, and a large showroom of Wanders’ design label Moooi. The Canadian creative

‘hotshop’ Sid Lee established an office in de Pijp area in 2009. Next to an advertising office,
Sid Lee also founded a shop that sells various Canadian design articles.

While the GNAAs have established themselves in the business areas in the south of
Amsterdam and in Amstelveen, the independents have a strong location preference for the
crowded urban city centre of Amsterdam. The historical buildings are very appealing to the
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managers of the independent advertising agencies:
‘These old merchant houses are perfectly designed. Large rooms with high ceilings.
The combination of historic atmosphere, with a new creative interioris perfect for us.
This is also highly valued by the people working here’ (180 Communications).

The independent agencies also distinguish themselves by their well-designed interiors, for

example in the office of KesselsKramer6 ‘under chartreuse vaults and gilded capitals the

lofty space is filled with such unlikely objects as a fort of spiked logs, a wooden beach tower,
a white picket fence along a plastic hedge, a boxing bag and plaster garden gnomes (many
of which were beheaded during intra-office football games)’ (Metz, 2001).

The employee profile of the independents is very international in contrast to the GNAAs.
The respondents argued that a nice office in the centre of Amsterdam is a real asset that
attracts both advertising talent and clients from around the world:

‘I think clients like to visit an agency that has a prestigious office. Most of our clients

work outside of town in a business park and they like to come to the city centre. There

is good shopping and restaurants and stuff. I noticed the difference in office locations.
I think culture and environment is very important, people like to work in an inspiring

place. I think it would be harder for us to attract clients and people if we would be

located in Amstelveen. The biggest attraction is not having to commute. I considered
hiring an office in the north of town, there are some beautiful premises there, but the
main reason for not doing that is the problem of getting people’ (AKQA).

5.7

Conclusions

This Chapter described Amsterdam as the international business centre and the cultural

capital of the Netherlands. The city houses the largest number of (inter) national headquarters,
covering most services industries, and also has the highest number of firms and jobs for

most of the cultural industries. Amsterdam is obviously the only city in the Netherlands
that meets the characteristics of a global city. The advertising industry in particular is

concentrated in Amsterdam, although the highest location quotient for this industry can be
6 For pictures of the interior KesselsKramer office see:
http://www.officesnapshots.com/category/kesselskramer/
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found in the adjacent town of Amstelveen. The underlying reason is that Amstelveen has

become a favourable destination for the larger GNAA offices in search of larger and cheaper
premises. The independent agencies in contrast are concentrated in the more attractive and

diverse urban milieu of the city of Amsterdam. The historic inner city in combination with

the creative climate offers an important asset, enabling these international agencies to attract
talent from abroad.

The cultural industries that are important creative specialists for the advertising industry

are also attracted to Amsterdam. In particular the film industry (including film production
companies, post-production companies, and sound and music studios) is highly concentrated

in the city of Amsterdam. The same holds true, although to a lesser extent, for photography.
These creative specialists are in general small firms, or just single-person firms, which do

not require big offices or combine their living and work space. Therefore, these firms are

concentrated in the attractive inner urban areas of the city of Amsterdam. The office landscape in the city of Amsterdam has changed significantly over the last years. Over the

last years, there has been an increase of shared office buildings (so-called broedplaatsen) in

Amsterdam, where currently many cultural industry firms rent their (small) business units.
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6.1

6.2

Introduction

This chapter will outline the organisational structures and geographical
dispersion patterns of the GNAAs and the independent international
advertising agencies in Amsterdam. There is immense contrast between
the multi-layered, extensive and far-flung office networks of the
GNAAs and the international independents, which operate only from
one or a few different offices. The underlying spatial logic of the presence
of both types of advertising agencies in the city of Amsterdam is partly
different as well. The GNAAs have offices in most of the (developed)
countries in the world, and their presence in the Netherlands is not
particularly unusual. In contrast, the international independent
agencies have a different underlying spatial logic; they strategically
choose one or a few specific cities as location(s) for their international
operations. The location choice is based on the city’s competitive assets.
This chapter will discuss some of the competitive assets of Amsterdam.

The organisational structure
of the GNAAs

The internationalisation of GNAAs is a process that already started early in the 20th century,

as was already emphasised in Chapter 3 on the four waves of international advertising.
Already in 1889, the first American advertising agency ( J. Walter Thompson) opened a

foreign branch office in London. After World War One, additional American advertising

agencies started to internationalise their operations and opened overseas branch offices.

J. Walter Thompson was also the first American agency to enter the Netherlands in 1928.
The growth of these advertising agencies generally followed in parallel to the international
expansion of their major clients. For example, J. Walter Thompson followed the growth of
their client General Motors (West, 1987; Pouillard, 2005).

A true international invasion of American advertising agencies into the Netherlands started

only after World War Two, particularly from the 1960s onwards. Chapter 4 showed that
American agencies (such as Ted Bates, Young & Rubicam, Foote, Cone & Belding, and

BBDO) entered the Netherlands by taking over local agencies in Amsterdam. The rapid

international expansion of these advertising agencies was primarily financed through stocks.
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As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the internationalisation of American advertising agencies
triggered a response by their European counterparts. Advertising agencies that were founded

in London and Paris in the 1970s (such as Saatchi & Saatchi, Lowe, TBWA, and EuroRSCG)

opened offices or took over local agencies in Amsterdam (or Amstelveen) from the 1980s
onwards. In the study of globalisation of the advertising industry, most emphasis has been

placed on the process of internationalisation of the office networks of GNAAs. The rise of

international advertising is seen as part of the growth of the advanced producer services
industries in general, which have significantly facilitated and contributed to contemporary
economic globalisation (Taylor, 2006b; Sassen, 2002; Leslie, 1995). Although the initial
internationalisation of advertising already started in the early 20th century, the peak in terms
of takeovers, mergers and growth of GNAAs came during the 1980s and 1990s.

Next to the horizontal expansion of takeovers, another similar process took place within the
GNAAs. The portfolio of activities under the umbrella of the GNAAs diversified, partly as

a result of the changing media landscape. Next to the core advertising agency, a variety of
specialist agencies were established, and soon these specialized daughter agencies also started
to form international networks. Under the umbrella of a GNAA there are specialised

interactive (sometimes called online or digital) agencies, direct marketing, retail marketing,
labour market communications, or action marketing agencies. Overall, they are called
‘Groups’ in the industry (Grabher, 2001). For example, if one takes a look at DDB in the

Netherlands, the DDB Groep Nederland encompasses DDB (the core advertising agency)

and the specialised firms Eigen Fabrikaat (action marketing), RAPP (direct marketing),
Tribal DDB (interactive), and DataBay (data-analysis/research) (DDB, 2009). Except for
Eigen Fabrikaat, the other agency names have uniform brand recognition worldwide. These

specialised agencies have followed the same growth pattern as the core advertising agencies,
generally by taking over local agencies or by founding new local agencies. The international

intra-office networks are generally less widespread compared to the core advertising agencies.
For example, Tribal DDB had 54 offices in 36 countries in 2009 (compared to over 200 DDB
offices in 90 countries) (TribalDDB, 2009).

Also a supra-organisational layer has emerged on top of the GNAA structure: the holding

company. Taylor (2006) argued that the rise of these mega-holding companies has produced
a general trend of increasing concentration in the global advertising industry. The extreme

growth figures of these holding companies are generated by taking over agencies around the

globe. The largest single holding companies encompass a large variety of different agencies,
including several large GNAAs. Under the umbrella of the holding company the different

GNAAs have retained their brand identities. Grabher (2001, p.356) argued that ‘by retaining
the separate identities of agencies and networks, the Group (holding company) can control
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a larger client base and can overcome the growth barrier posed by account conflicts’. For

example, it is quite unlikely to have two different car brands in the account portfolio of one
single GNAA. However, the presence of different advertising agencies with unique identities

under the same umbrella solves this problem: ‘the internal diversity of the Group (holding

company) allows for a broader portfolio of clients which in turn reduces the risk of becoming

locked into the organisational and cultural idiosyncrasies of a client’ (Grabher, 2001, p.356).
Table 6.1

The largest ten holding companies in the world in advertising
and marketing communications in 2007

Position

Holding Company

Headquarters

Revenues in
dollars (2007)

U.S.
(2007)

Non U.S.
(2007)

1

Omnicom Group

New York

12.7 bn

6.7 bn

6.0 bn

70,000

3

Interpublic Group

New York

6.6 bn

3.7 bn

2.9 bn

43,000

				

2
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

WPP Group

Publicis Groupe
Dentsu

Aegis Group

12.4 bn

Paris

6.4 bn

Tokyo

Tokyo

Alliance Data Systems

Toronto
Dallas

2.7 bn

7.9 bn
3.7 bn

44,000

2.1 bn

0.7 bn

1.4 bn

14,500

547 mn

439 mn

108 mn

6,500

2.2 bn
1.4 bn

469 mn

0.5 bn
n.a.

440 mn

2.9 bn

90,000

0.06 bn

Suresness (Paris)

Hakuhodu DY

4.5 bn

2.9 bn

London

Havas Groupe

MDC Partners

London

Employees		
(2007)

1.7 bn
n.a.

29 mn

17,000
15,000
8,500

2,000

Source: Advertising Age (2008)

The two largest holding companies were established rather late, Omnicom in 1986 in New

York and WPP in 1987 in London. In Table 6.1 the world’s ten largest holding companies
in marketing and advertising communications are shown. Omnicom and WPP are about
the same size, although WPP employs significantly more people. The number three and
four, Interpublic and Publicis are both of comparable size about half the size of number

one and two. The number five Dentsu, is far behind and primarily focused on the Japanese

and Asian markets. The Aegis Group is more focused on media rather than advertising.
The top four holding companies each consist of three or more different GNAAs, with
diverse backgrounds Omnicom consists of two GNAAs with an American background
(DDB and BBDO), but also includes TBWA that originated from Paris. WPP, although

based and originating from London, does not include a single GNAA of British origin.
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Ogilvy, Young & Rubicam, JWT, and Grey were all founded in the United States. Two

GNAAs founded in London, Saatchi & Saatchi and Lowe, are owned by a French (Publicis)

and an American holding company (Interpublic) respectively. Next to Saatchi & Saatchi,
the Publicis Group includes the GNAAs Publicis and Leo Burnett. The Havas Groupe
also includes a large and important European GNAA: EuroRSCG. McCann-Erickson is
part of the Interpublic Group.

It must be emphasised that the GNAAs are among the largest firms under the umbrella

of these holding companies, but they also include one or more media companies, which

are mainly engaged in buying media space for placing advertisements. Next to advertising,
there are also several marketing related firms under the roof of holding companies, such as
public and customer relations firms. These firms are sometimes even of comparable size to

the GNAAs. For example, WPP housed a total of 266 different companies in 2009, out of
which four are GNAAs (WPP, 2009).
Figure 6.1

Organogram of the Omnicom Group and its firms in the Netherlands in 2007

Source: Author’s illustration, based on Hafkamp & Geerts (2007)
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In Figure 6.1 the Omnicom Group is further subdivided. Each individual GNAA has
over 200 offices worldwide. Next to these large advertising agencies, there is also a global
marketing network, which is named DAS Global. This agency network consists of firms

specialised in customer and personal relations. Omnicom’s media company is named OMD

and also has multiple offices around the globe. Each GNAA of Omnicom functions as a

group in the Netherlands. Next to the core advertising agency, these groups consist of several

specialised firms. Both DDB and TBWA have two group organisations in the Netherlands.

Next to the TBWA Group, there is also the ARA Group, which is based in Rotterdam.

ARA is the only group that is part of a GNAA and based outside the Amsterdam region.
Next to the groups, TBWA in the Netherlands also includes some individual agencies, of

which some have a regional function. Next to the DDB group there is also the Etcetera
group, which is based in Amsterdam.
Figure 6.2

Revenue
in billion $

Growth rate of the Omnicom Group between 1994 and 2006
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Source: Author’s illustration, based on Omnicom (2009)
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6.3

The function of the Dutch 			
GNAA offices within
the international network

The headquarters of the individual GNAAs are not always located in the same cities as

the headquarters of the holding companies. For example, all the four GNAAs owned by

London-based WPP have their headquarters in New York. Actually, most of the worldwide headquarters of the GNAAs are based in New York, except for Publicis, which is

still based in Paris, and Leo Burnett, which still has its worldwide headquarters in the city

where it originates from: Chicago. The GNAAs have subdivided the world into continents

or regions, each with a focused headquarters. For several agencies Europe also includes the
Middle East and Africa (abbreviated as EMEA). Most of these European headquarters are
based in London, but some also chose Paris.

The Dutch offices of the GNAAs are in most cases local hubs within the international
networks. The relationship with the headquarters of the networks is mainly based on
managerial and financial issues:

‘The consequence of having a stock exchange notation is that the level of reporting and
auditing has increased sharply’ (Publicis).

Financial managers present the financial results and the performance of their offices to

the headquarters. Especially after the introduction of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 in the

wake of accounting scandals (Enron, WorldCom, and Ahold in the Netherlands), compliance

has become the key word. One of the respondents at DDB also acknowledged that the
influence of Omnicom has increased over the past several years:

‘Omnicom is particularly interfering with financial guidelines and procedures. As a

consequence, the headquarters of DDB (in New York) impose targets on the individual

offices around the world. However, Omnicom itself is more like some invisible
controlling organisation to us’ (DDB).

The degree of freedom granted to the individual offices partially depends on the number

of local clients in their portfolios. The more local clients an agency acquires independently
from the network, the stronger it is within the network. One respondent, who has worked
for three different GNAAs in the Netherlands, argued that there is a lot of difference in the
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way these agencies are managed by the international headquarters. The agency she currently
is working for

‘feels most importantly as UbachsWisbrun that somehow has to do something with
JWT’ (UbachsWisbrun/JWT).

The acclaimed local agency UbachsWisbrun was bought by PPGH/JWT in 2007, thus

acquiring several strong local clients. At her previous employer, EuroRSCG, there was a
different situation:

‘Most of the clients there were French multinationals. For LU and Danone we still had

some creative freedom. For Peugeot and Citroën nearly all was planned and appointed
by the headquarters in Paris’ (UbachsWisbrun/JWT).

The case of the digital daughter company of EuroRSCG in the Netherlands, EuroRSCG/
4D, is quite different. This is one of the leading offices within the international network

of 4D and manages several international client accounts, such as Volvo and Beck’s
EuroRSCG/4D. The international profile of EuroRSCG/4D within the Netherlands is
quite an exception, because most other GNAA offices have a decidedly local profile.

Next to the link with the international headquarters of GNAAs, the local offices sometimes

also collaborate with other offices in the network, for the needs of international campaigns.
The DDB respondent argued that the Dutch office has more contact with New York than

with London. DDB has the international Philips account in its client portfolio, on which
the New York and Amsterdam offices collaborated intensively. The respondent argued that

usually the international campaigns for this client are developed in the office in New York,
although the Amsterdam (Amstelveen actually, but they like to use ‘DDB Amsterdam’)
office is the coordination centre for the Philips account. Nevertheless, an increasing number

of the international campaigns are being developed from Amsterdam. For example, in 2009

the digital daughter company Tribal DDB Amsterdam won the most prestigious award at
the Cannes Festival – the Grand Prix -- for their international online campaign for a new

Philips television set 7. Another agency, FHV/BBDO, also mentioned that it sometimes
collaborates with the other office within the network:

‘People from our office have collaborated with BBDO offices in Germany and Poland for
7 The commercial ‘carousel’ can be watched at YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2YFkcwtpGZo (last accessed on August 31, 2009).
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our client Campina. We can combine our knowledge on this Dutch client and their

knowledge on the local market conditions in order to introduce and advertise products
on these specific markets’ (FHV/BBDO).

Lowe also mentioned examples of collaborations between the Amsterdam and Warsaw offices:
‘We first went to Warsaw to give them a briefing on the assignment. The Polish creative

professionals involved in this production came over to our office to work together with
our Dutch creative professionals’ (Lowe).

In these examples, the local offices function as control and coordination centres for the
production of local campaigns in foreign countries.

6.4

Global intra-office network
of independent advertising 			
agencies from Amsterdam

While the GNAAs have extensive and far-flung office networks (sometimes counting
more than two hundred offices worldwide), the independent advertising agencies are much
smaller. The older GNAAs have followed a growth strategy of ‘being global but acting

local’, by establishing or taking over offices in most of the local market areas of their clients.
The independent agencies remain relatively small; their philosophy is to create cross-border

advertising without expanding profusely in offices or staff. A former executive creative
director of 180 Communications argued a few years after the start of the agency that their
particular business model could be exported to several other locations:

‘In the end, if everything will evolve positively, we could export this business model to the

United States, Latin America, or Asia. Rather than having seventy-five offices worldwide
to service your clients, we can be effective with only four offices for example. They only
need to have a global outlook, just like the office in Amsterdam’ (Gons, 2002).

This strategy was pioneered by international independent agencies, such as Wieden + Kennedy

and Bartle Bogle Hegarty. These independent agencies have rather different underlying
strategic motivations for choosing particular office locations. Most importantly, the city
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has to be able to function as an international hub for the agency. Most of the independent
agencies have only one or a few offices on one continent. In fact, the offices of the

independents function as continental (or global) hubs, whereas the offices of the GNAAs
mostly function as local hubs.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 contrast the connection of Amsterdam with other cities in terms
of intra-office networks of independent agencies. These figures are based on seventeen

independent agencies that have an office in Amsterdam and at least one more office in
another city outside of the Netherlands. International independents with only one office

in Amsterdam were left out of this analysis. Amsterdam is most connected to London,
followed by New York. In absolute numbers there are seven connections to London, and six

to New York. These two traditional advertising centres are followed by, quite surprisingly,
Montreal in Canada. Montreal again is followed by a group of seven cities to which

Amsterdam-based independents have two connections: Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Toronto, Vancouver, Shanghai, Milan, Stockholm, Tokyo, and Paris. Finally, there is a group
of nineteen cities to which there is only one office connection.

From the seven connections to London, only two are established by agencies that originated

there: Naked Communications and De-construct. KesselsKramer is the only Dutch agency

with an office connection to London. The other four connections to London are to the

branch offices of agencies that were founded in other cities, for example Wieden + Kennedy
from Portland. There are six office connections to New York, but none originated there nor
Figure 6.3

Distribution of intra-office linkages of independent advertising agencies
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New York
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Los Angeles
San Francisco
Toronto
Vancouver
Shanghai
Milan
Stockholm
Tokyo
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Seattle
Calgary
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Copenhagen
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Melbourne
Auckland
Portland
Brussels
Vienna
Budapest
Madrid
Zurich
Istanbul
New Delhi

Connections

between Amsterdam and other cities

City

Source: Author’s illustration
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have any Amsterdam founded agencies opened a branch in New York. Former Strawberry-

Frog, which was founded in Amsterdam, has its headquarters in New York. However, they
split from StrawberryFrog Amsterdam in 2008, which continued alone under the new

name of Amsterdam Worldwide. In 2010 StrawberryFrog decided to re-open in Amsterdam.
Although London and New York are most connected to Amsterdam, it seems that not many

of the international independents in Amsterdam have their roots in these two oldest centres

of advertising. This finding emphasises that many fourth-wave international advertising

agencies were founded outside of the traditional advertising epicentres. Nevertheless,
many independents still seek to establish a presence in these cities.

The relatively high number of connections to Canadian cities is a bit of a surprise. Three

independent Montreal based agencies have established an office in Amsterdam: CloudRaker,
(not present anymore in Amsterdam) Sid Lee, and Taxi. Another agency, Blast Radius, has
its origins in Toronto. Internationally acclaimed Taxi8 only recently entered Amsterdam
in 2009, by buying a majority share of the local agency Ottonico, a method usually used
by GNAAs.

The two connections to Los Angeles are from 180 Communications and 72AndSunny.
180 Communications was founded in Amsterdam, while 72AndSunny simultaneously

established two offices from start, one in Los Angeles and one in Amsterdam. A few other
independents have their roots in other smaller American cities, such as Wieden + Kennedy

from Portland, Modernista! from Boston, and AKQA from San Francisco. In Europe,
apart from London, only three agencies from other cities established offices in Amsterdam:
Springer & Jacoby from Hamburg, Perfect Fools from Stockholm, and LG&F (now called

Rich) from Brussels. There is only one agency that has an Asian ( Japanese) connection,
Cayenne Communications.

8 Taxi was for five consecutive years on row chosen as one of Canada’s best managed firms
by the Accounting financial service company Deloitte (Van Nierop, 2008).
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Figure 6.4

World map of intra-office networks from Amsterdam-based independent
advertising agencies

Source: Author’s illustration
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6.5

Amsterdam’s competitive assets

Amsterdam is attractive to entrepreneurs and people from the international advertising

industry, in particular from the Anglo-Saxon countries. There are various reasons why

Amsterdam is so attractive and, as it is difficult to rank the most attractive pull factors,
I will now present in arbitrary order some of the most often mentioned items by the
respondents.

6.5.1

The large number of international
marketing departments

Anglo-Saxon (American, Canadian, and English) advertising agencies use the Netherlands,
and then specifically Amsterdam, as a marketing gateway to the European backcountry.
One of the respondents (180) argued that many multinational firms have their international
headquarters, European distribution centres, or just their international marketing departments

in Amsterdam or elsewhere in the Netherlands. For example, 180’s main client Adidas has

its international marketing department in Amsterdam, amongst others due to the attractive
tax climate. Wieden + Kennedy came to Amsterdam in 1992, when Nike established their

European headquarters in Hilversum in the Netherlands. Boston agency Modernista!

established a presence in Amsterdam in 2006 because of their client General Motors Europe:
‘Hummer is distributed throughout Europe by a company which is Dutch based. They

have their headquarters based in Breukelen. So, obviously to be based near the main
distributing partner was very logical. So for that brand it made complete sense to be in

Amsterdam. But we have aspirations to be a growing agency, with other pieces of business.
Managing Europe wide, a wider sort of communications’ (Modernista!).

However that dit not happen, Modernista! had to stop its activities in Amsterdam due to

the major problems of their client General Motors over the last years. AKQA is another

agency that voluntary established an Amsterdam presence in order to be closer to their
clients and provide more service to them:

‘The reason to come here in the first place is because we had three clients that are based here:

Nike Europe, Unilever, Diageo, and by being here we can provide them better services.
We were not asked by the clients, it was a voluntarily decision’ (AKQA).

Although it is only one of the reasons; the large number of international marketing

departments of multinational firms that are located in the Netherlands has obviously been
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important for the growth of Amsterdam’s advertising industry. In 2005 there were 5,380
foreign firms established in the Netherlands. About thirty percent (1,600) of these firms

originated from the United States, with Germany coming in second (1,015), followed by

the United Kingdom (698), Scandinavia (382), and Japan (320). Looking at types of
operations, 454 of them can be considered (international) headquarters and 620 (international) distribution centres (Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2006). Both types of operations
frequently have (international) marketing departments.

6.5.2

The creative climate and labour market

Amsterdam is generally considered a rich cultural and creative city, and therefore very

attractive for creative people from all over the world. For centuries, Amsterdam in particular
and the Netherlands in general have been considered as a safe haven for creative minds from
all fields (Volten, 2008). The foundations for this climate were laid in the Golden Age of the

17th century, when Amsterdam emerged as the most prosperous and dominant city in the

world. During this period, the infrastructure needed for international trade was developed,
such as financial institutions, insurance companies, and transport firms: ‘Amsterdam was in
fact a global city avant la lettre in this era’ (Musterd & Deurloo, 2005, p.80). Amsterdam also

provided safe refuge to dissidents, such as the Huguenots from France or Sephardic Jews

from Portugal and Spain. Next to a tolerant attitude towards people with different beliefs,
one of the underlying reasons for being received so well was because they were generally

well-educated and had valued knowledge and skills. These new groups produced influential
figures, such as philosopher Benedict de Spinoza (Israel, 1998).

The rising prosperity in Amsterdam also created a demand for cultural products. Kloosterman
(2004, p.243) argued that ‘the astonishing blossoming of painters can be seen as the outcome
of a complex interaction between changes on the demand and the supply side of the market

for paintings’. The paintings of 17th century artists such as Rembrandt van Rijn, Johannes

Vermeer, Jacob van Campen, and Frans Hals, today attract millions of people to Dutch

museums, e.g. the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. The historical profile of the city (visible in
the architecture of the city centre and the various museums) along with the high density

of shops, bars, restaurants, nightclubs, and music venues are strong pull factors for creative
workers. I have already emphasised that the historical buildings in the city centre, such

as merchant houses, churches, or warehouses, are prized office spaces by the independent
advertising agencies.

Today, even with the Golden Age far behind it, Amsterdam and the Netherlands are still

economically prosperous, especially from the early 1990s onwards. Cultural industries are
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among the fastest growing industries in Amsterdam (but also in several other cities in

the country). Chapter 5 already elaborated on the cultural industriesand the performance

of individual industries over the last years. In some specific cultural industries, key figures

or firms have a very prominent global role. In architecture, several Dutch architects are

internationally acclaimed and design prestigious projects all over the world. Rem Koolhaas’
office OMA is probably the most famous example, but there are also others: UN Studio,
MVDRV and West 8 (Kloosterman, 2008; 2010). However, except for UN Studio, all the
other firms are based in Rotterdam, the Dutch architecture centre. Dutch graphic design

is also highly praised, also reflected by scores of foreign designers who want to work for
acclaimed graphic design firms in the Netherlands (Röling, 2003). Next to architectural and
graphic design, a variety of international interior and product designers have emerged in
the Netherlands.

The Design Academy in Eindhoven is one key contributor to this trend, although the
established designers usually settle in the Randstad. Nowadays, the Design Academy in

Eindhoven is one of the leading institutions in the world (Wiltshire, 2006). Dutch design is

also highly revered by media outlets, such as the New York Times: ‘The best international
design used to be Italian, from the Brionvega television of the 1960’s to the sleek Cappellini
sofas and Boffi kitchens of the last decade. But increasingly it is Dutch product designers

who are making waves’ (Effringer, 2003). Several of these designers are or used to be related

to the design collective Droog Design, for example Hella Jongerius and Marcel Wanders.
Former students of the Design Academy also founded the successful international firm
Bugaboo (pushchairs for infants), which has its headquarters in Amsterdam and is a client
of independent agency 72AndSunny. Among the fastest growing cultural industries in
Amsterdam are fashion design and audiovisual production for television and radio (Van der

Groep, 2010). One of the respondents even argued that Amsterdam could possibly develop
into a ‘denim capital’, because three important denim fashion houses originate from the
city: G-Star, G-sus, and Blue Blood (Springer & Jacoby).

All in all, the high density of cultural and creative amenities (such as museums, bars, nightclubs, creative firms and individuals) is considered as a source of inspiration for creative
workers in the advertising industry. Creative people feel comfortable in this climate:

I think there is a lot of cultural and creative inspiration here. You have a lot of museums.
Artists live here, musicians live here. It is a city that’s on the tour, so everybody who is touring

Europe as a musician, or an artist, Amsterdam will be part of that. It is certainly full of

creative inspiration. When you hang out with creative people, they need to enjoy life.
They need to come up with new ideas. So if you sit in an office all day, you don’t come up
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with creative ideas. But if you go out and enjoy life, you tend to come up with more ideas.
I think that Amsterdam’s pace of life and its culture stimulate creativity. (Wieden + Kennedy)

		

Chapter 5 already demonstrated that Amsterdam and environs (the North Wing) should

be considered as the creative epicentre of the Netherlands, because it houses the highest
concentrations of jobs in most creative industries. The exception is architecture, where

Rotterdam has the lead. I also showed that the highest concentration of advertising jobs is
found in the North Wing of the Randstad, covering about a third of all advertising jobs in
the Netherlands. The large number of creative people in Amsterdam and its surrounding

areas constitute a creative labour pool for the advertising industry. One of my respondents
argued this was one of the decisive pull-factors for establishing an office in Amsterdam:
‘We also want to tap in the Dutch creative talent pool…this is something which the
international advertising industry is fully aware of ’ (AKQA).

It is not only the presence of a local creative labour pool that is important. It is also important
that the local advertising cluster is well-connected with the global labour market of talented
advertising creative personnel. Independent agencies that produce international campaigns

depend on employing a multi-cultural staff from all corners of the globe. Most respondents

agree that the added value of Amsterdam is its ability to attract people from all over the world:
‘Many people in the international advertising industry would like to work for several of

the top agencies here in the Netherlands. It is known as a country which is well-organised,
with a nice lifestyle, and it is one of the only countries outside of the Anglo-Saxon world
where you can really work in English’ (180).

Agencies with a strong international reputation have the benefit of being sought out by the
creative professionals. The most acclaimed agencies hardly have to recruit:

‘Usually, talented professionals make offers to us. Or sometimes you see the portfolio of a
creative professional you don’t want to let walk away to another agency. Erik (Kessels)

gives lectures around the world, and at such occasions he meets talented professionals as

well. But generally we receive between fifty and one hundred letters a week of people from
anywhere who want to show their portfolios to us. Although it can be difficult to pick the
right ones’ (KesselsKramer).
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6.5.3 Schiphol Airport
Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport is one of the major European hubs for international air
traffic. It is very close to the city, only twenty minutes by train and from Amsterdam-Zuid

an even shorter ten minutes. International advertising agencies depend on air connections

for their client networks, for their foreign employees, for external creative networks, or for
film shootings on foreign locations. The close proximity and the high number of flight

destinations make Schiphol a real asset for the city; a major international airport is considered
as a precondition for international business:

‘Schiphol is a big bonus, a big apple, you can go anywhere from here. Even London
(laughing)… There are a few flights to Atlanta every day. Our client Coca Cola has its

headquarters there. So having Schiphol is a big part of what makes Amsterdam an

international city. It is a very big apple and it goes to a lot of places’ (Wieden + Kennedy).

The respondent from KesselsKramer reported that he took on average about fifty return
flights a year, with some rather crazy flight schedules:

‘Once I came back from Tokyo to Paris, from Paris to Amsterdam, to find out in Amsterdam

that a new meeting was planned in Athens, and that my flight would leave within two
hours. I had to buy clean clothes at the airport’ (KesselsKramer).

He also shared another example from a colleague:
‘She went to a shooting of a commercial in Argentina, for which you need to fly via Sao
Paulo. She spent a week there and afterwards she had another shooting in Japan, after
which she flew back to Amsterdam. She literally made a trip around the world within
two weeks’ (KesselsKramer).

6.5.4

A favourable tax climate

Canadian top creative independent advertising agency, Taxi, decided in 2008 to establish

their European headquarters in Amsterdam In 2009 they realised this ambition by taking
over an already existing Dutch agency called Ottonico. Amsterdam was chosen over their

option number two London and the earlier considerations of Paris and Barcelona. In the

several reasons mentioned by Taxi’s founder Paul Lavoie, he highlighted a key advantage:
‘Amsterdam has some interesting tax advantages’ (Couzy, 2009). The Dutch government

uses its tax policy as a vehicle to increase its competitiveness to attract foreign investment.
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In the last few years the corporate tax rates have been significantlyreduced, in order to

make the country more attractive. In a report by the Dutch Innovatieplatform, the Dutch

corporate tax climate ranks sixth among EU countries, right after Ireland, Switzerland,

Denmark, Poland, and Hungary, but before countries as the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, or Spain. The income tax rate for foreign knowledge workers (set at 30%) is also
lower compared to the tax rates for Dutch citizens (Innovatieplatform, 2009).

6.5.5

The quality of life

The ‘quality of life’ in a city is important attraction factor. Richard Florida (2002, p.231)

uses the term ‘quality of place’ to refer to the unique set of characteristics that define a place
and make it attractive. Each year, the international consultancy firm Mercer conducts a
quality of life research, covering more than two hundred cities worldwide. Their ranking

is based on several social, economical, cultural, housing and infrastructure-related factors.
In 2009 Amsterdam was ranked on the solid twelfth position, one position higher than the
year before. In 2009 Austrian capital Vienna ranked first, displacing the 2008 number one

-- Zürich. European cities, together with cities from New Zealand, Canada and Australia,
dominate the top twenty-five of the list. The first city from the United States is Honolulu

on a 29th position, and the first Asian city is Singapore on a 26th position. It appears that
large-sized European cities such as Paris (33rd) and London (38th) have a significant lower
quality of life, compared to the smaller global cities on the top positions of this ranking
(Mercer, 2009).

Muster and Deurloo (2006, p.92) argued that the physical, social and cultural characteristics

of Amsterdam’s urban structure cannot be replicated easily and are therefore distinctive

competitive assets. The combination of these factors has created an entirely ‘unique urban

fabric’. Amsterdam is considered as a cosmopolitan global village by people in the international advertising industry:

‘Multiculturalism is important for international agencies. There are so many people from

so many places here and they all interact in English in an easy way’ (Wieden + Kennedy).

The pace of life is considered laidback but still business focused. The bike culture is another

important advantage for many people, as attested by Alex Melvin one of the founders of 180:
‘My commuting time to work is only six minutes on a bicycle. We have 150 people here and
only one car owner amongst us all. We all work in a stressful industry, but when you leave

the front door at work there is a beautiful canal and within an hour and a half in the plane
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you are in the south of France’ (Parekh, 2009).

The commuting factor was stressed often:
‘All our people are living in Amsterdam, in the centre or the surrounding areas such as

Westerpark. If you compare this to London or San Francisco, London in particular, there
you live a long way from your office, so one of the attractions of coming here is not having

to commute and you can ride a bike in 10 minutes to your office. You can live the city life
and work in the city as well, which makes it very attractive’ (AKQA).

A former Swedish creative director of AKQA (Martin Cedergren) argued that ‘Amsterdam is

attractive to live in. Especially for advertising people that got fed up with New York or
London. Long working days are common in our business and therefore the compact size

of the city is so attractive’ (Adformatie, 2007a, p.43). Above all, Amsterdam is known for its
tolerant and open-minded atmosphere:

‘Amsterdam’s lenient laws that tolerate prostitution and marijuana don’t hurt either. That

kind of liberal attitude is appealing to creative thinkers of all disciplines, including
musicians, dancers and photographers’ (AmsterdamAdBlog, 2009b).

6.6

Conclusions

The different spatial and organisational composition of the GNAAs and the independent
advertising agencies has been outlined in this chapter. The GNAAs are part of large

holding companies, which include a large variety of different advertising, marketing,
and media-related firms with far-flung office networks all over the globe. Within the

Netherlands we see these GNAAs are mostly organised in ‘Groups’, which include next

to the core advertising agency a few different specialized agencies in for example online
advertising, direct marketing, or labour market communications. Although these GNAAs

are interwoven in worldwide intra-office networks, it seems there orientation is mainly
local in terms of clients and labour profile. This preliminary conclusion will be further
examined in Chapter 8 on the project networks of the advertising industry in Amsterdam.

The presence of GNAAs in the Netherlands is not so unique, as you will find them in most
of the developed countries in the world. The presence of international independent agencies
in Amsterdam is more unique in contrast. This chapter showed that the background of the
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foreign independents with a presence in Amsterdam is mainly Anglo-Saxon. They use their

Amsterdam office as a ‘marketing gateway’ to the European backcountry. The choice for an
office in Amsterdam is based on some specific competitive assets, such as a favourable tax
climate, the creative atmosphere and labour market, the presence of international head-

quarters, Schiphol Airport, the possibility to work in English, or the general quality of life.
These factors are of course also beneficial for GNAAs, but Amsterdam can exploit them in
order to attract international independent agencies to the city.
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7.1

7.2

Introduction

This chapter will take a look at the role that creativity plays in the
advertising industry and in particular how creative recognition by
winning advertising awards enhances growth. Both on the national,
as well as on the international level, there is a large variety of awards:
some value creativity, others effectiveness, while others reward specific
(media) disciplines or niches. The focus will be on the performance of
Dutch advertising agencies and individual creative professionals in the
various award festivals since the early 1990. The first section of
the chapter is linked to the second section on spin-offs and knowledge
spillover in the advertising industry in Amsterdam. It will be
demonstrated that successful advertising agencies (in terms of winning
awards) are likely to experience spin-offs. Also, the reputation granted
by winning awards increased the chances for success of the spin-offs.
Some on the most important spin-offs since the early 1990s will
be discussed, with a special focus on Wieden + Kennedy, its spin-off
agencies, and knowledge spillover.

The Dutch advertising awards

Creativity is one of the essential driving forces in the advertising industry; it determines the

competitive advantage of individual advertising agencies. This argument even goes beyond

the level of the individual agency, as it also determines the reputation of the advertising
industry on the national level, or the overall reputation of the advertising industry within
an individual city. Andy Pratt (2004, p.1) argued that ‘it is a common claim that the British
advertising industry’s competitive advantage, or at least its unique quality, is the deployment

of creativity in its practice’. In the chapter on the four waves of advertising was already
stressed that creativity has become increasingly important due to a variety of recent
changes, in particular the diversified media landscape and the increasingly reflexive

consumer (the result of the process of individualisation). Technological innovation has created
new opportunities to target consumers through a diversified set of media channels. At the
same time, it has increased the available media channels, thus making advertising more

complicated than in the days of the traditional media landscape (press and television).
These additional opportunities drive creativity today.
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The main recognition of creativity in advertising are the award competitions in the industry.
Till and Baack (2005, p.47) mentioned that ‘advertising agencies pride themselves on

industry awards, which are often focused more on the creativity of the advertising than

brand performance’. In the Netherlands there is quite a variety of different awards. The

most important award in the Netherlands for creativity is the Lamp, organised on a yearly

basis by the Art Directors Club Nederland (ADCN). This is the most sought after award
by the creative professionals in the industry, because it is a jury of peer creative executives

from the industry. The most important award from the perspective of the advertiser (the

client) is the Effie, which is an award for the most effective campaigns developed, i.e. brand
performance. This award is organised in joint collaboration between the branch organisation
for advertising agencies Vereniging van Communicatie Adviesbureaus (VEA) and the branch
organisation for advertisers Bond van Adverteerders (BVA) (VEA interview). Next to the

Effie there is also a second advertiser organised award, the Accent, organised by the Stichting
Adverteerdersjury Nederland (SAN).

Further there is the Esprix, an award which has been introduced for the ‘most intelligent,
activating campaigns, which use innovative ways to reach their target group(s)’ (Esprix,

2009). The Magneet, organised by Stichting Jaarprijzen Personeelscommunicatie (SJP),
was initiated in 1985 in order to promote creativity in labour market communications

(SJP, 2009). The Spin Awards were introduced in 1998 with the objective to stimulate brand

performance through creativity in various forms of interactive advertising campaigns
(Spin Awards, 2009).This award is probably the most important recognition of the new media

landscape. Other awards, such as the Lampen, also have introduced a special category for

interactive campaigns, but the Spin Awards have further specified the concept of interactive

campaigns, with special categories for online campaigns, cross-media concepts, website
concepts, mobile applications concepts, gaming concepts, and interactive video concepts

(Spin Awards, 2009). Finally there is also one award where the consumers determine the
winner, the Gouden Loekie. This award is presented to the agency that creates the best
commercial on Dutch television according to popular votes by consumers.

These awards and all the branch organisations behind them form an important part of the

institutional landscape of the advertising industry. One could say that they play an important
role in the institutionalisation and stimulation of creativity within the industry. Next to the

creative production networks, award competitions are one of the essential backbones of the

Bourdieuan ‘creative field’ in the advertising industry (Bourdieu, 1993). Scott (2000, p.30)

argued that the dense and many-sided agglomerations of cultural industries function as
fields of creative effects. Emphasising these local economic activities can act as a catalyst
for obtaining higher rates of creativity and innovation. The award competitions are an essential
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element in this creative field because they function as a showcase and platform for peer
recognition of the agency’s creative innovative capacity.

Individual agencies need to follow creative strategies in order to be competitive; by winning

advertising awards agencies enhance their reputation, which most likely leads to growth.
Apart from gaining reputation on the agency level, advertising awards also benefit individual

creative employees in their career development in the form of financial rewards and
possibilities for job transfers. With an award rich curriculum vitae, they are more likely to
succeed in attracting new clients if they start a new agency. One respondent argued:

‘that some of the awards are beneficial for the reputation of the agency, others for the brands

or clients themselves. For advertisers the Effies or the Accenten are much more important,
while for the creative professionals the Lampen. The award festivals are actually part of the
system. Creative directors know very well who is winning awards and who is not. There are

some agencies that don’t compete in these awards festivals, but you deny your creative
people to build on their CV’s’ (UbachsWisbrun/JWT).

Once a year, Adformatie magazine publishes a special report (Bekroningenbijlage) on the

Dutch awards. In 2008, TBWA/Neboko was the most awarded agency with eleven awards,
followed by Publicis (nine awards), while N=5 and DDB both won eight awards (Adformatie,
2008b). Next to a list of awarded agencies, there is also a list presented of the individual
creative professionals and their awards, plus a ‘hall of fame’ of individual creative

professionals who have won more than ten awards from 1990 until present. Table 7.1

presents the list of the twenty most awarded creative professionals in the Dutch advertising
industry. The most recognised creative professionals work or have worked for only a select

few advertising agencies, in particular TBWA and DDB. One of the most awarded (in

terms of Lampen) creative teams in the Netherlands is Lode Schaeffer and Erik Wünsch.
They have won nearly thirty Lampen since 1990, first while working at DDB and thereafter
with their own agency S-W-H (now called Indie) (Adformatie, 2008b). The same can be said

of the individuals at position three and six in Table 7.1. After working as a very

successful team at TBWA/Campaign Company, Diederick Hillenius and Poppe van Pelt
decided to start their own agency together with another very successful team, Michael
Jansen and Bas Korsten, who worked for DDB. The positions one and two in the hall

of fame are surprisingly from a Rotterdam-based agency, which is called the

PersoneelZaak. However, this agency is specialised in the niche section of labour market

communications and they have mainly won the special award for this industry, the Magneten.
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Table 7.1

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Top 20 most awarded advertising creative professionals in the Netherlands
since 1990 (only Dutch advertising awards)

Name

Current Agency

Dirk van der Lugt
Peter van Zijp
Diederick Hillenius
Lode Schaeffer
Erik Wünsch
Poppe van Pelt
Diederick Koopal
Michael Jansen
Bas Korsten
Dylan de Backer
Cor den Boer
Marcel Hartog
Ben Imhoff
Joris Kuijpers
Kees Sterrenburg
Bart Kuiper
Bas Engels
Petter Hebbing
Erik Kessels
Johan Kramer

De PersoneelZaak
De PersoneelZaak
Selmore
Indie
None (Indie)
Selmore
TBWA/Neboko
Nothing
Nothing
DDB
TBWA/Neboko
Publicis van Walbeek
Etcetera
DDB
Van Sterrenburg
Leukwerkt Worldwide
TBWA/Neboko
N=5
KesselsKramer
Chrystel Palace

Awards
54
49
45
44
41
39
38
34
33
31
31
31
29
28
28
27
26
26
26
26

Effie Lamp Magneet Accent Esprix Others
0
1
3
7
7
2
9
5
6
5
9
4
11
5
7
5
1
4
6
6

1
1
30
29
28
29
13
19
17
16
11
11
4
16
2
8
17
6
17
17

38
36
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

8
6
5
6
5
5
11
9
9
7
9
8
6
6
17
11
6
16
1
1

3
3
2
2
1
1
4
0
0
1
2
0
5
0
0
0
2
0
1
1

Source: Marcom500A, 2009

What is most striking from the point of view of this study is the almost complete absence
of any foreign international independent agencies in the Dutch awards competition, except

of Wieden + Kennedy, which has won seventeen Lampen. It appears that the very inter-

national independents only participate sometimes in the Lampen competition, while they use
more the international award competitions in order to showcase their creativity to the
global industry:

We are expected to do the best work….some offices are chosen because they are efficient,
while clients come to Wieden + Kennedy for our creative work. We are not that efficient

and strategically we are probably not better than anyone else in the world. So people
come to Wieden for the reputation of our creative work, often because they have seen a

piece of communication and they love it. I would say it is the most important factor of
getting new business. (Wieden + Kennedy)
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2
4
0
0
4
1
1
1
2
0
0
3
1
2
3
0
0
0
1
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Table 7.2

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Top 20 most awarded advertising agencies in the Netherlands since 1990
(including Cannes Lions)

Agency		
DDB		
TBWA/Neboko		
Lowe/Draftfcb		
Y&R Not Just Film		
UbachsWisbrun/JWT
FHV/BBDO		
de PersoneelZaak		
Arc Amsterdam		
van Walbeek Etcetera
Publicis		
EuroRSCG 4D		
ACA/JES		
EuroRSCG		
Wieden + Kennedy		
KesselsKramer		
ARA Advertising		
Doom & Dickson		
N=5		
Indie (S-W-H)		
Qi Ideas		

Awards

Effie

184
168
144
96
95
84
77
65
45
37
36
32
31
30
29
28
28
28
27
27

34
10
22
14
16
21
1
6
14
6
1
0
5
0
6
6
2
1
3
0

Lamp Magneet Accent Esprix
72
81
40
39
11
20
1
22
7
4
16
0
5
17
16
2
6
4
15
3

5
2
6
1
0
5
73
14
1
16
1
26
3
0
2
13
0
1
0
0

25
26
30
24
52
18
2
8
7
9
6
3
7
0
1
4
11
17
2
6

8
19
26
3
6
9
0
3
8
0
1
0
6
0
1
0
7
3
2
6

Lion Others
36
25
10
9
5
4
0
5
2
2
6
0
2
13
3
1
2
1
4
0

4
5
10
6
5
7
0
7
6
0
5
3
3
0
0
2
0
1
1
12

Source: Marcom500B, 2009

Also, 180 Communications has discovered the Lampen, winning in 2008 two golden Lampen

for two integrated campaigns for Adidas (Adformatie, 2008b). One of my respondents

(with a British nationality) argued that most people of the international advertising
community in Amsterdam are not aware of most of the Dutch awards competitions:

‘I think the new Spin Awards are very interesting here. They are important for the Dutch

creative community, but the rest of the creative world is not aware of it and even most of

the people in the international agencies in Amsterdam have never heard of them’ (AKQA).

It appears that agencies with many international clients, such as the international

independent agencies, choose not to send in their work to the Dutch awards, preferring

instead the international advertising awards. For an agency with an international focus it is

much more important to obtain recognition on the international level. On the other hand,
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the Dutch awards are very important for the GNAAs, due to their stronger focus on the

local client market. There is a clear boundary between these two advertising communities in
Amsterdam. On the one hand, there are advertising agencies (including the GNAAs) that
predominantly focus on the local market, and consequently primarily participate in local

award competitions (although they do send their work to international award competitions
as well). On the other hand, there are the internationally oriented independent advertising

agencies, which are not embedded into the local creative field of award competitions and
instead focus on the international creative field of award competitions.

7.3

International advertising 			
awards

There is a considerable variety of different international advertising awards, a Google search
yields hits for numerous international advertising festivals in places that are far from leading

advertising centres in the world, such as in Kiev, Dubai, Beijing or Montreux. Till and Baack
(2005, p.48) estimate that around 500 advertising award shows are held each year, from

specific niche awards (such as the International Travel Advertising Awards) to the big
‘attention-grabbing spectacles’ (such as in Cannes). Among the well renown festivals, the

Clio Awards, argue that they are ‘the world’s most recognized global award competition
for advertising, design, and interactive content’ (Clio Awards, 2009), a point highlighted
by most organisers of international advertising awards. The Clio Awards were introduced
in 1959 in the United States, during the heydays of American advertising and its waxing

influence on the rise of mass consumer culture. Another international advertising festival

from the United States is the New York Festival, which also includes competitions in
broadcasting (radio and television) and films and videos (New York Festival, 2009). The
origins of this festival date back to the same period as the Clio Awards: 1958.

A newer and quickly rising Internet focused festival related is the Webby Awards, which

was already founded at the infancy of the Internet in 1996 in the US (Webby Awards, 2009).
This festival honours excellence in design on the Internet and has a special competition

for online advertising. In Europe, the London International Awards, established in 1986,

also considers itself as ‘as a global leader honouring advertising, design and digital media’
(London International Awards, 2009). Another important European advertising award

competition is the Eurobest advertising festival, which (as they all praise themselves) ‘since

its inception in 1988 has been the premier awards for Europe’s creative advertising industry’
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(Eurobest, 2009). The 2009 competition was held in Amsterdam. The Eurobest Festival

is organised by the same organisation (called International Advertising Festival) that is
organising several advertising festivals, such as the Dubai International Advertising Festival
and Spikes Asia. Above all, they are organiser of what can be termed as the Oscars of the
advertising world: the Cannes Lions.

7.3.1

The Cannes Lions advertising festival

Each year in June the world’s largest and most renowned advertising festival takes place

in Cannes at the Cote d’Azur in France. The history of the festival dates back to 1954.
A group of cinema screen advertising contractors felt that makers of cinema advertising

films should also benefit from official recognition for their work, similar to the motion
picture industry. The International Advertising Film Festival was founded and the first

competition took place in Venice in 1954, with 187 film entries from fourteen different
countries.The festival alternated between Venice and Cannes, until 1984, when it permanently

settled in Cannes. Since 2004, the festival is organised by British media company
EMAP. To give an impression of the size of the festival; in 2008 more than 10,000
registered delegates from 85 countries attended the festival, the number of delegates more
than doubles if one includes unregistered visitors (Cannes Lions, 2009).

The festival has expanded and added different categories into its competition. Today, there

are eleven different categories: film, press, outdoor, direct, media, cyber, radio, promo, design,
PR, and a special category which is called titanium and integrated Lions. For each category

a special international jury of advertising professionals is selected; they make the preliminary
selection from all the entries by creating a shortlist. Being short-listed is already considered

as a small victory. During the festival week, the jury will decide which entries will be
awarded with golden, silver, or bronze Lions. For each category also one ultimate winner is
awarded with a Grand Prix. 2008 was a record year with more than 28,000 (paid) entries

in all the categories. The economic crisis clearly impacted the industry, as the number of
entries for the festival in 2009 dropped by twenty present (Cannes Lions, 2009).
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7.3.2

The Dutch performance in perspective at
the Cannes Lions Festival

Dutch agencies have performed quite well in Cannes. Figure 7.1 shows a table with the

number of awards won by Dutch agencies from 1994 until 2008, separated in GNAAs and

independent agencies. In terms of number of Lions, the United Kingdom and the United
States regularly alternate on the number one and two positions, which is a testimony

to their dominant position within the international advertising industry. The size of the

countries, the size of their advertising industries, and language influence this success.
However, the Netherlands generally perform well, reaching its best position in 2004 with

an all-around third place in the country ranking. The Netherlands also performed quite well

throughout the 1990s. In the start of the new millennium, there were some modest years,
which were followed by the most successful period. The continually increasing contribution
of independent agencies is also visible from the figure.

Other countries that performed well at Cannes and are experiencing a creative ascent

include Brazil, Germany, and France, and to some extent Sweden, South Africa and

Argentina. Brazil had especially outstanding performances in the years around 2000.
At each edition of the Cannes Lions the overall Agency of the Year is chosen, determined
by the number of Lions win. The Brazilian agency DM9DDB (a GNAA) was chosen

as Agency of the Year two times in a row in 1998 and 1999, and again in 2005 and in
Number of Lions won by Dutch agencies from 1994 to 2008

Number of Lions

Figure 7.1

Independent
Global Network Agency

Year
Source: Author’s illustration
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2009. In 2000, another GNAA office from Sao Paulo was honoured with the same title:
ALMAP/BBDO. The same agency would be on the second position in 2008, after Agency

of the Year BBDO New York. These Brazilian agencies particularly excel in the print
category, although they regularly win Lions in other categories as well. You could argue

that Brazil, and Sao Paolo in particular, has emerged as one of the most creative advertising
centres in the world over the last fifteen years. The rise of Germany is particularly thanks

to the independent agencies from Hamburg (such as Springer & Jacoby, Scholz & Friends,

and Jung von Matt), the creative epicentre of Germany’s advertising industry (Thiel, 2005).
France has one particularly outstanding agency, Paris’ TBWA. This GNAA office was even

chosen three times on a row as Agency of the Year at the Cannes Lions festival (from 2004

to 2006). Sweden’s competitive edge is in online advertising, with small independent agencies
such as Farfar, Perfect Fools and Forsman & Bodenfors from Stockholm.

7.3.3

The performance of Dutch GNAAs at
the Cannes Lions festival

Except for the year of 1997, Dutch agencies performed quite well throughout the 1990s.
The majority of the Lions were taken home by the GNAAs agencies in the 1990s, which
is not that strange considering that most of today’s important independents were not

yet founded. In Figure 7.2 one can see the best performing Dutch GNAAs in Cannes.
Most awarded GNAAs from the Netherlands at the Cannes Lions
from 1994 to 2008

Number of Lions

Figure 7.2

Agency
Source: Author’s illustration
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Particularly two agencies have been outstanding: TBWA and DDB. In the words of a
DDB professional:

‘winning awards is beneficial for all the positive attention you get, but it is most of all
important as your agency will most likely be put on several shortlists of firms who are
considering a pitch for a new campaign’ (DDB).

A TBWA respondent argued that winning awards is important for their reputation:
‘We are considered as one of the leading Dutch agencies. Apart from our size and client

portfolio, one of the main criteria is the number of national and international awards we
have won’ (TBWA).

The heydays for TBWA were clearly the 1990s. By taking over successful agency Campaign

Company in 1994 (see Chapter 4), TBWA incorporated considerable creative capacity,
which was reflected in the following years by their winning of several Lions in Cannes.
In the period from 1994 until 1999, TBWA won the majority of their Lions, thirteen out
of a total of twenty-four. The specific client accounts were a mix of companies, such as

Mercedes Benz, Hij (fashion stores), Guhl (shampoo), Samsonite, and Dutchtone (telecom),
and also non-profit organisations such as SIRE (firework warning campaigns).

The other successful Dutch GNAA is DDB, with a total of twenty-nine Lions from 1994

until 2008, although their performance within this time span is more continuous over

the years compared to TBWA. DDB Needham was already successful in the period from

1994 to 1996 with six Lions for their client accounts of Volkswagen and Centraal Beheer

(insurance). In 1997, this agency took over the creative Dutch agency Result (consequently
changing its name into ResultDDB, to finally become simply DDB), which would give

them a boost and creative capacity, comparable with the takeover of Campaign Company

by TBWA. In contrast to TBWA, DDB has won nearly all their Lions for only a few clients,
particularly for Volkswagen, Centraal Beheer (Even Apeldoorn bellen…), and to a lesser extent
De Lotto (national lottery) and McDonald’s. Not included in this figure is the film Grand
Prix the agency Tribal DDB Amsterdam (the interactive agency of the DDB network)

has won for their international interactive campaign for their client Philips (cinema 21:9
television) in 2009 (Campaign, 2009).
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The first Dutch agency that won a Grand Prix was AP Lintas (this agency would become

integrated into Lowe at a later stage) for their commercial for Rolo9 in 1996. Interestingly,

Amsterdam-based film production company Czar, which also produced this commercial,
was honoured with a Palme D’Or in 1996, an award for best production company of the year.

It was the first time that a non-US based production company had received this special award.

The third GNAA that has won a considerable number of Lions at Cannes is EuroRSCG.
However, it must be mentioned that except for one Lion, all were won by EuroRSCG/4D,
the interactive agency of the EuroRSCG network. Three of these Lions were won by Fuel
Europe, the precursor of what is currently called EuroRSCG/4D. Among the GNAA
offices in the region of Amsterdam this is clearly one of the most international, and thereby

an exception. Most of these Lions were won for their international Volvo and Nokia

accounts. The managing director of this agency argues that winning awards has given them
considerable reputation within the international 4D network:

‘After EuroRSCG/4D in Paris, we are the most awarded office within the network.
So if there are pitches for large client accounts of multinational firms, we are frequently
involved from the start and could get a leading role’ (interview EuroRSCG/4D).

7.3.4

The performance of Dutch independents
at the Cannes Lions festival

Apart from Wieden + Kennedy, none of the international independent agencies under

scrutiny was founded before 1994. Newcomer Wieden + Kennedy already showed their value
to Amsterdam’s advertising industry by winning two Lions for their creations for Nike in

this year. The other two Lions (gold and bronze for print) were won by an agency with the
peculiar name Orgasms Advertising. This agency would merge the following year into a

new independent agency: BSUR (MarketingWeek, 1995). Until the year 2000, most of the

Lions were still won by GNAAs; however, from 2000 the balance shifts in favour of the
independents. Both in 1995 and in 1996, Wieden & Kennedy succeeded to win golden

Film Lions for their Nike commercials. In 2007, they won a silver Lion for the commercial

‘happiness factory’, an animated commercial that showcases a fantasy life in a Coca-Cola
vending machine10 (This silver lion was quite a disappointment, as many people thought
there was a big chance to win the Grand Prix, and there was not even gold in the end).

9 Watch the Rolo commercial at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7T1q1MfX-dA

10 To read the story about how the animation of happiness factory was created and to watch the
commercial, check http://veerle.duoh.com/blog/comments/coca_cola_the_happiness_factory/
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Most awarded independents from the Netherlands at the Cannes Lions
from 1994 to 2008

Number of Lions

Figure 7.3

Agency

Source: Author’s illustration

Both in 1998 and 1999, the newly founded agency KesselsKramer won a Silver Print Lion
for their campaign for budget hostel Hans Brinker in Amsterdam, one of their first client
accounts. The rather offensive campaigns for this hostel got considerable international

attention. Rather than focusing on the positive aspects of this hostel, the advertisements
enlarged the negative aspects of the hostel (KesselsKramer, 2009). One of the funniest
examples was the little flags in dog feces in the city centre of Amsterdam, which stated

‘now even more of this at our main entrance’, (see figure 3.10). A good example of

‘buzz marketing’; even CNN became curious and showed an item on this peculiar form of
advertising (Buzzmarketing, 2008). In 2003, KesselsKramer won a Golden Lion for their

print campaign for Italian fashion company Diesel. Actually, the award was won by Diesel

itself, as it was the company that officially submitted the campaign to the festival. KesselsKramer decided it would not enter any advertising award competitions anymore, although

they probably have created several would-be award winning advertisements ever since.
The underlying reason is that it despises the personality glorification at these festivals:

‘It is just a self preserving clique at these festivals. If you look at for example the Lampen
awards organised by the ADCN, you will see the same winners as ten to fifteen years
ago… Is Ajax still playing with the same team as fifteen years ago?...the fees for these

festivals are too expensive for students, or they are put together in the back of the hall,
behind the established clique sitting on the front rows’ (KesselsKramer).
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Next to their antipathy of personality cult, KesselsKramer thinks that these festivals should
be more open to students and young creative minds:

‘Organisations such as the ADCN should focus more on education and art for students’
(KesselsKramer).

The entrance fees for these festivals are high, which make them inaccessible to young

creative professionals. For this reason the platform JongeHonden (YoungDogs) was founded

in the Netherlands Young creative designers who are no older than 28 years can compete
each year for one of the seats in the JongeHonden bus to Cannes, where they stay on a
campsite (of course, consciously in contrast to the transport by airplane and accommodation

in luxury hotels by the established elite) ( JongeHonden). KesselsKramer does acknowledge
that winning awards increases reputations and is highly valued by clients:

‘If we would not be able to attract clients and the right people because of our principles,
we probably would reconsider our point of view. However, the people who like to work
for us just don’t like the personality cult and are glad they don’t need to participate in
this system’ (KesselsKramer).

KesselsKramer uses other methods to harness publicity, for example by publishing books on
their own work, such as 2 Kilos of KesselsKramer (KesselsKramer, 2005) and The Worst Hotel
Ever (KesselsKramer, 2009).

Next to Wieden + Kennedy, the 1998 founded 180 Communications also reaped awards

in Cannes. In 2000, they won their first film Lion for a commercial for Adidas; 2004 was

the most successful year with five Lions in total for various Adidas campaigns: two golden
and one bronze for film, one golden for print, and one bronze for outdoor. This was also a

major contribution to the best national results for the Netherlands in Cannes. Above all,
180 won third place in Agency of the Year, right after TBWA Paris and DDB London. 180

Communications attaches much value to awards, especially for their clients and potential
new clients:

‘Awards are very important for us and we win quite a lot of them. As long as we win many

awards we don’t have to make great efforts to generate new business. Our clients also attach
great value to entering our work into advertising award competitions’ (180).

Apart from the results of Wieden + Kennedy and 180, the other independent agencies from
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Amsterdam have largely remained invisible at Cannes, although some new and promising

independent agencies won Lions in 2008: Woedend!, Achtung! and Selmore. In previous
years LG&F (now called Rich) won a silver Lion for a Greenpeace radio commercial, and

BSUR won a promo Lion for the Glamour Stiletto Run; a high-heels-women-run in

Amsterdam’s most luxurious shopping street (P.C. Hooftstraat). Next to KesselsKramer,
also BSUR argues they have ambivalent feelings towards the advertising festivals:

‘For quite some years we have scarcely entered any of the creative award competitions.Today

we only enter some of our most creative work which we send in as a collective production.
We don’t enter competitions for personal glorification. We think there is hardly any added
value for our clients with respect to creative awards. The Effie awards are an exception, as
you enter this competition together with your client’ (BSUR).

7.4

Reproduction of the advertising
industry through spin-offs
and knowledge spillovers

This section of the chapter will focus on spin-offs and knowledge spillover in Amsterdam’s
advertising industry. I will make the argument that there is causality between proven creativity

in terms of awards, and the likelihood this will produce spin-offs and spillover effects. In the
academic literature on cluster development, knowledge spillovers from one firm to another is
considered as one of the essential conditions for cluster reproduction, next to the formation

of spin-off firms that break away from already established firms (Ter Wal & Boschma, 2009;
Kloosterman, 2008). Particularly in the literature on evolutionary economics much attention

is paid to knowledge spillovers and spin-offs (cf. Martin & Sunley, 2006; Boschma & Lambooy,
1999). This specific field draws on evolutionary economic concepts, which use models and

metaphors from biological evolution. Heredity is one useful concept from biological studies
that can be used to study cluster formation, specifically to study a specific group of new

entrants within an industry: spin-offs (Klepper & Sleeper, 2005). Spin-offs are firms that are

founded by employees of firms within the same industry. These new entrant are likely to inherit
the specific knowledge and working culture of the firm(s) where the founders previously

worked. Iammarino and McCann (2006, p.1023) distinguished between knowledge inflows
and knowledge outflows. Knowledge inflows are generally considered positive, as new or

specific knowledge enters the firm. Knowledge outflows are frequently considered as negative,
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for example when intellectual capital or human resources move out of the firm. However,
when knowledge influx strengthens other firms, it also enhances the reputation of the cluster
in general. One of the main mechanisms of knowledge spillover is through job transfers.

Spin-offs in advertising jargon are better known as ‘breakaways’ (Tungate, 2007, p.87).
Especially during periods of economic boom there is a strong rise of start-ups and breakaways
in the advertising industry. The Netherlands experienced solid economic growth from the

second half of the 1990s until 2001, which resulted in a strong rise in new advertising agencies
within the advertising industry of Amsterdam. Next to new start-ups, there is also a strong

rise of creative professional who offer their services as freelancers in economic boom periods.
The number of registered advertising agencies in Amsterdam, which also includes freelancers

registered as a one-person firm, increased from 850 in 1996, to more than 1500 in 2004

(LISA, 2004). These figures emphasise the strong correlation between this boom period and
the rise of start-ups in the advertising industry in Amsterdam. It is said that starting a new

agency is easier today than a few decades ago. Simon Neefjes, one of the founders of Dutch

advertising agency Neboko, argued that the introduction of ICT has lowered the risks

of starting a new agency; today less people and less money are needed to run an agency:
‘In the worst-case scenario we could survive for one year without income. I like to make
a comparison with the booming housing market. What we would lose if this agency fails will

only be a fraction of the rise in surplus value of my house within one year time’(Bouwman, 1999).
Although he probably would not have repeated this argument during the credit crisis of
2009, it does give evidence of the positive spirit within Amsterdam’s advertising industry

at the end of the 1990s. However, many start-ups and breakaways fail, particularly due to a
lack of a solid client base and poor preparations (Bouwman, 1999). The example of Neboko
could be considered as an extraordinary success. Only three years after it opened its doors, the

agency was bought by global network agency TBWA (TBWA/Neboko, 2009). They became
a wanted prey for the GNAAs, because of their awards won for local work for brands such
as Cup-A-Soup, Rolo, and Heineken.

Dyck and Starke (1999, p.792) argued that usually a ‘breakaway organization forms when
a group of organizational members, frustrated by their inability to implement change in

their parent organization, leave it and start up a new organization in which they are free

to implement their ideas’. In advertising, breakaways are initiated after a few years at the

management level. There is limited space for vertical career growth in an advertising agency.
The creative art directors and copywriters can become a creative director, account managers

can eventually become account director or a client services director, and account planners

can become planning directors. So the ‘frustration’ as Dyck and Starke argued, might be the

result of not being able to improve one’s position within the advertising organisation anymore.
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For the creative people other reasons might be the case, such as dissatisfaction with the
creative policy of an agency, and the longing for more creative freedom and possibilities.

Overall, four general characteristics predict the success of breakaways: (1) founding by a
group rather than by an individual; (2) previous joint working experience by the members

of the founding group: (3) the founding group comes from a firm within the same industry;
and (4) the ideas for the new organisation are based on ideas and experiences from
the previous organisation(s) (Cooper & Gascon, 1992). Other important contributors to
entrepreneurial success that have been stressed in the literature are for example the discovery

of opportunities, the securing of resources, and the obtaining of legitimacy (Elfring &
Hulsink, 2003, p.409).

7.4.1

Growth and reproduction of the advertising
industry through spin-offs

In Figure 7.4, a selection of the most important spin-offs within Amsterdam’s advertising
industry since the 1990s are presented. It must be acknowledged that this figure is not

conclusive, although it does show the new league of agencies that have become significantly
players in Amsterdam’s advertising industry. Some of them have become international

agencies like their predecessor agency, some of them have become important local agencies,
but have emphasised they also harbour international ambitions. Especially the advertising
agencies with a strong creative reputation are important as nests for possible spin-offs.

As covered in Chapter 4, PMSvW/Y&R was the most successful and most creative

advertising agency of the 1980s in the Netherlands. Two of the founders of PMSvW started
their own agency, after PMSvW seemed to be over its peak of success. The ‘vW’ stands

for van Walbeek, who founded van Walbeek Etcetera, which is currently owned by the

Omnicom Group. The ‘S’ is for Stamenkovits, who founded the Campaign Company,
which would after a few successful years be taken over by TBWA in 1994. Béla

Stamenkovits stayed on as the creative director for more than a decade at TBWA,
and was one of the driving forces propelling it as one of the more successful GNAAs
in the Netherlands. However, in 2008 he left and founded his third new agency in his

career, named 2008 (and continuing to change its name each year). Next to Stamenkovits,
three other former TBWA employees were co-founders, joined by two professionals from
Wieden + Kennedy with a non-Dutch background. Apparantly they did not like the name
of the agency as they changed it into SSSS & Orchestra in 2010.
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Figure 7.4

Important spin-offs (or breakaways) in Amsterdam’s advertising industry
since the 1990s and onwards

Van Walbeek
Etcetera
PMSvW/Y&R
Campaign
Company
TBWA
NeBoKo
Lowe Lintas
LEMZ
Selmore

Nothing

PPGH/JWT
N=5
DDB

2009
(SSSS & Orchestra)

S-W-H (Indie)

FHV/BBDO

New Message

They

KesselsKramer
John Doe

180
Wieden + Kennedy
72AndSunny
BSUR

60 Layersofcake

Lost Boys

Achtung!

Source: Author’s illustration
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Another spin-off agency that was taken over by TBWA, only a few years after it was founded,
was the already mentioned Neboko. The name of this agency is an abbreviation of the

surnames of the founders: Simon Neefjes, Cor Boer, and Diederick Koopal. Using surnames
in the name of the agency was very common in the advertising industry for the entire

20th century. However, the names of new founded agencies in the 21st century show that there
is a new trend in using different (more creative) names. The three founders of Neboko used

to work for Lowe Lintas (or Ammirati Puris Lintas), where they ran the Rolo campaigns,
which won them the most prestigious award: the Grand Prix in Cannes. They are in position
seven of the most awarded creative professionals (see Table 7.1). Cor Boer and Diederick

Koopal are known for their specific style, drenched in typical Dutch humour. For example,
at Neboko (and TBWA/Neboko) they made campaigns for Heineken (‘Biertje?’), Unox,
and Cup-a-Soup (‘Sjors the manager’). They frequently collaborate with commercial

director Bart Timmer from Amsterdam-based production company Czar. Next to Neboko,
LEMZ is another spin-off from Lowe Lintas. Founded in 2000, this agency is particularly
innovative as it specialises in interactive or digital campaigns.

Next to TBWA, DDB is the most awarded GNAA office in the Netherlands. The creative

duo Lode Schaeffer and Erik Wünsch was very important in the 1990s for the success

of this agency. They won several awards, particularly for their campaigns for Volkswagen
and Centraal Beheer (‘Even Apeldoorn bellen…’). In 1997 they founded, together with Jan

Has, the agency S-W-H. Three years later, Jan Has founded another advertising agency:
New Message. Another much awarded duo from DDB was Bas Korsten and Michael
Jansen. In 2005 they founded the agency Selmore together with an even more awarded

duo from TBWA: Poppe van Pelt and Diederick Hillenius. A fifth co-founder came from
PPGH/JWT, Otto van der Harst. In 2008, Bas Korsten and Michael Jansen were already
looking for a new challenge, and left the rapidly expanding Selmore office to found a new

agency: Nothing. The interior of this agency is worth to mention as it is entirely produced

out of card box material11. With this new agency they pursue the philosophy to develop
‘ideas that have the power to make something out of nothing’. They wanted to start an

agency that is different from the traditional advertising agency. In addition to Nothing,
they also introduced Nothing Ventured, a label that wants to develop new products and
services. They invented for example a new sport, foot golf, for which already a Dutch

national championships was played in 2009. The idea is that clients will use, or ‘adopt’, these
inventions as a vehicle for new platforms for their brands (van Nierop, 2009).

11 See pictures of the card box office of Nothing at
http://www.dexigner.com/design_news/a-cardboard-office-nothing-amsterdam.html
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Two former employees of KesselsKramer, Hein Mevissen and Diederikje Bok, founded
together with Sam Stewart the advertising agency John Doe. Another former employee of

KesselsKramer, Patrick van der Gronde, was one of the co-founders of an agency called

They. This particular agency is currently one of the rising stars of Amsterdam’s advertising
industry, and has opened a second office in Delhi in India in 2010. Other co-founders
of this agency came from FHV/BBDO, van Walbeek Etcetera and Heineken. From another

Dutch international independent agency, BSUR, came another spin-off: 60Layersofcake.
In 2002, Five former employees of PPGH/JWT founded N=5 (hence the name of the

agency). Today this agency is considered as one of the more important players in the
local Dutch advertising market. In 2007 they also founded interactive agency Kong. The

managing partners (one of which is British) of this digital agency come from the London-

based agency Poke, the digital office of acclaimed advertising agency Mother (Adformatie,
2007b). The founder of interactive agency Achtung!, Dick Buschman, used to work for
ICT company Lost Boys in Amsterdam. This agency was only founded in 2005, but has

developed into one of the most promising new agencies in Amsterdam. Within a few years
time they built an impressive client portfolio, and they won several awards, including two
Webby awards in New York in 2009 (Webby Awards, 2009).

7.5

The reproduction of
Wieden + Kennedy
in Amsterdam

This section will take a more detailed view of the case of Wieden + Kennedy and its
breakaway agencies. I have argued earlier in this dissertation that the establishment

of Wieden + Kennedy in Amsterdam was a critical juncture for the development of an
international advertising cluster in this city. Together with their client Nike they
demonstrated that it is possible to operate as an international independent agency from

Amsterdam, which stimulated more foreign agencies to open a branch office in the city.
Good examples of spin-off agencies are 180 Communications and 72AndSunny. What

makes these spin-offs special is that they were all founded by non-Dutch people. Further,
Wieden + Kennedy is also important for knowledge spillover; there are several former

Wieden + Kennedy employees at management positions at other (mainly independent)

agencies in Amsterdam. To put it simply, Wieden + Kennedy is one of the main motors for
the rise and growth of an international advertising community in Amsterdam.
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The unique characteristic culture of Wieden + Kennedy distinguishes them from most

other agencies and also serves to inspire imitation by other independent agencies. Therefore,
I will now go more into detail to uncover the particularities of this Wieden + Kennedy

working culture. The agency was founded in 1982 in Portland in Oregon and it developed

into one of the larger independent and most influential advertising agencies in the world.
Dan Wieden and David Kennedy met each other two years before at McCann-Erickson,
where they found they shared one dislike: ‘they hate status quo advertising’ (Rothburd,
2004). In McCann-Erickson (a GNAA) they worked on the creative team on the Nike

account, at that time a relatively unknown sports equipment manufacturer from Beaverton,
Oregon. In 1982, they left McCann-Erickson and established their own agency and took
Nike as a client with them. However, in anticipation of the Olympics in Los Angeles

in 1984, Nike switched to another rather more experienced agency, Chiat/Day from
Los Angeles. After the Olympics Nike came back to Wieden + Kennedy. Dan Wieden coined

one of the most memorable advertising slogans in the history of advertising at a meeting

with Nike employees in 1988. It is said he spoke admiringly of Nike’s ‘can-do attitude’:

‘You Nike guys, you just do it’ (CFAR, 2009). There the slogan ‘Just Do It’ was born.
Nike would become a tremendous business success; between 1988 and 1998, it increased

its domestic share in the sport-shoe business from 18 percent to 43 percent. Its worldwide
sales rose from $877 million to $9.2 billion (CFAR, 2009).

The advertisements created for Nike rarely focused on the products itself, but on the people

in the advertisements. Hero-worship is one of the central elements in the ‘Just Do It’
campaigns. Some of the athletes they used for their campaigns matched with the ‘anti-

establishment attitude’ of both Nike as well as Wieden + Kennedy, e.g. John McEnroe,
Andre Agassi, and Dennis Rodman. One of the most famous sportsmen who nearly became

synonymous with Nike was Chicago Bull’s star and basketball legend Michael Jordan.
Rothburd (2004) describes the creative innovative role of Wieden + Kennedy: ‘They did

break new ground in advertising throughout the 1980s by injecting irreverent humor,
sophisticated film techniques, and hip cultural references into their ads for the shoe

manufacturer. The firm put Lou Reed in a Honda commercial, used the Beatles’ ‘Revolution’
as insurrectionist version of a jingle for Nike in 1987, and introduced a cinematic, storytelling approach to print and television ads’.

Unlike most advertising agencies, Wieden + Kennedy does not work with fixed creative
teams. Art directors, copywriters, young and older, all work together. They are convinced
that using fixed creative teams results in predictable advertising. A rising reputation in the

international advertising industry quickly followed for Wieden + Kennedy. The advertising
magazines Advertising Age and Adweek both chose Wieden + Kennedy as the Agency of
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the Year in 1991. Apart from that, the agency won several advertising awards at advertising
festivals. Alone at the Cannes Lions festival in 1992 the agency won four Lions, among

others a Gold Lion for the commercial “Bouncing TV”, featuring Andre Agassi. In this
commercial you see Andre Agassi being locked inside a television. The television bounces
heavily by his powerful tennis play (Prummel, 1992b).

Wieden + Kennedy opened its first branch office outside of the United States in 1992.
Nike requested them to open an office in Amsterdam as Nike would open their EMEA

headquarters in the Netherlands and their EMEA distribution centre in Belgium. The work

approach and ambitions of Wieden + Kennedy was a new phenomenon in the advertising
industry of Amsterdam. At the start, seven staff members from the office of Wieden +
Kennedy in Portland were sent to Amsterdam to establish a new office in Amsterdam: four

creative, two account and one financial. The objective was ‘not to become an American agency,

as well as not an American-Dutch agency, but an international and European agency,
with people from many different national backgrounds’ (Prummel, 1992b, p.16). One of the
Dutch persons they contracted at the start of the new office was print production manager

Pieter Leendertse, who came from TBWA. At a later stage, in 1997, he became a co-owner
of KesselsKramer. He is just one of the several professionals in Amsterdam’s international
advertising industry who experienced the ‘Wieden + Kennedy culture’.

The reputation of Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam quickly rose in the international advertising

community, most importantly in thanks to their advertising awards. The commercial

‘The Wall’’ 12 that Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam produced for Nike Europe was awarded

with a Gold Lion in Cannes in 1995, and the Film Epica D’or at the Epica Awards in 1994

(Coloribus, 2009; Epica Awards, 2009). The success of winning both a Golden Lion as well
as Film Epica D’Or was again repeated with the Nike commercial ‘Musical Chairs’ 13
in 2003/2004. The commercial ‘Happiness Factory’ for Coca-Cola won the Epica D’Or in

2006 and got a Silver Lion at Cannes in 2007. These awards are just the top of the iceberg.
The overall Wieden + Kennedy network was chosen as ‘Global Agency of the Year’ in 2007
by Adweek Magazine: ‘for its ability to grow globally with its independent spirit intact, its

strategic management skills, and its culturally relevant award-winning work’. The winning

recipe, according to global Chief Operations Officer (COO) Dave Luhr, is ‘one-third
Wieden + Kennedy culture, one-third DNA of the host city and one-third the personality
12 Watch the Nike commercial “the Wall” at YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lVz66BKOHw

13 Watch the Nike commercial “Musical Chairs” at YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQNt2ETKrSQ
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of whoever leads the office’ (Solman, 2008, p.25). The role of the cities as a location is highly
influential on the work of the agency.

How to summarise that particular Wieden + Kennedy culture in a nutshell? First of all, they
uphold an anti-establishment image. The choice to open their office in Portland is a reflection

of the antipathy to the GNAAs based in New York. William Sawyer, the general manager

of Wieden + Kennedy in the early 1990s, showed his antipathy for the large GNAAs by
saying that ‘multinational advertising is in general so old-fashioned, not interesting, and
therefore an insult for the intelligence of consumers’ (Prummel, 1992b, p.17).

Second, (related to this anti-establishment image) they have a strong belief in their independent position and resist being absorbed into a GNAA. Wieden + Kennedy has been

contacted several times by interested holding companies in the early 1990s but have resisted

these generous takeover bids (in 2007 the overall Wieden + Kennedy network had $1.65

billion in billings [Solman, 2008]). It is not likely that the owners of the agency will yield for

money, as the independent spirit seems deeply embedded within the culture of the agency.
In the words of David Kennedy, ‘When we are gone, the name Wieden + Kennedy will
remain. We will never become an Omnicom’ (Prummel, 1992b, p.17).

Third, the agency is strongly driven by creativity, and wants to produce culturally relevant

work. As I already mentioned, Wieden + Kennedy does not work with fixed teams of art
directors and copywriters. The organisation structure is flat, open and all employees can

share their ideas on ongoing projects. In their view the work and office atmosphere should

foster creativity among their employees. The headquarters in Portland (also called “the
mother ship”) is housed in a former warehouse in Portland’s emerging Pearl District, which

was renovated into what is considered an architectural masterpiece14. The office includes
a large central atrium, which is used as a social meeting and interaction point. The atrium

is even used as a concert room where so-called ‘lunchbox concerts’ are given, by acclaimed
bands such as G Love and Special Sauce, Ladytron, The Rapture and Nada Surf (Wieden
+ Kennedy Blog, 2009).

The office of Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam is located in the heart of Amsterdam in an
old canal merchant house at the Herengracht. The interior is modern in contrast. They have

14 To see pictures of the headquarters of Wieden + Kennedy in Portland, check the website of the developer 		
http://www.gerdingedlen.com/project.php?id=21 (last accessed on June 15, 2009)._
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moved to this new office at the end of 2007 after the building was completely renovated15.
The office has several facilities that seek to make it attractive for the employees to put in long

working hours. The office houses an indoor gym (with a floor made of old Nike shoe soles),
a penthouse with a bar and a roof terrace overlooking the city, and a large garden with a

basketball court (Next Architects, 2009). Finally, Wieden + Kennedy acknowledges the
differences in characteristics of cultures around the world. The office in Amsterdam for

example has 150 employees of 25 different nationalities. As founder Dan Wieden shared,
‘our offices are a reflection of the ethics and weirdness of the mother ship, but they also are

enriched because they operate in very different surroundings and different cultural settings.
And that cross-pollination enriches all the rest of the offices, because we move everyone
around’ (Solman, 2008, p.28).

7.5.1 Wieden + Kennedy breakaway: 180 Communications
The best example of a successful breakaway agency from Amsterdam’s international
advertising industry is 180 Communications, or simply 180. The four founding partners all

used to work for different offices of Wieden + Kennedy. The agency was founded in the

autumn of 1998 and started with Adidas as a major client. Two of the founders, Alex Melvin
(account planner) and Chris Mendola (account manager) participated in a pitch on an
international client account of Adidas, while they were still employed at Wieden + Kennedy

and working on the account of Adidas most important competitor: Nike. Somehow their
participation in the pitch became public and they were fired on the spot by Wieden +

Kennedy and even had to appear in court (Hooft van Huysduynen, 2006). However, the two

men won the lawsuit and, above all, they won the international Adidas account as well.
A new agency was born in Amsterdam. Their specific knowledge on the advertising of the
sport products from Nike was an asset that helped them attract Adidas.

None of the founders of 180 is Dutch; two are American, one is British and another one

is Irish. This breakaway agency complies with the first three characteristics favourable for
success, as posed by Cooper & Gascon (1992). It was started by a group of individuals

who knew each other from their previous jobs at another advertising agency, i.e. Wieden

+ Kennedy. The philosophy of this new agency seems partly derived from the international
organisational structure and the production of international campaigns by Wieden +

Kennedy. The objective at the start of 180 was to ‘build the first truly international agency’

15 To see pictures of the Wieden + Kennedy office in Amsterdam,
check http://www.nextarchitects.com/projects/5
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(De Swarte, 1999). The founders of 180 teetered between Amsterdam and London as the

founding city for their new agency. One of the main motivations for choosing Amsterdam

is the fact that Adidas’ international headquarters in located in Amsterdam. But according

to Guy Hayward (one of the founders), there is a variety of reasons that makes the city

attractive: the presence of many international headquarters (as potential clients), accessibility,
and the proximity to a main international airport hub. One of the most important motivations
is the magnet function of Amsterdam:

‘We need to attract top creative people from around the world and the whole world seems
to like to live in Amsterdam’ (De Swarte, 2009).

Just like Wieden + Kennedy, 180 is housed in a nicely refurbished old merchant house at

the Herengracht. At first they started in an office at the Keizersgracht, one of the other four

main canals in the centre of Amsterdam. As the agency grew quickly, they had to move to a

larger office in 2004 to the Herengracht (and are neighbours with the mayor of Amsterdam).
In 2008, there were about 150 people employed at the office of 180 in Amsterdam, which
was about the same size as Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam. These two agencies have the

most staff among the independents within the city of Amsterdam. Just like Wieden +
Kennedy, the employees come from various national backgrounds:

‘I think we have more than 20 nationalities in our office. They come from all over the world:

New Zealand, Australia, United States, South Africa, United Kingdom, Germany,
Finland, Sweden, Japan, really from everywhere’ (180).

On the first of January in 2007, 180 founded a second office, in Los Angeles. The motivation

for opening a second office, and then specifically in Los Angeles, was because they won
the account of Sony Electronics, which is headquartered in nearby San Diego. One of the
competitors in the pitch was BBDO New York. During the pitch process, Sony Electronics
realised that the brand would get a better and stronger position on the American market

if the two would co-operate. According to Alex Melvin (currently the chairman of 180)

they could combine the reputation of BBDO New York as creators of large and famous
TV-commercials in the United States and the reputation of 180 as inventors of media-

independent brand strategies (Prummel, 2006). This is not the first alliance of 180 with

a GNAA. In 2001 they contacted TBWA to form an alliance on the Adidas account.
They also formed an alliance with Goodby, Silverstein & Partners in San Francisco and

BBDO on their Motorola account. In the words of Alex Melvin, ‘We can come up with a
great and big idea for Adidas, but then we are not able to show it on twenty different media
channels in 75 countries around the world’ (Prummel, 2006, p.7). In order to satisfy the
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needs of the client they form these alliances with GNAAs. This sort of strategic alliances
between small and independent agencies, which are strong in media-independent creative

brand strategies, and large GNAAs are quite new in advertising. It also shows that there can
be drawbacks to being a small independent agency when handling big international client
accounts, such as Adidas. Alex Melvin further clarifies, ‘I don’t think there are many agencies

that can provide for all the needs that large clients have in this era of media-fragmentation’
(Prummel, 2006, p.7). Their frequent use of strategic alliances with a few different GNAAs
distinguishes 180 from Wieden + Kennedy.

7.5.2

Wieden + Kennedy breakaway: 72AndSunny

In 2004, the advertising agency 72AndSunny was founded in two cities at the same time:
Los Angeles and Amsterdam. One of the four founders, the American Robert Nakata, just

had left Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam, after working his way up to an associate creative

director during eleven successful years. Two of the other founders, John Boiler and Glenn

Cole, also have a Wieden + Kennedy history. The fourth founder, Greg Perlot, came from
Publicis in Canada. Because of their experience of working with big name brands (such as

Nike, Microsoft, Coca Cola, Miller, ESPN, Vodafone, Siemens, and Audi) 72AndSunny

quickly managed to attract several major clients (Adformatie, 2004). Their website says: ‘we

work with clients defining culture today, including Nike, Discovery Channel, Quicksilver,
and Bugaboo’ (72AndSunny, 2009).

It is particularly striking that 72AndSunny also works for Nike, as the global account for Nike

is in Wieden + Kennedy’s portfolio, their previous employer. In the words of John Boiler:

‘Well, that is advertising. I mean, they don’t really like it, but there are no hard feelings.
We knew the marketing people of Nike and we just participated in the pitch. On the other
hand, it was not such a big surprise to us. For Microsoft we did for example the worldwide

launch of the Xbox 360, and in the Netherlands, but also international, we positioned
Bugaboo in the market. We come from the Wieden + Kennedy school of building big

worldwide brands that are based on strong ideas’. (Adformatie, 2008c). The campaign Boiler
mentioned was the Nike campaign ‘take it to the next level’ that 72AndSunny produced
for the European Football Championships in 2008. The viral-commercial produced by

Guy Ritchie became a huge success on the Internet16. Viral marketing is a marketing

technique of using (online) social networks to create awareness -- i.e. ‘buzz’ -- for a commercial.
Alone on YouTube this commercial has already been watched millions of times.
16 Watch the Nike commercial “Take it to the next level” at YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anwlpTgbQTE
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7.6

Conclusions

This chapter showed that there is a strong causality between advertising awards and the

growth of the advertising industry in Amsterdam through spin-offs. Reputation is one
of the essential driving forces for success of a newly founded agency. In the advertising

industry, creative professionals build on the reputation of the agency, but also bolster

their own name by winning awards at the large variety of award festivals. In this chapter,
I highlighted the numerous spin-offs that emerged from advertising agencies with a strong

creative reputation. The founders, and then specifically the creative professionals, generally
have an impressive list of awards, which makes it easier for spin-off agencies to attract new

business. Once one has built a strong name (bolstered with numerous rewards), it seems

that the next logical step is to start an own agency. Although some agencies also mention
the negative aspects, such as personality glorification and self-preservation, award festivals

should be considered an institutionalised system for recognising creativity, with clear positive
effects on the growth of the industry.
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8.1

8.2

Introduction

This chapter will focus on the production system of the international
advertising industry in Amsterdam and its geographic organisation
patterns. Gernot Grabher’s work on the project ecology of London’s
advertising industry provides a useful theoretical tool to study the
networks involved in the production of advertising campaigns.
Specifically, he distinguished between client networks and creative
networks, which are the specialised creative companies that produce
the campaigns. The combination of the advertising agency and these
two networks forms the triad of producing advertising material,
which can be consequently presented to the public via a medium.
The buying of media space, conducted by specialised media companies,
will not be included in the analysis. The key question is whether the
production is embedded within the local (i.e. do production networks
have a local orientation?) or is it connected more to international
networks for the production of advertising campaigns? Is the
international advertising industry of Amsterdam a typical cultural
industry ‘avant-la-lettre’ as Scott (2000, p.12) described, i.e.
organised in a dense network of small and medium-sized companies?
This chapter will make the distinction between the GNAAs and
independent advertising agencies, in order to examine whether
and how their geographies of production differ.

From making the pitch
to producing the campaign

The production of advertising basically starts with the client, who has different motives

and interests. The introduction of a new product on the market is obviously one of the
most important reasons. Some product types (e.g. cars, electronic goods, and clothing) have

relatively short life cycles, which require new marketing and advertising on a regular basis.

However, it is not only new or (incrementally) enhanced products that require a new campaign.
An advertiser can also try to stimulate faltering sales of products, for example by creating a
new brand image that better connects with consumers, or by using different media channels

to reach the targeted consumers. Advertising needs are not limited to consumer products, it
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is also important for service industries, retail companies, and also governmental bodies and
NGOs (mostly with awareness raising campaigns).

When large advertisers decide to seek a new advertising agency, they commonly start
with what is called a ‘pitch’. Clients generally have a shortlist of of what they consider as
interesting advertising agencies. In a pitch the client invites a few (usually three) advertising
agencies to present ideas on how to position a brand in the market, both from a strategic
and creative perspective. Especially with respect to big budget client accounts, the selection

process for an advertising agency can be extensive. In the end, there are several factors that
influence the client’s choice. Whethey (2007, p.159) argued that ‘most are related to the

strength of the agency’s employees, since an agency is only as good as its people’. Advertisers
look for a combination of individual and team professionalism, insight in the sector of the

client and the consumers, innovative and creative ideas, good rapport with the agency’s

staff, and simply good value for money. The marketing budget is generally quite sizable,
and the final choice for a specific advertising agency can have a big impact on the success or

failure of product sales: the stakes are high. Whethey (2007, p.165) also argued that

advertisers need to devote ample time to thoroughly examining the goals and strategy,

matching them up with the financial resources (and with a long-term three to five year view).
There are a few important issues for clients to consider, in order to minimise possible pitfalls.
The client should focus on the deliverables, i.e. what do they want to achieve and within

what timeframe? There should be a clear understanding of the investment and how this

is budgeted over media, production and agency fees. The next step is to concentrate on the
strategy of the campaign. On this aspect, the client closely collaborates with account

planners from the agency, analysing the specific brand together in order to gain insights

that later feed into the creative process. The creative specialists of the agency are responsible

for producing the creative concept for the advertising campaign. Finally, the client should
clearly state their ideas regarding the management of the campaign, such as the

operations of media buying and the research regarding the effectiveness of a campaign

(Whethey, 2007, p.165-166). Clients generally also conduct a pitch for their media accounts

as well, to select the media companies that will purchase media space for the advertisements.
After a pitch, the client chooses the winning advertising agency and the actual production

process start. The literature on advertising organisation studies places great emphasis on the

various actors involved in the production of advertisements (Grant & McLeod, 2007; Thiel,
2005; Grabher, 2002). For example, Thiel (2005, p.50) referred to the intensity of collaborations
within the production of advertising campaigns, which is not only reflected in the network

between the advertiser and the agency, but also in the collaboration between a variety of

actors within the agency, and between the agency and the various external creative specialists,
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subcontracted for executing particular aspects of the campaign. Concerning the actors
involved within the agency, Grabher (2002, p.247) argued that on average they are divided
along the lines of 2:1:1 and form what is called in the trade ‘account teams’. The account

team can again be subdivided in the creative team (art director and copywriter), account

planning, and account management. The creative team has to translate the client’s request
and the insight from the strategic studies into a creative idea, or in other words to design
a concept for a campaign. The task of the account manager is to ‘sell’ this concept to the
client. The account planner puts together and coordinates the client, the creative team and

the account manager. Feldwick (2007, p.193) argued that ‘It is seen as the planner’s responsibility to translate between the different groups, to be the account man’s conscience, to be a

mediating presence in interdepartmental conflict, to enthuse and unblock the creatives, and
to take the responsibility for the effectiveness of the advertising’.

Grabher’s (2002) concept of ‘project ecology’ covers the different layers and the actors
involved in the production of advertising campaigns. Project ecology is defined as ‘a set of
interdependencies between the project (i.e. the production of a campaign) and the particular

firms, personal relations, localities, and corporate networks from which these projects draw

essential resources’. In another article, Grabher (2004b) focused more in-depth on the

architecture of project ecologies in relation to learning, disentangling four constitutive

layers: the core team, the firm, the epistemic community, and the personal networks.
This chapter will focus more narrowly on the two most important networks involved in the

production of a campaign: the client networks and the creative networks.The creative networks

are the external specialists who are employed to produce specific aspects of the campaign.
Creative specialists include film production companies (also online content, 3D and

animation), post-production companies, music producers, sound studios, photographers,
image manipulation companies, and graphic designers/illustrators.

8.3

Methodology and approach

Methodologically, for the needs of this chapter, I created a special dataset of advertising

campaigns of international advertising agencies based in the Amsterdam Region. The idea
to create a dataset came from reading Adformatie magazine, the most important business

magazine weekly for the advertising industry in the Netherlands. In each edition, a small
number of newly developed campaigns is published. The magazine presents additional
information on the different actors involved in the production process, both from the side
of the agency and the client, as well as providing additional information about the creative
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specialists who produced the campaign.
The resulting dataset contains 340 different campaigns produced, from 2003 until the end

of 2008, by 28 different international advertising agencies from Amsterdam and Amstelveen.
In total, 239 campaigns were produced by eighteen different GNAAs, and 101 campaigns

were produced by thirteen independent agencies. The underlying reason for the larger share
of GNAAs might be explained by the fact they are generally larger in size (although the

independents Wieden + Kennedy and 180 are among the largest advertising agencies in the

Netherlands) and have a longer history in the Netherlands. Several of the independent
agencies were founded only in the last several years. Another reason is that foreign inde-

pendent advertising agencies in Amsterdam probably do not have a strong link with

Adformatie magazine, as it is only published in Dutch. Unfortunately, a few of the newly
established foreign independent agencies are not included in the dataset, e.g. AKQA, Sid

Lee, or Taxi. However, all in all this dataset does provide unique insight into the geography
of the production of advertising by Amsterdam-based international advertising agencies.

Further illustrations will be provided by several network maps, which were created using the

social network analysis software UCINET18 and NetDraw. UCINET was used to create
a matrix, which subsequently was imported in NetDraw to produce a visualisation of the

networks. This software tool was initially developed to study the connections between different

individuals or between several groups of people. However, it can also be used to analyse

other types of networks, such as project networks or the connections between actors and
companies in project-based production.

18 UCINET is a social network analysis software tool developed by Analytic Technologies
http://www.analytictech.com/downloaduc6.htm
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8.4

The client profile of the
international advertising
industry in Amsterdam

Table 8.1 summarises the dataset with respect to the advertising agencies and their clients.
It shows the advertising agencies included in the dataset, some of their major clients, and

the scope of their campaigns, i.e. national or international. There is one clear distinction that
stands out in this table. The scope of the GNAA campaigns is in general national, whereas
the independent agencies are in contrast considerably more international. Again, it must
be emphasised that this table and the figures used in this analysis are only based on the

campaigns represented in the dataset. The bulk of the GNAA campaigns (between 80 and

100 per cent) are local; this also coincides with the information collected during interviews
with GNAA offices, where most respondents identified the workload as 90 percent
national and 10 percent international.

GNAA’s clients can be classified in three principal groups. First, there is the group of local
clients, acquired independently from the international network. Most of these clients only
have a national focus, although some are Dutch multinationals that can also potentially

utilise the international network for advertising in other countries. Another significant

group includes the multinational clients handled by the international network. The leading
office is generally the international or the continental headquarters of the network (some-

times this can be one particular office that distinguished itself through its creative profile).

For these clients, a Dutch GNAA office can have two different functions. On the one hand,
clients can decide to produce one campaign for a group of countries, which will be subsequently
adapted to the local context, e.g. with a Dutch voice-over or Dutch text. However, GNAAs
also produce different campaigns for different national contexts, upon request of large multi-

national clients. In this case, the Dutch office creates an original local campaign. A third
smaller example includes multinational client accounts where the Dutch GNAA offices
have the leading role.
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Table 8.1

International advertising agencies in the Amsterdam Region and their client profiles
(based on the dataset of 340 campaigns produced between 2004 and 2008)

Advertising Agency
Type
Campaigns National International
			
(%)
(%)

Major Clients

Cayenne Communications
GNAA
5
40
60
DDB Group
GNAA
25
88
12
					
EuroRSCG Group
GNAA
15
60
40
FCB/BK&P
GNAA
5
100
0
FHV/BBDO
GNAA
25
92
8
Grey
GNAA
9
78
22
Leo Burnett/Arc
GNAA
8
100
0
Lowe & Draft
GNAA
12
100
0
McCann-Erickson
GNAA
6
100
0
Ogilvy & Mather
GNAA
11
100
0
UbachsWisbrun/PPGH/JWT GNAA
26
96
4
Publicis Group
GNAA
17
88
12
Saatchi & Saatchi
GNAA
11
91
9
TBWA Neboko Group
GNAA
26
88
12
					
TMP Worldwide
GNAA
2
100
0
van Walbeek Etcetera Group
GNAA
12
92
8
Y&R/Not Just Film
GNAA
17
100
0
180 Communications
Independent 14
7
93
					
72AndSunny
Independent
3
0
100
BSUR
Independent 11
55
45
Hallelujah (Kenneth&Law)
Independent
2
50
50
John Doe
Independent
8
50
50
KesselsKramer
Independent 17
59
41
					
Laboratorivm/Mountain
Independent
2
50
50
LaMarque
Independent
4
50
50
Rich (LG&F)
Independent
4
100
0
					
Springer & Jacoby
Independent
4
0
100
StrawberryFrog/Amsterdam WW Independent 11
0
100
Wieden + Kennedy
Independent 20
15
85
Woedend!
Independent
5
60
40

Canon Europe, 				
Volkswagen, Philips
McDonald’s

Source: Table by author
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Peugeot, Citroën, Volvo
Kia
Sara Lee, Masterfoods, Interpolis
Eli Lily, St Nederland Schoon
Heinz
Planet Internet, RVS
Loyalis, Hivos Klimaatfonds
Ford, NS
Nestlé, BMW, ANWB
Fortis ASR, Kon. Landmacht
Staatsloterij, Dance4Life
Heineken, Delta Lloyd,
Tempo Team
Monsterboard
ING
Super de Boer
Adidas, Motorola, BMW
Motorrad
Nike, Bugaboo
Wrangler Europe, G+J
Greenpeace
MTV, Lada
Diesel Jeans, SNS Reaal,
J&B/Diageo

Dommelsch
Miele, Filmfestival Rotterdam
Ministerie SZW, Financieële 		
Dagblad
Mercedes Benz
Onitsuka Tiger, Chevrolet, Panasonic
Nike, Coca Cola, Electronic Arts
Asics, Yamaha Motor Europe
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The two exceptions within the GNAAs pool are the agencies Cayenne Communications
and EuroRSCG. Cayenne Communications was established as a creative ‘hotshop’ under
the umbrella of Japanese holding company Dentsu. In fact they copied the approach of the

independent creative agencies and established a smaller agency with high creative aspirations.

One of their major international clients was the Amstelveen based Canon Europe. However,
in response to the planned relocation of its European headquarters to London, Canon

transferred this account to another advertising agency, located closer to their new head-

quarters (Canon, 2009). The loss of this major client and the economic crisis prompted the
shareholders to put the activities of Cayenne Amsterdam on hold for the time being, leaving
its fifty employees out in the cold (Adformatie, 2009c). This case is a typical example of

the potentially disastrous impact of overly relying on a single major client. EuroRSCG is
another GNAA with a considerable international portfolio. This success, however, should
be attributed to the interactive agency of EuroRSCG/4D, which has a leading creative role
for international clients such as Volvo, Nokia, and Beck’s.

Some of the independent agencies have a completely different client profile. Especially

the agencies with an Anglo-Saxon background. Agencies such as Wieden + Kennedy, 180

Communications, Amsterdam Worldwide (former Strawberry-Frog), and 72AndSunny
mainly produce international advertising campaigns. The same holded true for Springer &

Jacoby International, even though this office, just like Cayenne Communications, also suffered
greatly under the economic crisis and had to stop their activities in Amsterdam. The

specific niche and competitive edge of this group of independent agencies is the production

of highly creative campaigns, which can be described as ‘communications without borders’.
Moreover, the international labour profile within these agencies is geared at international
campaigns and not local campaigns. These aspects partially explain why they do not focus

on local clients in the Dutch market. The proportion of national versus international work
by the independent agencies with a Dutch background is about fifty-fifty, as visible in
Table 8.1. Dutch agencies such as KesselsKramer, BSUR, John Doe and Woedend!
are all well grounded within the local advertising market and have managed to attract
several international clients as well.
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8.5

The creative networks of the
international advertising
industry in the Amsterdam Region

After establishing that the GNAAs and the independents in the Amsterdam Region have
different client profiles (client networks), the next step is to find out how the production

networks, or creative networks, are geographically organised and further to identify the

most important creative companies. Four different groups of creative firms will be analysed:
production companies, post-production companies, music and sound studios, and photo-

graphy and image manipulation. As the dataset did not include sufficient information on
graphic designers and illustrators, they will not be included in the analysis. In the four figures

that will be presented in this analysis, only the creative networks that have two or more
references are included in the dataset. The underlying reason not to include creative firms

with only one reference in the dataset is practical; when firms with single references were

included, NetDraw was not able to draw the network maps. To compensate, the analysis will
give some emphasis to creative firms (and location) with only one reference. In the figures

below, size reflects the strength of the individual connection. The red dots represent advertising
agencies while the blue squares stand for creative firms. If there is no other name of a city

following the name of the creative firm, then the firm is located in Amsterdam. The position

of the firms in these figures is based on the underlying networks; there is no geographical
logic in the figures.

8.5.1

Creative networks with film production companies

The most important creative specialists for advertising agencies are film production

companies. In addition to film production, some of these companies also specialise in
animation or 3D and online content productions. The traditional TV commercial is still one

of the most important advertising mediums, but increasingly online advertising is also

employing film production companies. For the 340 campaigns in the dataset, a total number

of 119 different production companies provided services, which demonstrates that the

advertising industry taps from a large pool of different production companies. The largest
number of these production companies is based in Amsterdam, fifty-three in absolute

numbers. From the Netherlands, only five production companies outside of Amsterdam

were used. One of these companies is the Amstelveen based Liberty Films (see Figure 8.1),
which is the only in-house film production company based within an advertising agency,
FHV/BBDO. Two others are based in Hilversum, another in Utrecht, and yet another
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Figure 8.1

Networks of production companies from international advertising agencies

in the Amsterdam Region

Source: Author’s illustration

in Helmond. Clearly the film production of advertising campaigns in the Netherlands is
strongly embedded within the city of Amsterdam, in close proximity to the advertising
agencies. But a more remarkable conclusion is that more of them are based outside of the

Netherlands, sixty-one versus fifty-eight. With twenty-one different production companies,

London is the most important city for film production outside Amsterdam. It is followed
by Los Angeles and New York (both with six), Stockholm with five, Brussels with four, and
Paris and Hamburg both with three different production companies each.

However, this is a simplified view of the number of production companies involved.
Looking at frequency of use, Figure 8.1 clearly shows that the majority of film production

companies used more than once is based in Amsterdam. Most of the foreign production

companies have only been used once. One production company stands out in particular:
Czar, located at the Herengracht, accounts for twenty campaigns in the dataset. Czar also
includes CCCP, which has produced nine campaigns. Where Czar is the company of the

established directors, CCCP is a breeding ground for young creative talent. Next to the

production of commercials, CCCP also produces television programming, such as de Jakhalzen
in the popular Dutch television show De Wereld Draait Door and the satiric programme
Draadstaal (CCCP, 2009). Next to Amsterdam, Czar is also represented in Brussels,
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Hamburg and Barcelona (Czar, 2009). In 1996 the production company was honoured

with the Palme D’Or in Cannes for best production company of the year. Most remarkably,
it is the first non-U.S. based production company distinguished with this title in Cannes
(Adformatie, 1996). Next to Czar, other frequently used production companies in
Amsterdam are Hazazah (thirteen times), LenzingBrand (twelve times), Bonkers (ten
times), Artcore (nine times), 25FPS, and Christel Palace (both eight times).

There is clearly a distinction in the production companies used by GNAAs and the ones
used by independent agencies. Whereas the networks of production companies for most

of the GNAAs are embedded or clustered within Amsterdam, the networks of most of the
independent agencies are far from embedded within the city of Amsterdam. These agencies

have particularly strong links with the high-end audiovisual production centres in London,
Los Angeles and New York. Figure 7.1 illustrates the links of several independent agencies

(such as Wieden + Kennedy, 180 Communications, StrawberryFrog, Amsterdam World-

wide or 72AndSunny) with production companies in the these cities. Production companies
such as Anonymous Content, Digital Domain, Stink Productions or Radical Media are at

the top end of the hierarchy of film production companies in the world. The production
of advertising commercials is sometimes only a sideline activity, next to the production of

films for the motion picture industry. For example, Digital Domain has directed a wide
range of films, such as The Curious Case of Benjamin Button and Fight Club (both by David

Fincher), Star Trek (by J.J. Adams), and Pirates of the Caribbean: At the World’s End (by Gore
Verbinski) (Digital Domain, 2009). The same holds true for Anonymous Content, with

films such as Being John Malkovich (by Spike Jonze), Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind

(by Michel Gondry), and Babel (by Alejandro Gonzales Inarittu) (Anonymous Content,
2009). Stink Productions’ (London) director Neill Blomkamp directed District9 in

collaboration with Peter ‘Lord of the Rings’ Jackson (Davis, 2007). Next to directing films,
they also direct commercials or music video clips. As they are much larger than their

counterparts in Amsterdam, these production companies are better able to produce big

budget international commercials. Recently, Palme D’Or and Emmy Award winning
production company Hungry Man opened an office in Amsterdam. This office is led by

Hein Mevissen (former KesselsKramer), who is one of the co-founders of independent

advertising agency John Doe and production company Fat Fred and is also a film director.
This film production company was founded in New York in 1997 and also has offices in
London, Sydney, Los Angeles, Sao Paolo, and Rio de Janeiro (Adformatie, 2009d). This is a

sign that these types of high-end production companies see a growing market potential in
Amsterdam for (big budget) creative campaigns.
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8.5.2

Creative networks with post-production companies

After the film footage has been shot, one of the most vital parts of the production process

starts. The raw film material needs to be edited in a coherent storyline, according to the
script of the commercial. This part of film production is better known as post-production

and includes, in addition to editing, also visual effects, colour grading, sound effects, scanning
from film to data and other activities (Postoffice, 2009). The pool of different post-production
companies is much smaller than the pool of production companies; in total forty-three

different post-production companies were used. Fifteen of them are located in Amsterdam;
one company operates from Amstelveen and another one from Utrecht. Just as with film
production companies, the majority of post-production companies was located outside of the

Netherlands (totalling twenty-six different post-production companies). London is again

number one with thirteen different companies, followed far behind by Los Angeles with
three, and Stockholm, Paris and Capetown with two post-production companies each.

Figure 8.2 clearly shows that there is a small group of important local post-production
companies. Based on absolute number of networks in the dataset, Hectic Electric is the most

important company from Amsterdam (twenty-four networks), followed by Condor (fifteen),
Postoffice (fourteen), Valkieser (eleven), and AVP in Amstelveen (ten). Hectic Electric

and AVP often collaborate together. London-based post-production companies are next in
importance for the international advertising industry in Amsterdam. Again, the conclusion
Figure 8.2

Networks of post-production companies from international advertising agencies

in the Amsterdam Region

Source: Author’s illustration
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made for production companies also holds true for the post-production networks: GNAAs

are most often embedded within the local, while the networks of independent agencies
point more frequently to foreign cities, in particular to London. Wieden + Kennedy, 180
Communications, and StrawberryFrog all collaborate with local post-production companies

now and then, but for big budget campaigns they usually shift to foreign based companies,
such as Moving Picture Company (MPC), The Mill, The Whitehouse, and Cut & Run in

London. A company such as the Moving Picture Company is an example of a global leader,
with an impressive list of ‘heavily edited’ films: Watchmen, Harry Potter, or Rome. Another

post-production company from London, Glassworks, opened an establishment in Amsterdam

at the end of 2007. The main underlying reason for this decision was their increasing
collaboration with advertising agencies from Amsterdam (Adformatie, 2007c). Figure 8.2

illustrates that Wieden + Kennedy and 180 Communications have already found their way
to the Amsterdam-based branch of Glassworks.

The economic crisis had significant effects on the local post-production industry. In 2009

Valkieser was forced to declare bankruptcy (Reclameweek, 2009). In addition to the crisis,

another reason might be the choice of the three GNAAs of the Omnicom holding (TBWA,
DDB and FHV/BBDO) to shift to different preferred suppliers in 2004 to Hectic Electric/
AVP and Postoffice (for sounds Earforce, FC Walvisch and Alfred Klaassen Studio) (van

Nierop, 2007). Although there was still a significant connection between FHV/BBDO and

Condor; these preferred supplier relations are clearly visible in Figure 7.2. In other words,
Valkieser was sidelined by this decision, which might have had a significant impact, leading
to their bankruptcy. Condor is another large post-production company that was sidelined

by these three big agencies. However, this company is less dependent on the Dutch market,
as it expanded internationally with offices in Brussels, Berlin, Kiev and Capetown (Condor,
2009). Condor is not the only company expanding to other markets; for example, Hectic
Electric has a branch office in Paris (Hectic Electric, 2009).

Since the summer of 2007, the small stable pool of local post-production companies have
had to deal with competition from the Ambassadors, a newly established company by former

employees of Valkieser, Hectic Electric and Earforce. One of their competitive assets is that
they can offer large 3D projects, thanks to their collaboration with the experienced post-

production company The Embassy19 from Vancouver, Canada. There is only a very limited

number of new entrants in the post-production industry in Amsterdam, mainly because of
the high investment threshold for acquiring advanced equipment (although advances in
technology have significantly reduced this cost).

19 One of the founders of the Ambassadors used to work at this particular company (Adformatie, 2007d).
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8.5.3

Creative networks with sound and music companies

Even though, most post-production companies also offer sound editing, there is a large
batch of specialised firms, simply called sound studios. These companies focus on all aspects

connected to sounds in commercials (and also films, television shows and video games).

This can be the production, recording and selection of different sorts of sound and music,
but also the recording of voices. Next to sound studios, Figure 8.3 also includes music
companies or music composers. These companies or individuals only focus on the production

and the recording of music. Just as with post-production companies, there is also a relatively

small pool of sound studios and music companies (compared to film production companies).
In total, thirty-one different sound studios and thirty-three different music producers are

included in the dataset. The majority of the sound studios are located in Amsterdam (twenty),
one in Hilversum, and another one in Kortenhoef (close to Hilversum). The other nine are
located in Los Angeles (four), London (three), New York and Berlin (one each). With respect

to music producers there is more diversity, but still most are located in Amsterdam (twelve);

the others work form Hilversum (two), and Amstelveen, Rotterdam, Groningen, Breda,
Utrecht, Eindhoven, Volendam, and Uithoorn (one each). These locations are generally

where the individual resides and operates his/her studio. Foreign music production

was networked to New York (three), Los Angeles (two), San Francisco, London, Paris,
Copenhagen, and Manchester (one each).
Figure 8.3

Networks of sound and music companies of international advertising agencies

in the Amsterdam Region

Source: Author’s illustration
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In terms of the most networked sound studios and music producers, there are a few that

stand out in Figure 8.3. Earforce is clearly the most important local sound studio for the

advertising industry, with forty-four networks. This studio is followed by FC Walvisch
(twenty-nine) and Alfred Klaassen Studio (twenty-one). Other important sound studios are

Studio de Keuken (fourteen), Marco Sound (ten), Kees Kroot Studio (seven), and Recsound
(six). Good Sounds (four networks) is a new entrant founded by post-production company
Postoffice. As in the other industries mentioned above, the preferred supplier relations

of the Omnicom GNAAs are also visible in Figure 8.3, although with some exceptions.
DDB and TBWA have a particularly strong network with Earforce and to a lesser extent
with FC Walvisch. FHV/BBDO, on the other hand, has a stronger network to Alfred
Klaassen Studio.

With respect to music production there is one local company that is a major player: Massive

Music. In addition to Amsterdam, this music production company also has studios in

New York, Los Angeles and Shanghai. Whereas most local creative specialists hardly
collaborate on the production of big campaigns with agencies such as Wieden + Kennedy
or 180 Communications, Massive Music has produced the music for commercials for Nike

and Coca-Cola. The networks of Dutch independents are mostly embedded within
Amsterdam, while foreign independents mostly collaborate with the big centres of the
industry, as visible in Figure 8.3. For example, Wieden + Kennedy, 180 Communications

and 72AndSunny sometimes do employ local companies (e.g. Earforce, FC Walvisch, and
Massive Music), but still they primarily make use of sound and music production facilities
in London, New York and Los Angeles. One of these specialists is Dutch DJ/producer

Junkie XL; he has relocated to Los Angeles and produces music for commercials, video
games, and movies. Also with respect to sound production, there is an example of a foreign

company, London-based Wave Studios, that has recently opened an office in Amsterdam,
in order to be closer to the international agencies (Adformatie, 2008d).

8.5.4

Creative networks with photographers
and image manipulation firms

The final group of creative specialists works with photos and images. This group is sub-

contracted for printed campaigns, in magazines or outdoor, especially when special and

uniqueimage(s) are required for an advertising campaign. Quite often advertising agencies

also use stock photography, provided by large commercial image banks with hundreds of
thousands of images, e.g. Getty Images or the Dutch company Van Beek Images. These stock

photography companies have become important competitors of the traditional advertising

photographers. Image manipulation firms on the other hand offer a variety of services,
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which include image retouching, digital image processing, digital proofing, and scanning

and printing. Of the sixty-three different photographers included in the dataset, only

a small group of sixteen photographers was used more than once. The most often employed photographer, still with only four networks, was Jaap Vliegenthart. The sample of
image manipulation companies in the dataset is very small (eleven); nine are located in

Amsterdam and two in the adjacent town of Weesp. The most important image manipulation
company in Amsterdam is Magic Group (thirteen networks). All in all, the sample is too
small in order to draw valid conclusions.

Numbering forty-five, the majority of photographers are located in Amsterdam, while

another three are located in smaller towns nearby Amsterdam. Most of these photographers
are represented by photography agencies. Some important photography agencies in

Amsterdam are Unit C.M.A. (with photographers such as Jaap Vliegenthart, Carli Hermès,
Maurice Heessen, and Wendelien Daan -- see Figure 7.4), Witman Kleipool (with
photographers such as Auke Vleer, Ruud Baan and Marc de Groot -- Figure 8.4), Solar
Photography and House of Orange. A few of the photographers in the dataset are quite

well known in the business. Advertising photography can be a lucrative business for

photographers; it can further enable them to produce self-contained work. KesselsKramer
Figure 8.4

Networks of photographers and image manipulation companies

from international advertising agencies in the Amsterdam Region

Source: Author’s illustration
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for example likes to collaborate with Vivianne Sassen, the winner of the 2007 Prix de

Rome (Ministry OC&W, 2007). Erik Kessels, known as a great admirer of photography,
is regularly involved as curator for the FOAM photography museum in Amsterdam.

From the fifteen photographers located abroad, most worked in New York. Further, two

came from London, while Copenhagen, Paris, Stockholm, and Wellington had one each.
Most of these foreign photographers (total of twelve) were employed by the independent
agencies. Most of these photographers also enjoy acclaimed status in the fashion or music

industry, e.g. Dutch and Amsterdam-born Dana Lixenberg. Currently residing in New

York, she became famous for series of portraits of various aspects of American society.
Other acclaimed photographers in the dataset include Danish Peter Funch (he also

relocated to New York), Howard Schatz (New York), and Elaine Constantine (London).
It appears that New York is a magnet for photographers, who are probably attracted by

the large fashion, advertising and publishing industries and the accompanying large market
for original photography (Currid, 2007).

8.6

The project networks of three 			
different types of advertising 			
agencies in the Amsterdam Region

The final part of this chapter will focus more in-depth on several individual advertising

agencies and their project networks. The first case will focus on the GNAAs, the second

case will focus on independent advertising agencies with a foreign background, and the
third case will focus on independent advertising agencies with a Dutch background. There
are actually two different types of foreign independent agencies, those established as new

agencies by (a) foreigner(s) in Amsterdam or agencies that were set up new branch offices
of already existing agencies abroad. It is important to distinguish between foreign and

Dutch independents, because they are likely to have a different perspective on and

knowledge of local and international markets, both in terms of clients as well as in terms of
external creative specialists.
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8.6.1

GNAAs in the Amsterdam Region

Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show the project networks of campaigns produced by advertising

agencies FHV/BBDO and DDB. As Chapter 4 already emphasised, FHV (it merged
with BBDO in 1970) has been one of the most influential advertising agencies in the history

of Dutch advertising. Currently, DDB is together with TBWA the most acclaimed GNAA
office in the Netherlands, as testified by the number of awards won over the last two decades

(see Chapter 7). Strikingly, both figures emphasise the local orientation of both the client
networks and the creative networks. This picture appears to hold true for most GNAAs active
in the Netherlands, as already emphasised in Table 7.1, which details the client profiles of
the GNAAs. In the words of a DDB respondent,

‘our client portfolio consists of ninety percent local clients and only of ten percent international clients. Nonetheless, within the ninety percent there are also some huge multi-

national firms that require local campaigns, for example McDonald’s and Volkswagen.
These accounts are handled by our entire global network’ (DDB).

DDB’s local identity is greatly strengthened by the fact that the agency has several typical
Dutch clients in its portfolio (such as Achmea, Aviko, and Grolsch), which were acquired

independently from their global network. It also has the international coordinating role
for one major multinational, Dutch electronic goods company Philips, which is a strong
Figure 8.5

The project networks of FHV/BBDO in Amstelveen

(based on 25 campaigns for 14 clients)

Source: Author’s illustration
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Figure 8.6

The project networks of DDB in Amstelveen (based on 25 campaigns for 17 clients)

Source: Author’s illustration

relationship spanning approximately a decade. In 2000, Philips made the decision to

strategically reposition their advertising activities by shifting their international account
from EuroRSCG to DDB Worldwide (Adformatie, 2000b). In the last several years the

Dutch DDB office increasingly played the leading creative role in a number of campaigns;
for example the dataset includes three international campaigns produced for Philips. It is
striking that they immediately shifted to foreign creative specialists for the production

of these international campaigns, similar to the independent agencies when working on
their international accounts. The total budget of the pan-European marketing campaign for

the introduction of the Philips’ Aurea television was 50 million euro (Adformatie, 2007e).

These big budgets allow advertising agencies to employ high-end audiovisual companies,
and, more importantly, their clients expect them to seek out and employ the best available

creative specialists from around the globe. This particular campaign was directed by Hong

Kong-based director Wong Kar-wai (In the Mood for Love and 2046). More recently,
the award-winning ‘Carousel’ campaign for the Cinema 21:9 television was produced by

a combination of London-based audiovisual companies and Prague-based specialists

(it was filmed in the Czech Republic). The interactive agency Tribal DDB of the Dutch
DDB Group had the creative lead in this commercial.
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Apart from a few high-profile international accounts (such as Philips) FHV/BBDO
has a similar profile to DDB:

‘We have several large Dutch multinational firms in our client portfolio; we mainly

produce local campaigns for them, such as Douwe Egberts (Sara Lee) and Campina.
These clients can make use of our international office network when they need to produce
campaigns in other local markets’ (FHV/BBDO).

In the dataset there is one clear example of how Sara Lee in the Netherlands used the

international network for the production of a campaign for another country. FHV/BBDO
collaborated with the BBDO office in Copenhagen for a campaign of a Sara Lee brand

for the Danish market -- Zendium (toothpaste). A similar story was shared by another
interviewee:

‘We collaborate with the Lowe office in Warsaw for our multinational Dutch dairy

industry client. They wanted to produce a campaign for a margarine brand for the Polish
market. We invited the Polish account team over in our office to work in collaboration
with the Dutch account team’ (Lowe).

Agencies such as DDB, FHV/BBDO, TBWA, Lowe, and UbachsWisbrun/JWT are seen
as GNAA offices with a strong local client base and are therefore also seen as having
a strong local identity. On the other hand, agencies such as Leo Burnett/Arc, McCann-

Erickson, Grey or EuroRSCG are perceived as being under tighter control by their

American or French headquarters, and as doing more adaptation work. One respondent,
with experience in both worlds, described the differences:

‘…at EuroRSCG you can feel very well that you are a network agency. There was strict
control on the finances from the Paris head office. The majority of the clients were also
international and then particular French companies such as Danone, Citroën, Peugeot

and Lu. Much of the work was adapting, and otherwise the planning and creative part
was already mostly decided by the head office’ (UbachsWisbrun/JWT).

However, while this may hold true for the advertising agency EuroRSCG, its sister
EuroRSCG/4D -- the interactive agency of the Group -- is quite a different story. As

Table 7.1 shows, EuroRSCG does have the highest number of international campaigns

of all GNAAs; however, all their international campaigns can be attributed to 4D.
This interactive agency has the creative lead role on international client accounts such

as Volvo, Beck’s, Leffe (Inbev Breweries), and Carte Noir (Kraft Foods). After making
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several internationally award-winning campaigns, their status in the network has increased
and now they enjoy an exceptional position:

‘We now have a team from our office for already a week at the headquarters of Volvo in
Göteborg. They work in close collaboration with the client on a campaign…. As we have
a lead role for many campaigns, we direct or collaborate with teams at other 4D offices
as well, although not necessarily face-to-face. We collaborate quite frequently with the
offices in New York, Paris, Prague, and Warsaw’ (EuroRSCG/4D).

For these online campaigns, the creative production is frequently subcontracted to online

production companies. These companies specialise in the production of online content,
such as websites, games, and other applications.

The majority of the creative networks of the GNAAs in the Amsterdam Region are locally

embedded, and then specifically within the city of Amsterdam. However, the GNAAs are
also likely to employ creative specialists from other countries, especially for exceptional

international campaigns. As seen in Figures 8.5 and 8.6, the creative networks of both
FHV/BBDO and DDB are predominantly oriented around Amsterdam:

‘We have many different contacts with local firms and freelancers to whom we subcontract.

The choice for a specific subcontractor is based on factors such as quality, style and price.
With respect to long-term campaigns we sometimes make use of just one director to
guarantee and continue a specific style of the campaign’ (FHV/BBDO).

8.6.2

The case of the independents with a foreign
background in the Amsterdam Region

Figure 8.7 and 8.8 show the project networks of Wieden + Kennedy and 180 Communications.

These two are quintessential examples of international independent agencies in Amsterdam.
In contrast to the networks of the GNAAs, their networks are not strongly embedded within

the local. Although for both agencies their major client (Nike for Wieden + Kennedy and

Adidas for 180) is located nearby, they primarily work for the international market. While
for the GNAAs the ratio of local/international is overwhelmingly (ninety to ten) in favour

of the local, for the independent agencies with a foreign background this ratio is the other
way around. Agencies such as Wieden + Kennedy and 180 Communications work now and

then for local clients, but these are generally not long-term links. The respondents from this
agency confirmed this observation:
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‘I think there is some interest, only if we can do good creative work and if we are financially
affordable for them. The truth is we mostly do global stuff. We do most of our business in
English. So I think it is not likely to do much Dutch work’ (Wieden + Kennedy).

In other words, the high costs of such a high-end advertising agency are already prohibitive
for many clients. The reputation usually allows them to be picky and select the clients for

whom they can make challenging and culturally relevant work. Also, as the competitive
Figure 8.8

The project networks of 180 Communications in Amsterdam

(based on fourteen campaigns for nine clients)

Source: Author’s illustration

Figure 8.7

The project networks of Wieden + Kennedy in Amsterdam

(based on twenty campaigns for eight clients)

Source: Author’s illustration
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strength of this type of independents lies in their ability to produce creative campaigns that

cross borders, they tend to concentrate largely on international work rather than local clients.
The foreign creative networks of Wieden + Kennedy and 180 Communications mainly

point to subcontractors in London, Los Angeles, New York, and to a lesser extent to Paris
and Stockholm. 180 Communications has two units within the organisation that are
engaged in the selection and preparation of work to be subcontracted:

‘We have a unit we call “broadcast” that prepares all the TV-production work. They know

everything about film directors and their styles and quality. We also have “art buying”.
They are specialised in photography and illustrations and the like and arrange photo
shoots. You see them checking photo books all the time and having meetings with photo-

graphy agencies. They present themselves, because of our reputation everybody wants to
work with us’ (180).

Previously this chapter described the pitching process for selecting advertising agencies.

A similar pitching process is also organised for the selection of creative specialists pitches,
at least for the big budget campaigns:

‘Let’s say we design a TV ad, than we go to maybe ten different directors of who we think

they have the right kind of style, and finally the creative team will have a pitching process
with the three they like best. Different people will see the idea in different ways. You will

use whomever you think will give the best creative impression of your idea. These people

can be based anywhere, it doesn’t matter where they are based. We use directors from the

US and the UK, but also quite a lot from Scandinavia, all over the place’ (Wieden + Kennedy).

The rates for post-production work in London are much higher than in Amsterdam (although

with the currently lower exchange rate with the pound real costs have dropped). Despite
this increase in cost, for big international accounts, Amsterdam-based agencies frequently
shift to subcontractors in London, New York or Los Angeles. It is not only because the
post-production companies in these cities are more acquainted with the production of big-

budget commercials; there is also a cultural component. The working culture in the United

Kingdom and the United States is to work twenty-four hours, seven days a week if necessary.
In Amsterdam agencies sometimes simply say no; Dutch people are more attached to

their spare time (Van Nierop, 2007). The new establishment of the British post-production

company Glassworks in Amsterdam did not go unnoticed by 180 and Wieden + Kennedy.
The dataset shows that both have worked with this new entrant, 180 for campaigns for
BMW and MTV, and Wieden + Kennedy for a campaign for Electronic Arts.
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In addition to subcontracting work to creative companies, advertising agencies frequently
work with freelancers. Although these networks are difficult to map and are not included in

the dataset, there is one interesting notion to mention, which also could be useful for policymakers. Most of the respondents emphasised that there is a shortage of digital creative talent
on the Dutch labour market.

‘The slice of creative talent present here in the city tends to be skewed more towards the
traditional media. I am also disappointed that a lot of talent here is really expensive, and it

is actually easier for me to hire people from the UK or the US. Freelancers in Amsterdam

are a lot more expensive than in London. That is why we make use of people from the UK

and the US, or Scandinavia. We not necessarily ship them over, but we send work over to
them’ (AKQA).

The lack of digital talent was repeatedly emphasised:
‘I think the online/digital area is something we should invest more in here, Sweden is a
good example’ (Springer & Jacoby).

With Sweden they refer in particular to a school called Hyper Island. This is a Stockholm and

Karlskrona-based international school which was already launched in 1995. They offer

two-year programs related to digital media (Hyper Island, 2009). It would be useful to learn
from this success story and implement a similar education system in Amsterdam or somewhere else in the Netherlands.

8.6.3

Independents with a Dutch background
in the Amsterdam Region

Figures 8.9 and 8.10 show the project networks of Dutch independent agencies Kessels-

Kramer and BSUR, which have a level of internationalisation somewhere between the level
of the GNAAs and the independents with a foreign background. The client composition

of both KesselsKramer and BSUR (also shared by other agencies such as John Doe and
Woedend!) is a mix of local firms, (non-profit) organisations, and foreign multinational

companies. Their client portfolios also include several clients with smaller advertising

budgets. Having international staff within the agency, is one of the crucial preconditions for
Dutch agencies to obtain international client accounts. In order to attract international

clients, Selmore, a Dutch agency with international ambitions, hired an experienced British
director for generating new business (formerly employed at 180) (Prummel, 2007). The labour
composition of Dutch agencies that work on the international level generally reflects their
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current client portfolio:
‘Sometimes we get 70% of our business from international clients, other times 50%,
or sometimes our local clients have the largest share. The amount of foreigners working
in the office is fluctuating for that reason’ (BSUR).

There is a general consensus among the advertising industry that in order to work internationally in advertising an agency needs to employ international staff. KesselsKramer has
a particularly strong creative reputation worldwide:

‘Clients come to us for our specific signature, which is a mix of realism and creativity.
Think about using really ordinary citizens as actors in commercials. Having international

clients is not our starting point. However, our client portfolio is currently about fifty-fifty

in terms of Dutch or foreign clients. Our starting point is whether a client interests us.
We want to make varied and creative advertisements (KesselsKramer).

The reputation of KesselsKramer in Japan is remarkable; it is a market that is not easily

accessible to foreign advertising agencies. For example, KesselsKramer worked for MTV

Japan (see Figure 4) and also for Microsoft Japan. They gained a good reputation in Japan
through a project of one of the founders:

‘We once made the documentary “The Other Final”20 in Bhutan and the co-producer was a

Japanese guy. This documentary got a lot of publicity in Japan and some new clients came
to us as a consequence’ (KesselsKramer).

The success of Woedend! testifies that the size of the agency is not necessarily decisive.
After winning the account of Asics Europe for their online strategy and web developmen
at the end of 2004, they also managed to win the worldwide integrated campaign for Asics

in 2008. At the Asics headquarters in Tokyo they won the pitch, beating out a large Japanese
GNAA and an agency from San Diego in the United States.

‘Not bad for only thirty people working from an attic’, as the founder of Woedend! argued
(Adformatie, 2007f ).

20 The Other Final is a documentary about a football match between Bhutan and Montserrat.
These countries were at the lowest positions of the FIFA ranking of national football teams.
This matched was played at the same moment when the World Cup final between France
and Brazil took place in France in 1998.
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Figure 8.9

The project networks of KesselsKramer in Amsterdam

(based on 17 campaigns for 12 clients)

Source: Author’s illustration

Figure 8.10

The project networks of BSUR in Amsterdam

(based on 11 campaigns for 7 clients)

Source: Author’s illustration

While many advertising agencies had to fire employees during the credit crisis of 2009,
BSUR had an enormous success in 2009, attracting many new employees. They won the

pitch of the Mini (BMW-group) account, and have since become their global lead agency.
Even more striking, their competitor agencies in this pitch all came from Amsterdam:
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180 and KesselsKramer (Adformatie, 2009b). This is a clear sign that large international
clients obviously keep an eye on the advertising industry in this city.

Compared to a Wieden+Kennedy and 180, the creative networks of these Dutch international

independents are more embedded in a local context. But also they shift quickly to using

foreign creative specialists for international campaigns with a relatively large budget.
In contrast, the creative specialists for local campaigns are usually based in Amsterdam:
‘When we work on a large international campaign in which a lot of money is involved, we
have much more possibilities to select top creative specialists. For a small campaign it would

be wrong to advise a client to spend €75,000 on just a photo while the budget is only
€100,000. You have to think better to make a good choice’ (KesselsKramer).

8.7

Conclusions

Some important conclusions can be drawn from the empirical analysis of the project networks
of the international advertising industry in Amsterdam. Most importantly, two production

milieus can be distinguished. On the one hand, there is the production of local advertising
campaigns, particularly by GNAAs and independents with a Dutch background. The creative

networks for the production of local campaigns are strongly embedded within Amsterdam.
There is an especially diverse, large pool of film production companies and photographers

that is available to advertising agencies. Post-production and sound and music production is

slightly more concentrated within a smaller group of major players. This type of advertising
production is clearly clustered within the city of Amsterdam and it follows the characteristics
of a densely networked local cultural industry. However, the production of international
advertisements shows a different picture. International advertisements are mainly produced
by the independents with a foreign background, to a lesser extent by the independents with a

Dutch background, and only in rare occasions by the GNAAs. Nonetheless, it holds true for
all that for big budget projects the actual production is executed by London, Los Angeles, and

New York-based creative companies and specialists. The audiovisual industry in Amsterdam
cannot match the capacity nor the quality of the high-end production facilities from the

cities mentioned above. However, the growing number of advertising agencies that produce

international campaigns seems to imply that a critical mass for (foreign) high-end creative

specialists is being created. The recent founding of the first high-end (post-) production office
(by London based companies) might be a sign that Amsterdam’s international advertising
industry is maturing
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9.1

The background of this study
in retrospective

The aims, research questions and the theoretical background of this study on the international advertising industry were discussed and outlined in the introductory chapter and

Chapter 2. Before providing the major conclusions of this study, it is useful to give a brief
synopsis of the material. The initial idea to focus on the international advertising industry
in the Amsterdam Region emerged as a result of the work done by several relatively new

and small advertising agencies that had big client accounts for major international brands,
such as Nike, Adidas, and Coca Cola. It became clear that Amsterdam’s advertising industry

had agencies that produced commercials with high creative value and enjoyed international
acclaim. It was particularly striking that many of the client accounts of these agencies were

so-called ‘lifestyle brands’. Obviously these agencies have contributed to the international

competitiveness of Amsterdam’s advertising industry and economy of the region in general.
The cultural industries are receiving increased attention in academic research and among

policy makers. With the shift from an industrial to a post-industrial society in developed

nations, along with the accompanying displacement of jobs to developing nations, the question
is what will be the major sources for sustained wealth creation? The cultural industries in
the Netherlands, including the advertising industry, have shown relatively high growth

rates since the 1990s, in terms of start-ups and job creation (Deinema & Kloosterman, 2011

forthcoming). These cultural industries tend to cluster in cities, and the high-end cultural
firms are concentrated in a select few major cities in the global economy. These global cities

are competing with each other to host these prestigious firms. The presence of leading
international firms can stimulate the growth of an entire industry, as it attracts other firms
to establish a presence in the city.

The studies of world city formation, introduced by John Friedman (1986), brought more

recognition of the increasing intercity competition in a globalising world (cf. Sassen, 1991;
Scott, 1998; Kloosterman & Lambregts, 2007). According to Friedman (1995, p.23) world

cities: ‘are driven by relentless competition, struggling to capture ever more command and

control functions that comprise their very essence. Competitive “angst” is built into world
city politics’ (quoted in Taylor & Aranya, 2008, p.2). However, competition between world

cities is only one part, as it is also emphasised that ‘what we are seeing now is an additional

pattern whereby the cooperation or division of functions is somewhat institutionalized:
strategic alliances not only between firms across borders but also between markets. There

is competition, strategic collaboration and hierarchy’ (Sassen, 2002, p.29). This strategic
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collaboration, or mutuality, between world cities was also stressed by Taylor and Aranya

(2008, p.2), who asserted that this cooperation is one of the essential ingredients that foster
productive intercity relations. Saskia Sassen (2006, p.7) stressed that ‘whether at the global
or regional level, these cities must inevitably engage with each other in fulfilling their
functions, as the new forms of growth seen in these cities are a result of these networks of

cities. There is no such entity as a single global city’. World or global cities are connected
through networks. The position in the hierarchy of global and world cities is determined by

particular factors, such as the financial market or the function played by the offices of inter-

national advanced producer service firms or the headquarters of transnational corporations.
The advertising industry is considered both an advanced producer service industry and
a cultural industry, both labeled by Peter Hall (1999, p.175) as key industries for safeguarding
the promise of a prosperous future of world cities.

The cultural products (e.g. film, television, and music) of American multinational corporations

have been dominating world markets in the postwar era (cf. Hobsbawm, 1994; Scott, 2000;
De Grazia, 2005). However, several of these dominant American cultural production centers
have been, or are increasingly being, challenged by other cities around the world. Allen Scott

(2000, p.209) argued that ‘other centers like Toronto, Montreal, Barcelona, Amsterdam,
Seoul, Hong Kong, Rio de Janeiro, and so on, are also foci of important cultural production
activities, and are now at a point in their development where they may well rapidly come
to compete effectively with the top-ranked cities’. Several cultural industries that share

a global outlook have emerged in the Netherlands, e.g. architectural -, interior -, product -,

graphic design (overall better known as Dutch Design) (cf. Betsky & Eeuwens, 2004).
This study has illustrated that Amsterdam’s advertising industry has also attained international prominence.

9.2

The rising prominence of
Amsterdam within the world 		
system of advertising cities

In Chapter 3 on the four waves of international advertising, a distinction was made between
two types of international advertising agencies: the global network advertising agencies

(GNAAs) and the independent international advertising agencies. The international

advertising industry is dominated by a select few major holding companies (e.g. WPP,
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Omnicom, Interpublic, and Publicis) which individually include up to four different GNAAs,

a large number of smaller advertising and marketing-related agencies, and media agencies.
However, their position is being increasingly challenged by smaller independent advertising

agencies, which offer the competitive edge of flexibility, creativity, and fast adaptability to
emerging marketing conditions. The distinction between ‘majors’ and ‘independents’ is best

known in the music industry, where a few majors (e.g. Sony Music, Universal, Warner Music

and EMI) dominate the industry, while there is also a multitude of independent music labels,
which focus on more alternative music genres for example (Leyshon, 2001; Power & Jansson,
2004; the Economist, 2008).

This type of international independent agency emerged as a result of a few major developments in the last decades of the 20th century. There was a shift from a Fordist consumption
regime into a more multifaceted regime of consumption. In the Fordist era, producer firms

formed a strong alliance with their advertising agencies in order to sell standardised goods

to the emerging mass consumption markets around the world (Mansvelt, 2005, p.42).
American, and at a later stage also European advertising agencies, followed their clients by
opening offices around the world and developed into the GNAAs, which are distinguished

by their far-flung, worldwide office networks. Their work process was characterised by a

standardisation of the creative philosophy (Lash & Urry, 1994, p.141). However, due to
political, economic, technological and social changes (notably individualisation), a different

consumer culture emerged with a fragmentation of lifestyles, which also implied a shift into
more creative content in advertising production in order to reach out to the fragmented

consumer markets (Piore & Sabel, 1984). Mansvelt (2005, p.44) argued that through this

shift ‘individual rather than collective forms of consumption started to predominate’.
A postmodern epoch, characterised by flexibility, diversity, and differentiation, emerged

and replaced the preceding modern period of mass production and consumption. From the

1970s onwards, a wide range of lifestyle products has entered the marked (Shields, 1992).
The combination of more trend-sensitive lifestyle products, together with the expanding
media landscape, created a demand for more creative advertising. The agencies that have

proven best suited to fill this gap are the relatively small (compared to the GNAAs),
flexible and creative independent agencies. In addition, the revolution in information and

communications technology has enabled these agencies to operate on the global level and
simultaneously to remain small.

The distinction between these two types of advertising agencies also has a spatial dimension.
The ‘older’ GNAAs have a location pattern of far-flung networks of offices in most of the

developed and developing nations. Most of the GNAAs have office(s) in the Netherlands

(predominantly in the Amsterdam Region). However, the presence of these GNAA offices
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in Amsterdam is not unique; they are present in the key business centres (usually the capital

city) in most of the developed nations and of the larger developing nations. Moreover,
although holdings such as WPP and Omnicom might have grown in size and turnover

(particularly due to growth in upcoming national markets and takeovers or mergers), most

of the individual offices of the GNAAs (or the Groups) in the Amsterdam Region decreased

in size decreased after the peak of the economic boom at the end of the 1990s. This study
demonstrates that Amsterdam has become an important centre for an increasing number

of independent agencies that work for the international market. Chapter 6 concluded
that there is a particularly a strong connection between the independent agencies and the

Anglo-Saxon advertising world. The agencies that have established new branch offices in

Amsterdam have a particularly strong link with North-America, both to the United States
as well as Canada. In Amsterdam, a niche market advertising industry has emerged with
a focus on creative international brand strategies. The relatively small city of Amsterdam

will never become an advertising centre like New York or London, but will more likely
function as a second tier global advertising city. The international global hierarchy of
advertising centers around the world is becoming more akin to what Scott (2000, p.209)
called ‘a polycentric and multifaceted system of cultural production’. Within this system of

advertising cities, Amsterdam has emerged as a prominent creative hub, mainly thanks to
the presence and international exposure of independent agencies.

Independent advertising agencies (e.g. Wieden + Kennedy, 180, Amsterdam Worldwide,
Taxi, Sid Lee, AKQA, 72AndSunny, or KesselsKramer) are considered to be among the

most influential, innovative and creative agencies in the world. The presence of a considerable

number of influential independent agencies in Amsterdam is unique, in contrast to the
presence of GNAA branch offices. After London, Amsterdam has probably one of the

highest concentrations of high-end, creative, international independent advertising agencies

in Europe. According to British Campaign magazine, three out of thirteen of the leading

independent agencies in the world in 2010 are present in Amsterdam: BSUR, Perfect Fools,
and StrawberryFrog (Leading Independents, 2010). In 2009, the score was three out of sixteen:
Amsterdam Worldwide, Perfect Fools, and Modernista! (AmsterdamAdBlog, 2009a). Some
of these independent agencies are vulnerable, especially when overly relying on a single big

client, e.g. Springer & Jacoby, Modernista! and Cayenne Communications. However, the
attraction of Amsterdam for the international advertising community remains strong, as

emphasised by the continued founding of new international advertising agencies in the

city. The return of StrawberryFrog is big news: it is re-opening an office in Amsterdam
after leaving the city in 2008. The British independent agency Iris established a new office
in Amsterdam in 2010, and LBi International announced that they will relocate their
headquarters from Stockholm to Amsterdam (Adformatie, 2010).
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These agencies use Amsterdam as a ‘marketing gateway’ to the European hinterland. The

presence of a large number of international headquarters in the Netherlands is one of the

strong pull factors for advertising agencies. For example, Wieden + Kennedy and 180 both
started by working with a client who had an international marketing department in the
Netherlands. Thereafter, they succeed in attracting a wider range of clients, among which

several foreign-based clients; however, most agencies initially start with a client who is

located nearby. At present, Amsterdam’s international advertising industry is firmly on the

radar of international advertisers. Amsterdam has a strategic position within Europe, as it

is surrounded by the large national markets of Germany, France, and the United Kingdom.
Setting up an office in Amsterdam can also be a political choice; the Netherlands and

Amsterdam is seen as having a neutral position amidst these larger countries. Respondents

argued that, for example, it would be more difficult to court a German client from a Parisian

office. Above all, according to most of the Anglo-Saxon advertising professionals,
Amsterdam is the only city on the European continent where it is possible to work in
English without major difficulties.

These local assets are particularly important from an agency-client perspective. From an
agency-employee perspective there are several additional factors that make Amsterdam

an attractive city. The advertising agency derives its competitive edge in particular from
its capacity to make creative and effective advertising campaigns; thus, its capacity to tie

creative professionals to the agency is very important. First of all, the creative reputation of

the advertising agencies is one important aspect that attracts talent from around the globe.
Second, the reputation and image of the city of Amsterdam itself is another important

aspect that attracts creative people to the city. It was stressed that Amsterdam already had

an open-minded attitude to dissident groups of people from other European nations in the
Golden Age (17th century). This open-minded and tolerant attitude is a label that still sticks
to Amsterdam, according to foreign advertising professionals, and that attracts creativeminded people to the city. However, the success of the populist and anti-immigrant

movement of Geert Wilders has not remained unnoticed and is seen as posing a threat to
this valued and appreciated climate of tolerance. International advertising agencies that

seek an international labour force utilise this free-spirited liberal image to attract creative

professionals to the city. Amsterdam is clearly a city that meets the requirements of a city
attractive to Richard Florida’s ‘creative class’ (Florida, 2002). It offers rich diversity in terms of

multiculturalism, culture, leisure, and business life. Chapter 5 showed that Amsterdam (and
the North Wing Area of the Randstad) is the creative epicentre of the Netherlands, having
the largest concentrations of cultural industry firms and jobs. The compact size of the city

makes it pleasant and liveable; commuting time (mostly by bike) is nothing compared to

London or Paris, and the deeply entrenched bike culture is also appreciated by creative minds.
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Although the city has become more expensive, the cost of living is still significantly lower
than these cities.

9.3

Cluster reproduction and growth:
prime mover Wieden + Kennedy 		
and increasing return effects through 			
knowledge spill-over and spin-offs

In 1992, the Portland-based independent advertising agency Wieden + Kennedy opened

its second office in Amsterdam. At that time the agency already enjoyed acclaim for the
iconic work they produced for their client Nike. Nike, founded in 1978 nearby Portland, and

Wieden + Kennedy, founded in 1982, have been a highly successful mutually reinforcing

tandem, making Nike one of the most successful lifestyle brands, and, in its wake, Wieden

+ Kennedy one of the most successful (independent) advertising agencies. In Chapter 3,
Wieden + Kennedy was described as one of the most important exponents of the third wave of
advertising, which started as a result of the starting transition from the modern into the post-

modern epoch. The importance of the establishment of Wieden + Kennedy in Amsterdam
was emphasised several times throughout the dissertation. It should be considered as the

prime mover, and their establishment as a start of the wave of new generation international

independent agencies in Amsterdam. A comparison can be made with the architectural
design cluster in Rotterdam, in which Rem Koolhaas’ office, OMA, played a similar role of

prime mover. Robert Kloosterman (2008, p.6) argued that ‘the story of the rise of Dutch

architectural design, however, cannot be told solely in structural terms as Rem Koolhaas was
a crucial change agent in bringing about the rise of Dutch architectural design. He opted

to move his fledgling architectural practice in 1980 from London to Rotterdam. He acted

as a prime mover who used his talent to create, within the evolving structure of institutions,
a new path along which Dutch architecture could develop just like change agents’. Both
Wieden + Kennedy and OMA would provide a cradle for talent, knowledge spill-over and
several successful spin-off agencies.

Chapter 7 referred to the evolutionary economic literature, which studies the formation
of clusters by increasing return effects, knowledge spill-over and spin-offs (cf. Boschma &
Lambooy, 1999; Klepper & Sleeper, 2005; Martin & Sunley, 2006). From an evolutionary
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perspective, the example of Wieden + Kennedy has been crucial for the development of the

international advertising cluster in Amsterdam. This agency is the mother of two spin-offs

in Amsterdam: 180 Communications and 72AndSunny. Moreover, the advertising
professionals who have gone through the Wieden + Kennedy school and who reproduce

its DNA are found in strategic positions at other independent agencies in Amsterdam (e.g.
the respondents from AKQA, Amsterdam Worldwide, Modernista! in this study all had a

prior career at Wieden + Kennedy). Today, 180 has roughly the same number of employees
as Wieden + Kennedy (150-200 employees). It shows the importance of spin-offs for cluster

formation, and, therefore, it would be a positive development to see spin-offs from 180 in

future. Wieden + Kennedy as a prime mover also set an example in the global advertising
industry. Their success attracted advertising entrepreneurs, agencies, and professionals to

Amsterdam. Some of these new agencies, such as KesselsKramer, subsequently turned into
talent schools. Also there are some good GNAAs examples of talent schools from which

several new agencies have spun off. GNAAs experiencing a period of increased creative
reputation are likely to experience spin-offs. Currently DBB and TBWA are the most

creative GNAA offices in the Netherlands. In the 1980s and 1990s, there were various

spin-offs from other GNAAs enjoying their commercial heydays at the time: Lowe Lintas,
PMSvW/Y&R, FHV/BBDO and PPGH/JWT. Nearly all of these GNAA spin-off

agencies have a local business focus, while the spin-off agencies from the international
independents generally look towards the international market.

Chapter 7 made a causal link between the institutionalised system of advertising award

shows and the growth of the industry through spin-offs and knowledge spill-over. There are
awards for creativity as well as for effectiveness of advertising campaigns. Both advertising

agencies and individual creative professionals improve their reputation by winning awards.
Recognition for creativity and the ability to produce effective campaigns on the agency
level is likely to result in more clients, and is a powerful magnet for attracting other talented

professionals. Advertisers also keep an eye on the performance of advertising agencies at
award shows, and they are more likely to put winning agencies on a shortlist. Individual

creative professionals improve their reputation, which makes them attractive and wanted

in the industry. A good reputation enhances their bargaining position and facilitates

attracting clients, should they seek to start their own agency. Successful creative advertising

agencies are more likely to experience spin-offs and knowledge spill-over. Creative
professionals who have won several awards are headhunted by other agencies, with some of

the GNAAs offering generous salaries. Creative artists in the advertising industry can find it

challenging to find a balance between creative and commercial motives (Lash & Urry, 1994,
p.139; Hesmondhalgh, 2007, p.20). Richard Caves (2000, p.4) made a distinction between
‘humdrum’ and ‘creative’ motives: creative professionals are, on the one hand, driven by
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freedom of artistic expression, and, on the other hand, driven by money. From the interviews,
it can be concluded that creative professionals enjoy more creative freedom at the inter-

national independent agencies, while the salaries at the GNAAs are generally higher,
but this ‘money trap’ can have a negative impact on the artistic challenges as creativity is
more restricted by external factors (such as stakeholders). Whenever creative professionals
experience a diminishing challenge or a reduction of creative freedom, they change jobs or
start their own agency.

9.4

Two different geographies of
production in Amsterdam’s
international advertising
industry: one local and one global

Chapter 8 focused on the geographical organisation of the production of advertising

campaigns. Gernot Grabher’s (2002) concept of the ‘project ecology’ inspired me to create
a dataset of campaigns produced by international advertising agencies from the Amsterdam

Region. I focused primarily on the two most important networks involved in the production
of a campaign: the client networks and the external creative production networks. The creative

networks are the external specialists who are employed to produce specific aspects of the

campaign, such as film production companies (also online content and animation), post-

production companies, music producers, sound studios, photographers, image manipulation
companies, and graphic designers/illustrators. The limited timeframe of producing a campaign
and the different actors involved make the advertising industry a typical ‘project-based
industry’ (cf. Hobday, 2000; Sydow and Staber, 2002; Grabher, 2002; Sydow et al., 2004).

From the analysis of the project networks of both the GNAAs and the international
independent agencies based in the Amsterdam Region, two diverging geographical production
patterns were distinguished. For the GNAAs the conclusion was that they are mainly
locally oriented, both in terms of their client and creative networks. The majority of their

clients are Dutch companies, governmental bodies or other sorts of organisations. Another,
generally smaller, part of their client portfolio consists of (foreign) transnational companies

for which the worldwide GNAA networks produce all the campaigns for their local markets.
Often the campaign is produced by a ‘lead office’ in the network, with other local offices
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sometimes ‘adapting’ this campaign to the specificities of the local market. Rarely do Dutch
GNAA offices play a lead role in the production of international campaigns for multinational companies.

The creative networks between the agencies and the external specialists contracted by the
GNAAs are strongly embedded in Amsterdam. The city houses a dense cluster of mostly

small-sized creative firms in the field of audiovisual -, online content -, sound and music -,
or photography- production. Advertising agencies can pick and choose from this critical

mass of creative partners, depending on the required style, quality, or price for the campaign.
With respect to the production of campaigns for the local market, the conclusion is that
it is highly clustered in Amsterdam and therefore a typical cultural industry as defined by

Allen Scott (2000, p.11-12). It is organised in a thick network of specialised firms, involves
a large variety of different skills and specialised labour, and, to facilitate these different
features, it is effectively appropriated via locational agglomeration. However, in the rare

occasions when the Amsterdam GNAAs took the lead in a big international campaign,
they usually shifted to external creative specialists outside of the Netherlands, mostly in
London, New York, or Los Angeles.

Using the previous finding, it is an easy step to switch to the analysed project networks of
the independent agencies, as their networks clearly show a more international picture. Their

client profile, the share of international client accounts in the portfolios of independent

agencies, is significantly higher compared to most GNAAs. Especially the agencies with

Anglo-Saxon background, i.e. constituting a branch office or founded by Anglo-Saxons
in Amsterdam, have hardly any local client accounts. Their business focus is to produce

advertisements or brand strategies that cross borders. These agencies have a very international

labour profile, employing only a small number of Dutch advertising professionals. In fact,
these agencies could hardly be described as ‘Dutch’. On the other hand, the independent
agencies with a Dutch background have a more balanced mix of local and international
client accounts.

The creative networks of the independent agencies also have a more international character
than the GNAAs. The most international independents in Amsterdam usually subcontract
the production of campaigns to high-end audiovisual and other creative firms and

professionals in London, New York, Los Angeles, and, to a smaller extent, in other creative
centres in Europe or elsewhere in the world. Also, similarly to the examples of Dutch

independents working on a big budget international client account, they are more likely

to seek out foreign creative production companies. For the production of international

campaigns, there are various ‘global pipelines’ to foreign production centres. These global
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pipelines are considered essential, next to locational agglomeration economies with

concentrations of innovative activity (Gertler & Levitte, 2005, p.489). Global pipelines enable
the use of knowledge, creativity, or information from other clusters, potentially improving
the innovative capacity. Or ‘some places are able to create, attract, and keep economic

activity ... because people in those places “make connections” with other places’ (quote from
Malecki, 2000, p.341; in Bathelt et al., 2004).

The big budgets available for international client accounts, in combination with the quality

demanded by the client (and consequently by the agency), is the main underlying reason
for seeking these high-end audiovisual production centres in London, New York, and

Los Angeles. Chapter 5 showed that the Dutch audiovisual industry is highly clustered in

the Amsterdam Region and in Hilversum. The study on the project networks in Chapter 8

showed that this cluster appeared to be particularly well-suited to the production of
advertising campaigns for the local market. As the advertising industry in Amsterdam
obviously has become more international over the last two decades, the cluster of sub-

contractors has slowly adapted to the demand by these new international entrants. However,
during the last several years, several film and post-production companies from London

have decided to settle down in Amsterdam in order to be closer to the growing market
for production of international advertising. This can be seen as a sign that the developing

international advertising cluster has reached a certain critical mass, creating local demand
for high-end audiovisual production firms. The advertising cluster could become more firmly
embedded in Amsterdam in the future, if more high-end foreign production companies
open branch offices in Amsterdam.

Overall, Amsterdam’s international advertising industry is clearly divided in two separate

spheres: one local Dutch and one that is more connected with the global advertising

community. Most of the GNAAs have a predominantly Dutch labour force that works for

local clients and a few clients from the international network, and also hire local creative
subcontractors. By contrast, the labour profile of most of the independents is very inter-

national, as are their client profile and creative networks. For staff exchange, the GNAAs
mainly focus on the Dutch advertising community. Staff exchange for the independents

takes place within the local international community and between other important

advertising centres in the world. Even the locational patterns are divided; the international
independent agencies are based in the inner city areas of Amsterdam, whereas most of the
GNAAs are based in the south of Amsterdam and in adjacent Amstelveen.
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9.5

Suggestions for future research

This study has added a new perspective on globalisation in the advertising industry. Other

studies, for example those by Peter Taylor’s GaWC research group, have narrowly focused

on globalisation by GNAAs (Taylor, 2006a; Taylor, 2006b). The distinction between different

exponents of internationalisation in the advertising industry, i.e. GNAAs and independent
agencies, in combination with a study on their production networks in the development of

advertising campaigns has produced significant new insights regarding the development
and the geographical organisation of this industry. Most importantly, it has showed that

most of the innovation and, in turn, the greatest contribution to establishing Amsterdam

as a prominent advertising centre was provided by these small and independent agencies.
In stark contrast, the position of most of the GNAAs in the Netherlands has deteriorated
since the start of the new millennium. The most interesting question for future research that

follows from this study is whether this development of an international advertising cluster
and community is something unique for Amsterdam, or is it to be found in other important

advertising centres in Europe or elsewhere. A comparative study of other advertising centres

would adequately complement the findings of this thesis. Several European cities (e.g. Berlin,

Stockholm or Madrid) enjoy a creative reputation and are up-and-coming advertising
centres. Another interesting question is to examine the other (niche) industries where
relatively small cities, such as Amsterdam, show potential to develop into global players?

Another interesting topic for future research would be a study on the emergence of creative

advertising centres in the developing countries, among others in the BRIC states. Chapter 7

already touched upon the striking performance of advertising agencies from Sao Paulo at

the advertising festival at Cannes, where they have been one of the most awarded over the
last ten to fifteen years. The question is, with the increasing economic significance of these

countries, can cities such as Sao Paulo, Shanghai, Buenos Aires or Bangkok secure a more
prominent international role with respect to their cultural industries, and could they threaten
Amsterdam’s position as a major international creative centre? Advertising agencies

from some of these cities increasingly compete with North-American or European agencies.
The most significant example is the advertising agency Santo from Buenos Aires, which

was chosen as Agency of the Year in 2010 by Advertising Age. The fact that this agency
won the global creative account of Vodafone demonstrates that lead advertising agencies
that manage major accounts do not necessarily need to come from North America or
Europe (Rocca & Vescovi, 2010).

The rise of smaller and independent agencies can also be linked to the discussion on the

end of (neoliberal) capitalism (see George, 2009; Sassen, 2009). The exponents of the ‘old’
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capitalist system in the advertising industry are the GNAAs owned by large holding
companies. Takeovers account for the significant share of recent growth of these large-sized

shareholder-owned firms (in addition to some organic growth). In the current credit crisis,
they are facing more problems to finance takeovers as their growth strategy. The independent
agencies are also affected by the crisis, but in a different way as their growth is not directly

dictated by the financial market. The GNAAs have to cut their expenses as their holding
companies suffer falling shares due to the crisis. The rise of the independents is also
explained as sort of anti-movement, against the established GNAAs. Several founders of

independent agencies have publicly declared that they would never sell their agency to
an Omnicom or a WPP. Is this backlash movement of ‘anarchistic’ independent agencies
against the ‘capitalist’ GNAAs sustainable, or will most of these independents be absorbed in

larger advertising holdings? Another question is whether similar processes can be observed
in other industries.

A final point for further research I would like to highlight is the importance of the climate
of tolerance in Amsterdam and the Netherlands. In the literature on cultural industries, it

is stressed that a tolerant climate is very important for the creative class. Richard Florida

argued that a city should possess three T’s in order to attract creative individuals: talent,
technology, and tolerance (Florida, 2000). Countries or cities with relatively low barriers of
entry for people from diverse backgrounds are associated with geographic concentrations
of talent, higher rates of innovation and regional development. ‘The more open a place is

to new ideas and new people, in other words, the lower its entry barriers for human capital,
the more education and skill it will likely capture’ (Florida et al., 2008, p.620). In this
study I found that the tolerant and free-spirited image of Amsterdam is considered as very

important by advertising professionals. It is a source of inspiration and a climate where

creative minds can thrive; it also works like a magnet for creative professionals from all over
the world. However, several critical notes were raised during the interviews regarding the

current state of Amsterdam as a free-spirited city. The popularity of Geert Wilder’s populist
anti-Muslim ‘Party for Freedom’ (Partij voor de Vrijheid) is clearly staining the tolerant

image the Netherlands used to enjoy worldwide. At the same time, there are worries about
the intolerance and aggression towards the gay population in the Netherlands, especially by
young Muslim perpetrators. One of the respondents stated that Amsterdam ‘used to be more
fun’, as an expression of the perception that the city is becoming over-regulated, especially

manifest in stricter regulation regarding festivals and nightlife. All in all, a deterioration

of the tolerant climate could be a potential threat to the position of Amsterdam as an
international creative capital, as it is heavily reliant on the influx of (foreign) human creative
capital for its competitive edge.
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Appendix 1

Appendix 1
Questionnaire advertising agencies
1. Personal background

nationality – job title – education – career
2. Advertising agency

owner structure – gross income – office network – function of the office – specialisation
strengths/weaknesses – spoken language
3. Labour market

number of employees – nationalities – age – freelancers – residence – recruitment – quality labour
market – spin-offs former employees
4. Clients

client portfolio – location of clients – acquisition – meetings (face-to-face/ICT) – volatility portfolio
5. Product

innovation – specialisation – creativity/standardisation – traditional media/new media - clients
(conservative/progressive)
6. Project

Time length – creative partners/location – selection – trust – quality – media buying
7. Office/Amsterdam

Importance of being in Amsterdam – competitive urban assets – office location – image – Amsterdam
in the world - advertising community/interaction
8. Institutions

Important institutions – advertising awards – meetings point advertising community –
knowledge transfer - education
9. Future

Future of agency – future Amsterdam in the global advertising industry
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Appendix 2
List of respondents
180 Communications – Jessica Hartley (PR Manager)
AKQA – Rikki Khanna (Director of Strategy)

Amsterdam Worldwide – Jonathan Fletcher (Planning Director)
BSUR – Mark van Egmond (Client Services Director)
DDB – Folkert van Dijk (Financial Director)

EuroRSCG/4D – Sander Volten (Managing Director)
FCB – F. Pynenburg (Marketing Services Manager)

FHV/BBDO – Johan Coops (Client Services Director)
John Doe – Patrice Aaftink (PR Manager)

JongeHonden – Robin Cox (Board Member)

KesselsKramer – Engin Celikbas (Managing Director)
Lowe – Ed Stibbe (CEO/Managing Director)

Modernista! – Nick Simmonds (Managing Director)
Publicis – Hans Bauman (Managing Partner)

Rich (LG&F) – Alexis Verschueren (Managing Partner)

Springer & Jacoby International – Joel Bearden (Managing Director)
TBWA – Mischa Schreuder (Art Director)

UbachsWisbrun/JWT – Margot Bouwman (Head of Strategy)
VEA – Frans Blanchard (Director)

Wieden + Kennedy – Laurence Horner (Strategic Planner)
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Samenvatting
De achtergrond van dit onderzoek
Sinds begin jaren ’90 van de vorige eeuw is de Amsterdamse reclame-industrie aan een

opmerkelijke opmars bezig op het internationale toneel. De vestiging van het uitermate
succesvolle Amerikaanse reclamebureau Wieden + Kennedy in Amsterdam in 1992 is een

cruciale factor hierin geweest. Dit reclamebureau werd zeer succesvol voor hun cliënt Nike en
liet de wereld zien dat het mogelijk was om innovatieve, creatieve en internationale campagnes

vanuit Amsterdam te ontwikkelen. Vervolgens kwam er in Amsterdam een proces op gang
waarin diverse buitenlandse internationale reclamebureaus zich in de stad vestigden, aangevuld met diverse lokale start-ups die zeer snel een internationale reputatie op wisten te

bouwen. Daarnaast speelde spin-off van succesvolle reclamebureaus een belangrijke rol in de
groei en ontwikkeling van een internationaal reclamecluster in Amsterdam. Amsterdamse
reclamebureaus ontwikkel(d)en internationale reclamecampagnes voor diverse grote merken

zoals Nike, Adidas, Coca Cola, Diesel Jeans, BMW Motorrad, Onitsuka Tiger, Mini en

Electronic Arts. Bij aanvang van dit promotie-onderzoek werd dan al snel duidelijk dat de
Amsterdamse reclame-industrie een groeiend aantal reclamebureaus heeft die zeer creatieve

internationale campagnes ontwikkelen en op internationaal niveau gelauwerd worden.
De komst van deze bureaus heeft een positieve invloed op de internationale concurrentie-

kracht van de Amsterdamse reclame-industrie, de economie in het algemeen en voor de
status van Amsterdam als wereldstad. Om deze reden is het waardevol en zeer interessant

geweest om een studie uit te voeren naar de achtergronden en verklaringen achter de opkomst
en groei van Amsterdam tot een internationaal creatief centrum binnen de mondiale
reclame-industrie.

De reclame-industrie valt onder de bedrijfstak zakelijke dienstverlening, maar behoort

daarnaast ook tot de zogenaamde ‘cultural industries’, welke in toenemende mate onder

de aandacht zijn gekomen bij wetenschappers en economische beleidsmakers. Cultural

industries houden zich bezig met de productie of marketing van goederen of diensten waar de
esthetische component een belangrijke rol in speelt. Naast reclame vallen sectoren als film

en televisie, mode, fotografie, vormgeving, architectuur, gaming en online content onder de
noemer van cultural industries. Door de transitie van een industriële naar een post-industriële
samenleving in ontwikkelde landen als Nederland en de daarmee samenhangende

verplaatsing van banen naar ontwikkelingslanden, is het de vraag hoe we onze welvaart op

peil kunnen houden. Sinds begin jaren ’90 van de vorige eeuw laten de cultural industries

in Nederland relatief hoge groeicijfers zien wat betreft het aantal banen en de registratie
van nieuwe bedrijven (Deinema & Kloosterman, 2011 gepubliceerd). De cultural industries
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concentreren zich voornamelijk binnen de stedelijke omgeving en de meest toonaangevende
bedrijven bevinden zich hoofdzakelijk in een select aantal wereldsteden welke toonaangevend

zijn voor een specifieke industrieën. De vestiging en aanwezigheid van bedrijven met een
grote internationale reputatie kan een belangrijke stimulans zijn voor de groei van een

industrie. Net als in het geval van het genoemde voorbeeld van Wieden + Kennedy kan het

succes een aanzuigende werking op bedrijven en talent uitoefenen. Wereldsteden fungeren als
‘hubs’ binnen mondiale industrieën zoals de reclame-industrie en zijn met elkaar verbonden

via internationale zakelijke netwerken. Wereldsteden concurreren onderling om vestigingsplaats te zijn voor prestigieuze bedrijven en het aantrekken van talentvolle mensen.

John Friedman was in de jaren ’80 van de vorige eeuw één van de grondleggers van onder-

zoek naar de opkomst van wereldsteden en hun onderliggende netwerken. Hiermee kwam
onderkenning voor de toenemende interstedelijke competitie in een globaliserende wereld

(Friedman, 1986; Sassen, 1991; Scott, 1998; Kloosterman & Lambregts, 2007). Friedman

(1995, p.23) beargumenteerde dat wereldsteden gedreven worden door een hartvochtige
competitie, strijdend om meer ‘command and control’ functies die essentieel zijn voor een

wereldstad (uit Taylor & Aranya, 2008, p.2). Onderliggende competitie is slechts één element
in de relatie tussen wereldsteden. Saskia Sassen (2002, p.29) benadrukte dat samenwerking
en functieverdeling tussen wereldsteden in zekere mate geïnstitutionaliseerd is. Er is

competitie, strategische samenwerking, en hiërarchie in de relatie tussen wereldsteden.
Er zijn niet alleen grensoverschrijdende strategische allianties tussen bedrijven, maar ook

tussen marktgebieden. Strategische samenwerking tussen steden wordt ook benadrukt
door Taylor en Aranya (2009, p.2) die stellen dat samenwerking één van de essentiële
ingrediënten is voor het bevorderen van productieve interstedelijke relaties. Saskia Sassen

(2006, p.7) benadrukt ook dat er niet zoiets bestaat als een ‘single global-city’; steden op

regionaal tot mondiaal niveau zijn onvermijdelijk met elkaar verbonden om hun functies uit

te kunnen oefenen. De huidige economische groei van steden wordt dan ook voor een groot
deel bewerkstelligd door hun onderliggende netwerken. De positie van een stad binnen de

hiërarchie van wereldsteden wordt bepaald door factoren als de omvang van de financiële
markt, het aantal hoofdkantoren van multinationale ondernemingen en de internationale
reikwijdte van de aanwezige zakelijke dienstverlening en cultural industries.

Culturele producten van Amerikaanse bodem hebben in sterke mate gedomineerd op de
wereldmarkt in de eerste drie decennia na de Tweede Wereldoorlog. Echter, Amerikaanse

productiecentra voor culturele producten zoals Los Angeles en New York ondervinden

in toenemende mate concurrentie van andere steden in de wereld. Allen Scott (2000,

p.209) stelt dat ook steden als bijvoorbeeld Toronto, Montreal, Barcelona, Amsterdam,
Seoul, Hong Kong, en Rio de Janeiro belangrijke plaatsen voor culturele productie zijn
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geworden. Volgens Scott kunnen deze steden in hun huidige fase van ontwikkeling op diverse

gebieden van culturele productie concurreren met de hoogstgeplaatste steden in de hiërarchie
van wereldsteden. Ook in Nederland hebben diverse cultural industries zich ontwikkeld

tot spelers van internationaal formaat, zoals op gebied van architectuur, interieur -, product
- en grafisch ontwerp. Nederlands ontwerp staat internationaal beter bekend als ‘Dutch

Design’ (Betsky & Eeuwens, 2004). In deze studie is aangetoond dat ook de Amsterdamse
reclame-industrie een belangrijke speler op het internationale toneel is geworden.

De stijgende positie van Amsterdam binnen het
wereldsysteem van reclamesteden
In Hoofdstuk 3 werden vier fases in de geschiedenis van internationalisering in de reclameindustrie beschreven. Als exponenten van deze vier fases werd een onderscheid gemaakt tussen

twee typen internationale reclamebureaus: de ‘oudere’ internationale bureaunetwerken

en de ‘nieuwere’ onafhankelijke reclamebureaus (independents). De internationale reclameindustrie wordt gedomineerd door een paar grote beursgenoteerde holding organisaties
(WPP, Omnicom, Interpublic en Publicis). Onder de vleugels van deze organisaties bevinden

zich weer meerdere internationale bureaunetwerken, aangevuld met mediabureaus en diverse

kleinere bureaus op gebied van marketing en reclame. Onder Omnicom vallen bijvoorbeeld

de bureaunetwerken BBDO, DDB en TBWA. Deze bureaunetwerken hebben individueel

zeer uitgebreide kantorennetwerken en zijn aanwezig in vrijwel alle nationale marktgebieden
van ontwikkelde landen en ook van de grotere ontwikkelingslanden.

Sinds de jaren ’80 van de vorige eeuw en in toenemende mate in het Internet tijdperk ondervinden de zojuist genoemde reclamereuzen concurrentie van independents. Deze kleinere

reclamebureaus weten grote cliënten voor zich te winnen en ontwikkelen internationale
merkstrategieën en creatieve campagnes voor hen. Ze ondervinden hun competitieve slagkracht

ten opzichte van de bureaunetwerken vooral door hun flexibiliteit, creativiteit, innovativiteit

en snelle aanpassingsvermogen aan veranderende markten. Het onderscheid tussen beursgenoteerde ‘majors’ en independents is overigens vooral bekend uit de muziekindustrie. Deze

wordt gedomineerd door spelers als Sony Music, Universal, Warner Music en EMI, maar
daarnaast is er een grote variatie aan independent labels die zich bijvoorbeeld meer richten
op alternatieve genres (Leyshon, 2001; Power & Jansson, 2004; the Economist, 2008).

In het Fordistische tijdperk dat het grootste deel van de 20e eeuw domineerde bestond

er een sterke alliantie tussen producenten en reclamebureaus om gezamenlijk de gestandaardiseerde producten te vermarkten op de groeiende consumentenmarkten in de wereld

(Mansvelt, 2005, p.42). Eerst waren het de Amerikaanse reclamebureaus die vanaf de jaren
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’20 van de vorige eeuw in navolging van hun cliënten kantoren wereldwijd openden. Hun

werkproces werd gekarakteriseerd door standaardisering, net als de Fordistische wijze van
productie bij hun cliënten (Lash & Urry, 1994, p.141). Reclame werd dan vooral ook als saai

en eentonig bevonden.Vanaf eind jaren ’60 kwam hier een Europees (voornamelijk Brits en
Frans) en meer creatief antwoord op. Voorbeelden als Saatchi & Saatchi en TBWA maakt
een razendsnelle groei door. Zowel de Amerikaanse als de Britse en Franse exponenten van
deze eerst twee fases in de internationalisering van de reclame-industrie ontwikkelden zich
tot grote beursgenoteerde internationale bureaunetwerken.

Door politieke, technologische en maatschappelijke veranderingen als individualisering

trad er sterke verandering op in de consumptiecultuur, met een groter wordende variatie in
lifestyles (Piore & Sabel, 1984). Dit impliceerde ook een noodzakelijke verandering aan de
aanbodzijde; producenten en reclamebureaus dienden zich aan te passen aan de veranderende

omstandigheden. Mansvelt (2005, p.44) stelt dat door deze transitie individuele in plaats van
collectieve consumptiepatronen gingen domineren. Sinds de jaren ’70 is er een sterke toename

van zogenaamde ‘lifestyle brands’ waar te nemen (Shields, 1992). Consumenten schaffen

tegenwoordig veelal producten aan op basis van de identiteit en status die hieruit te ontlenen

vallen. De combinatie van fragmentatie in meer trendgevoelige producten in combinatie
met een uitdijend medialandschap creëerde vraag naar en een noodzaak voor meer creatieve
en aansprekende reclame om consumentendoelgroepen te kunnen bereiken. De reclamebureaus die zich sterk ontwikkeld hebben in deze veranderende omstandigheden zijn
in belangrijke mate de independents. De ontwikkelingen op gebied van informatie- en

communicatietechnologie stelt hen in staat om op internationaal niveau te opereren en
tegelijk klein blijven.

Het onderscheid tussen internationale bureaunetwerken en independents heeft een
belangrijke ruimtelijk-economische dimensie. De oudere bureaunetwerken kenmerken

zich door hun uitgebreide kantoornetwerken wereldwijd. Vrijwel alle bureaunetwerken zijn

aanwezig in Nederland waarbij hun kantoren geconcentreerd zijn in de regio Amsterdam.
De aanwezigheid van bureaunetwerken is echter niet uniek aangezien ze te vinden zijn
in vrijwel alle ontwikkelde landen en de grotere ontwikkelingslanden. Daarnaast hebben
veel kantoren van de bureaunetwerken in de regio Amsterdam te maken gehad met flinke

krimp na de laatste sterke groeiperiode aan het eind van de jaren ’90 van de vorige eeuw.
De bureaunetwerken en overkoepelende holdings ontlenen tegenwoordig het grootste
aandeel van hun groei aan overnames en groei in de opkomende landen in de wereldeconomie.

In dit onderzoek is aangetoond dat Amsterdam sinds het begin van de jaren ’90 een

belangrijke vestigingsplaats is geworden voor een nog steeds groeiend aantal internationale
independents. In Hoofdstuk 6 werd aangetoond dat er vooral een sterke link is tussen deze
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independents en de Angelsaksische reclamewereld. Noord-Amerikaanse independents die

een Europese hub willen starten kiezen relatief vaak voor een vestiging in Amsterdam,
waarbij de keuze soms ten faveure van Londen is. In Amsterdam heeft zich zo de afgelopen
twee decennia een niche reclamecluster ontwikkeld met een focus op creatieve internationale

merkstrategieën. Amsterdam zal qua omvang en importantie echter nooit een Londen

of een New York worden, maar functioneert eerder als een belangrijk secondair centrum
binnen de mondiale reclame-industrie.

Diverse Amsterdamse independents hebben wereldwijd een creatieve en innovatieve

reputatie (bijvoorbeeld Wieden + Kennedy, 180, Amsterdam Worldwide, Sid Lee, AKQA en
KesselsKramer). De aanwezigheid van een aanzienlijk aantal toonaangevende internationale
independents in Amsterdam is wél uniek te noemen. Na Londen heeft Amsterdam één

van de grootste concentraties toonaangevende innovatieve reclamebureaus binnen Europa.
Het belangrijkste Britse reclamevakblad Campaign publiceert jaarlijks een lijst van meest
toonaangevende independents wereldwijd. In 2010 waren drie van de dertien geselecteerden

aanwezig in Amsterdam: BSUR, Perfect Fools en StrawberryFrog (Leading Independents,
2010). In 2009 was de score drie uit zestien: Amsterdam Worldwide, Perfect Fool en
Modernista! (AmsterdamAdBlog, 2009a). De aantrekkingskracht op Amsterdam lijkt niet

een kortstondige hype geweest te zijn en zich te continueren. StrawberryFrog besloot in
2008 Amsterdam te verlaten, maar na twee jaar zijn ze alweer terug. Het Britse bureau Iris

vestigde zich in 2010 in de stad en LBi International kondigde aan hun hoofdkantoor van
Stockholm naar Amsterdam te gaan verplaatsten (Adformatie, 2010).

Deze reclamebureaus gebruiken Amsterdam als ‘marketing gateway’ naar het Europese
achterland. De aanwezigheid van veel (Europese) hoofdkantoren en distributiecentra van

multinationale ondernemingen is een zeer belangrijke ‘pull factor’ voor reclamebureaus.
Wieden + Kennedy en 180 startten beiden met een grote klant met een internationale

marketing afdeling in Nederland, respectievelijk Nike en Adidas. Vervolgens wisten ze meer

cliënten aan te trekken onder welke ook diverse cliënten uit het buitenland. Momenteel
staat Amsterdam stevig op de radar van internationale adverteerders. Nederland heeft een
strategische positie binnen Europa, want het wordt omringd door de drie grootste nationale
markten: Duitsland, Frankrijk en Groot-Brittannië. De keuze voor een vestiging in

Amsterdam is soms dan ook gedeeltelijk een politieke keuze; Nederland en Amsterdam
hebben een neutrale positie tussen deze drie grootmachten binnen Europa. In de interviews

werd bijvoorbeeld gesteld dat het moeilijker is om voor een Duitse klant te werken vanuit

een kantoor in Parijs. Bovenal, Amsterdam wordt als vrijwel enige stad op het Europese
vasteland gezien van waaruit het mogelijk is om volledig in het Engels te werken.
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De zojuist genoemde lokale factoren zijn vooral belangrijk vanuit het bureau-cliënt
perspectief. Vanuit het bureau-werknemer perspectief zijn er verschillende andere lokale

pull-factoren aan toe te voegen. Een reclamebureau ontleent zijn concurrentiekracht

hoofdzakelijk uit het vermogen om creatieve en effectieve reclamecampagnes te ontwikkelen.
Om deze reden is het essentieel dat er lokaal voldoende creatief talent aanwezig is of van

buiten aangetrokken kan worden. De creatieve reputatie van diverse reclamebureaus in
combinatie met het wereldwijde positieve imago van Amsterdam zijn uitermate belangrijke

factoren om creatief talent van over de hele wereld naar de stad trekken. In dit onderzoek
werd benadrukt dat Amsterdam al in de Gouden Eeuw (17e eeuw) een open houding had
jegens andersdenkenden uit Europa, zoals Hugenoten uit Frankrijk en Sefardische Joden

uit Spanje en Portugal. Deze immigranten hebben destijds een belangrijke rol gespeeld in
het bloeiende bedrijfsleven. Zo was een groot aandeel van de Amsterdamse uitgeverijen

opgericht door Franse Hugenoten. Tolerantie en een open-minded houding vormen nog

steeds een label dat aan Amsterdam plakt volgens buitenlanders in de reclame-industrie.
Net als in de Gouden Eeuw spelen buitenlanders een belangrijke rol in het Amsterdamse

bedrijfsleven. Het is het vrijgevochten en progressieve klimaat wat veel creatieve mensen
van over de hele wereld naar de stad trekt. Het succes van de populistische anti-islam en

anti-immigratie partij PVV van Geert Wilders is echter bij hen ook niet onopgemerkt
gebleven en vormt duidelijk een bedreiging voor dit tolerante klimaat. Er is ook stevige

kritiek op de strenger wordende regelgeving betreffende bijvoorbeeld festivals en uitgaan in

de stad. Deze ‘vertrutting’ wordt gezien als één van de grotere bedreigingen voor het imago
en het creatieve klimaat. Waakzaamheid is geboden daar de internationale creatieve klasse
zeer mobiel is.

Vooralsnog is Amsterdam zeker nog wel een stad die aan veel van de voorwaarden van

aantrekkelijkheid voor Richard Florida’s ‘creatieve klasse’ voldoet (Florida, 2002). De stad
biedt veel diversiteit op gebied van bedrijvigheid, cultuur, horeca en heeft een multi-

culturele samenstelling. In Hoofdstuk 5 werd aangetoond dat de Amsterdamse regio het

creatieve epicentrum en culturele hart van Nederland is. Het creatieve klimaat wordt als
uitstekend beoordeeld en er zijn veel mogelijkheden voor samenwerking en kruisbestuiving tussen creatieve ondernemers. De compacte omvang van de stad en de fietscultuur

wordt zeer gewaardeerd in vergelijking tot bijvoorbeeld een Londen of een Parijs.
De reistijd van huis naar kantoor is voor de meeste werknemers beperkt tot een kort fietsritje.
Ten slotte, ook al is Amsterdam voor Nederlandse begrippen een dure stad, de kosten voor
levensonderhoud zijn nog steeds significant lager dan in Londen of Parijs.
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Cluster reproductie en groei: pionier Wieden + 		
Kennedy en toenemende rendement effecten
als gevolg van kennis spill-over en spin-offs
De Amerikaanse independent Wieden + Kennedy uit Portland in Oregon opende in 1992

hun tweede kantoor in Amsterdam. Het in 1982 opgerichte reclamebureau werd inter-

nationaal reeds gelauwerd voor het werk dat ze produceerden voor hun belangrijkste cliënt

Nike. Nike (opgericht in 1978 in de nabijheid van Portland) is samen met Wieden +

Kennedy een zeer succesvol team gebleken. Nike is wereldwijd één van de meest succesvolle
lifestyle merken geworden en Wieden + Kennedy in navolging één van de meest succesvolle
reclamebureaus. In Hoofdstuk 3 werd Wieden + Kennedy genoemd als één van de

belangrijkste exponenten van de derde fase van internationalisering in de reclame-industrie.

Het belang van de vestiging van dit bureau in Amsterdam is regelmatig benadrukt in dit
onderzoek. Dit bureau heeft een pioniersrol vervuld en de start ingeluid van een nieuwe

stroming internationale independents die de Amsterdamse reclame-industrie toonaangevend
hebben gemaakt. Een vergelijking kan getrokken worden met het architectencluster

in Rotterdam, waarin Rem Koolhaas’ OMA een vergelijkbare pioniersrol heeft vervuld.
Robert Kloosterman (2008, p.6) stelde dat de opkomst van Nederlandse architecten niet

gezien kan worden zonder de cruciale rol van Koolhaas. Hij besloot in 1980 om zijn prille

architectenbureau van Londen naar Rotterdam te verhuizen. Zowel Wieden + Kennedy als
OMA zouden een broedplaats voor talent gaan vormen, met kennis spill-over en succesvolle
spin-offs als gevolg.

In Hoofdstuk 7 werd verwezen naar de literatuur over de evolutionaire economie waarin

cluster formatie wordt bestudeerd aan de hand van kennis spill-over en spin-offs (Boschma

& Lambooy, 1999; Klepper & Sleeper, 2005; Martin & Sunley, 2006). Vanuit evolutionair
perspectief is Wieden + Kennedy cruciaal geweest voor de ontwikkeling van een
internationaal reclamecluster in Amsterdam. Dit reclamebureau is de moeder van twee

succesvolle spin-offs in Amsterdam, 180 Communications en 72AndSunny. Daarnaast zie

je voormalige Wieden + Kennedy werknemers terug op diverse strategische posities bij
andere reclamebureaus.. Spin-off 180 Communications is inmiddels van dezelfde omvang

als het kantoor van Wieden + Kennedy Amsterdam (150 à 200 werknemers) en heeft daar-

naast een tweede vestiging in Los Angeles geopend. Wieden + Kennedy gaf het voorbeeld
aan de mondiale reclame-industrie en mede dankzij hun succes werden reclameondernemers,
buitenlandse reclamebureaus en talent naar Amsterdam getrokken. Verschillende andere

internationale independents zouden ook ‘talent schools’ worden, bijvoorbeeld KesselsKramer.

Ook onder de bureaunetwerken zijn een aantal voorbeelden van talent schools met spin-offs.
Vooral de bureaus met een grote creatieve reputatie ondervinden spin-offs. Onder de
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bureaunetwerken zijn vooral DDB en TBWA succesvol, waar veel anderen problemen
ondervinden en zelfs flink gekrompen zijn de afgelopen tien jaar. In de jaren ’80 en ’90 van

de vorige eeuw ondervonden de meeste bureaunetwerken hun commerciële hoogtepunt,
zoals Lowe Lintas, PMSvW/Y&R, FHV/BDDO en PPGH/JWT. In deze periode zagen

vanuit deze bureaus diverse spin-offs het licht. De meeste van hen hebben echter vooral
een nationale business focus, terwijl spin-offs van de independents veel meer internationaal
gericht zijn.

In Hoofdstuk 7 werd een causaal verband gelegd tussen het systeem van reclameprijzen

en de groei van de reclame-industrie door kennis spill-over en spin-offs. Binnen de reclameindustrie zijn er diverse nationale en internationale reclamefestivals waarbij prijzen worden
uitgereikt voor de creativiteit of de effectiviteit van reclamecampagnes. Zowel reclame-

bureaus als individuele creatieven kunnen hun reputatie verbeteren door prijzen te winnen.
Erkenning voor creativiteit alsook het vermogen effectieve campagnes te bedenken

resulteert in het makkelijker aantrekken van nieuwe cliënten en talentvol personeel.
Adverteerders houden de reclamefestivals nauwlettend in de gaten en succesvolle bureaus

zullen eerder op een shortlist belanden waarmee een adverteerder het pitch proces ingaat.
Voor individuele creatieven is het winnen van prijzen ook belangrijk, ze worden attractief
en gewild binnen de industrie. Een goede creatieve reputatie verbetert de onderhandelingspositie en wanneer men besluit een eigen bureau te starten vergroot het de kans om cliënten

aan te trekken. Voor creatieven in de reclamewereld is het soms moeilijk een goede balans te

vinden tussen creatieve en commerciële motieven (Lash & Urry, 1994, p.139; Hesmondhalgh,
2007, p.20). Reclamecreatieven worden aan de ene kant gedreven door artistieke vrijheid en

aan de andere kant door geld. In dit onderzoek is gebleken dat creatieven over het algemeen
meer vrijheid ondervinden bij de independents, terwijl de salarissen bij de GNAAs daaren-

tegen meestal hoger zijn. Deze ‘money trap’ kan negatieve gevolgen hebben voor de artistieke
vrijheid wanneer de creatieve mogelijkheden beperkter zijn. De grotere creatieve vrijheid bij

veel independents biedt meer uitdaging en stelt creatieven in staat aan hun reputatie te werken.

Twee ruimtelijk-economische productiepatronen
voor de Amsterdams internationale reclame-industrie:
lokaal versus mondiaal
In Hoofdstuk 8 lag de focus op de ruimtelijk-economische organisatie van de productie van

reclamecampagnes door Amsterdamse reclamebureaus. Gernot Grabher’s (2002) concept
van de ‘project ecology’ diende als inspiratie om een dataset van reclamecampagnes en de
daarbij betrokken productienetwerken aan te maken. De relatief korte tijdsduur voor de

productie van een reclamecampagne en de verschillende externe producenten die betrokken
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zijn maken de reclame-industrie een typische ‘project-based industry’ (Hobday, 2000; Sydow

& Staber, 2002; Grabher, 2002; Sydow et al, 2004). Bij de productie van een reclamecampagne
zijn een aantal externe netwerken betrokken, waarvan de cliëntennetwerken en de creatieve

netwerken de belangrijkste zijn. De creatieve netwerken zijn de lijnen naar de externe
specialisten die een door een reclamebureau bedachte campagne produceren, zoals bedrijven

in filmproductie (naast film ook animatie en 3D), postproductie, muziekproductie, sound
studio’s, fotografie, beeldbewerking, illustrators en grafische ontwerpers.

Uit de analyse van de project netwerken van zowel de bureaunetwerken als de independents
komen twee uiteenlopende ruimtelijk georganiseerde patronen naar voren. Uit de analyse
van de bureaunetwerken kan geconcludeerd worden dat hun project netwerken voornamelijk

lokaal (of nationaal) georiënteerd zijn. Het grootste aandeel van de cliënten van de bureaunetwerken is afkomstig van eigen bodem; naast commerciële bedrijven vooral ook overheids-

instanties, voorlichtingsorganen en ontwikkelingsorganisaties. Een kleiner aandeel van de
cliëntenportefeuille bestaat uit (buitenlandse) multinationale ondernemingen, waarvoor de
wereldwijde kantoren van de bureaunetwerken de lokale invulling van mondiale
campagnes voor hun rekening nemen. Voor dergelijke campagnes is er gewoonlijk een wereld-

wijde of Europese ‘lead office’ dat het concept van een campagne bedenkt en laat produceren,

waarna de lokale kantoren een campagne aanpassen aan de lokale omstandigheden.
Dit proces staat binnen de industrie beter bekend als ‘adaptatie’ en gaat bijvoorbeeld om het

aanpassen van een voice-over of tekst in de Nederlandse taal, of het aanpassen op voor de
Nederlandse markt gerichte aanbiedingen. Afgezien van DDB (bijvoorbeeld Philips) en
EuroRSCG/4D (bijvoorbeeld Volvo en Beck’s) fungeren de Nederlandse bureaunetwerken
zelden als lead office voor het produceren van internationale campagnes. Bij diverse bureau-

netwerken zie je wel dat ze regelmatig samenwerken met buitenlandse kantoren binnen

het eigen netwerk om bijvoorbeeld een product van een Nederlandse multinationale
onderneming in andere landen op de markt te zetten.

De creatieve netwerken van de bureaunetwerken zijn zeer sterk geconcentreerd in Amsterdam
en omgeving. De stad is vestigingsplaats voor een omvangrijk cluster van kleine creatieve
bedrijven. Reclamebureaus kunnen uit dit omvangrijke cluster van creatieve specialisten

kiezen, afhankelijk van prijs, stijl en kwaliteit die gevraagd wordt voor een campagne.
Hiermee is het een typische ‘cultural industry’ zoals Allen Scott deze heeft gedefinieerd (Scott,
2000, p.11-12). Deze industrie is georganiseerd in een dicht netwerk van gespecialiseerde

bedrijven, vraagt om een grote variatie aan vaardigheden en door te clusteren behaalt het

agglomeratievoordelen. In de meer zeldzame gevallen dat Amsterdamse kantoren de lead office
zijn voor een internationale campagne zie je dat ze voor externe creatieve specialisten eerder

gebruik maken van buitenlandse bedrijven in voornamelijk Londen, New York, of Los Angeles.
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Met deze laatste bevinding schakelen we over naar de analyse van de project netwerken
van de independents, aangezien deze overduidelijk een meer internationaal beeld laten

zien. Het aandeel cliënten waarvoor internationale campagnes worden ontwikkeld is bij de
independents significant hoger dan bij de bureaunetwerken. Vooral de independents met
een Angelsaksische achtergrond hebben nauwelijks Nederlandse cliënten. Hun business

focus is dan ook niet zo zeer gericht op de Nederlandse markt, maar op het produceren
van internationale merkstrategieën en reclamecampagnes. Deze bureaus hebben ook een zeer

internationaal profiel van werknemers, met slechts een minderheid Nederlanders in dienst.
Ze kunnen dan ook nauwelijks als Nederlandse kantoren worden beschouwd, maar meer

als internationale eilandjes met een grote verscheidenheid aan nationale identiteiten en
internationale netwerken. De independents met een Nederlandse achtergrond hebben wel
een meer gebalanceerde mix van Nederlandse en internationale cliënten.

De creatieve netwerken van de independents vertonen eveneens een significant meer
internationaal karakter dan die van de independents. De meest internationale onder de

independents (zoals Wieden + Kennedy, 180 Communications, Amsterdam Worldwide
en 72AndSunny) besteden het productiewerk hoofdzakelijk uit aan ‘high-end’ audiovisuele

bedrijven in Londen, New York, en Los Angeles en in mindere mate aan bedrijven in steden

zoals Parijs, Stockholm of Hamburg. Ook de Nederlandse independents met internationale
opdrachten besteden veel werk uit aan buitenlandse bedrijven. Voor de productie van

internationale campagnes zijn er kortom diverse ‘global pipelines’ naar buitenlandse
productiecentra. De budgetten die beschikbaar zijn in combinatie met de kwaliteit die

gevraagd wordt door de cliënt zijn de belangrijkste onderliggende redenen waarom gekozen
wordt voor audiovisuele productie in Londen, New York of Los Angeles. Global pipelines
worden onder meer samen met lokale agglomeratie als essentieel gezien voor innovatie

binnen industriële clusters (Bathelt et al, 2004; Gertler & Levitte, 2005, p.489). Global pipelines
maken het beter mogelijk om gebruik te maken van kennis, creativiteit, of informatie vanuit

andere clusters, waardoor de innovatieve capaciteit verbeterd kan worden. Edward Malecki
(in Bathelt et al, 2004, p.341) stelt dat ‘sommige plaatsen in staat zijn om economische

activiteit te creëren, aan te trekken en te behouden… omdat mensen in deze plaatsen
verbindingen weten te maken met andere plaatsen’.

In Hoofdstuk 5 werd aangetoond dat de Nederlandse audiovisuele industrie sterk
geconcentreerd is in Amsterdam en Hilversum. In Hoofdstuk 8 werd duidelijk dat deze
audiovisuele industrie in Amsterdam in belangrijke mate gericht is op de productie van

reclamecampagnes. Alhoewel de Amsterdamse reclame-industrie over de laatste twee
decennia duidelijk meer internationaal gericht is geworden, past het cluster van creatieve

specialisten in Amsterdam zich echter maar langzaam aan de nieuwe vraag aan die gecreëerd
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wordt door de komst van de internationale independents. De afgelopen jaren hebben echter

een aantal film - en postproductie bedrijven uit Londen een kantoor geopend in Amsterdam
om dichter op de groeiende markt te zitten. Dit kan als een teken gezien worden dat

het zich ontwikkelende internationale reclamecluster een bepaalde kritische massa bereikt
heeft die voldoende vraag oplevert voor high-end audiovisuele bedrijven. Wanneer deze
ontwikkeling zich voortzet zal het internationale reclamecluster alleen maar steviger ingebed

raken in Amsterdam, waardoor de internationale concurrentiepositie van Amsterdam als
reclamestad verder versterkt zou worden.

De Amsterdamse reclame-industrie zou je uiteindelijk in twee verschillende gemeenschappen
kunnen verdelen: een Nederlandse gemeenschap en één die meer verbonden is met een

mondiale gemeenschap van reclameprofessionals. De meeste bureaunetwerken in de regio
Amsterdam hebben hoofdzakelijk een Nederlands werknemersprofiel, werken vooral voor
Nederlandse cliënten en schakelen Amsterdamse creatieve specialisten in voor de productie
van reclamecampagnes. Het contrast met veel independents is groot; deze hebben een zeer

internationaal werknemersprofiel, en daarnaast internationale cliënten en internationale
creatieve netwerken. Wanneer bureaunetwerken nieuw personeel zoeken richten zij zich
vooral op de lokale arbeidsmarkt en de independents vooral op de internationale gemeenschap

binnen Amsterdam en op de belangrijke buitenlandse reclamesteden. Zelfs het vestigingspatroon van beiden typen bureaus is verschillend; de internationale independents vestigen

zich vrijwel allemaal in de binnenstad van Amsterdam, terwijl de meeste bureaunetwerken
in Amstelveen en Amsterdam-Zuid te vinden zijn.
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Cultural industries have experienced dynamic growth in the Netherlands
since the 1990s. Amsterdam is the indisputable cultural and creative capital
of the country and one of the city’s most prominent cultural industries is the
advertising industry. This study has explored processes of globalisation in the
international advertising industry and the position of Amsterdam herein.
The book tells us how Amsterdam has become one of the most important
creative hubs of the industry and a hotspot for creative, flexible and innovative
international advertising agencies.
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